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1. 0 GENERAL INFORMATION
1. 1 SUMMARY
The LACIE Performance Predictor (LPP) is a computer simulation
of the LACIE process for predicting worldwide wheat production. The
simulation provides for the introduction of various errors into the system.
and provides e5tim-aces based on these errors, thus allowing the user to
determine the impact of selected error sources.
The FOC LPP simulates the acquisition of the sample segment data
by the LANDSAT Satellite (DAPTS), the classification of the agricultural
area within the sample segment (CAMS), the estimation of the wheat yield
(YES), and the production estimation and aggregation (CAS).
These elements include data acquisition characteristics, environmental
conditions, the classification algorithms, the LACIE aggregation and data
adjustment procedures.. The operational structure for simulating these ele-
ments is shown in Figure 1. 1-1 and consists of seven key pro-gran-is as
follows
(1) LACIE Utility Maintenance Process




(6) LACIE Error Model (LEM)
(7) Post Processor
Input data is processed by two programs--the LACIE Utility Main-
.	 .
tenance Processor and the System Error Executive. These programs
process the input data, perform data compatibility checks, and form the
basic data files for the LPP.
The DAPTS simulation is performed by three programs--the
Ephemeris Generator, the Access Generator, and. the Acquisition Selector-
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The LACIE Error Model (LEM) performs the prime analysis task
and is a single program that contains CAMS, YES, CAS, and the
Segment Truth Generator. This phase contains the Monte Carlo con-
trol and allows a number of operating modes. Each module within. this
phase can be Monte C.arlo'ed separately without changing the others and
the results aggregated in CAS. Modules may also be combined for Monte
Carlo runa. The CAMS Simulator may be run with or without the ,segment
acquisition statistics to give the sampling error effects with or without
acquisition constraints. The CAS Simulator accumulates the results
of the repetitive Monte Carlo trials and output the statistics,
The post processor is a program that interfaces with several, output
files. It has the capability to output ,special. reports from. its library
of reports to assist the user in post run analysis.
1.2 ENVIRONMENT
This program is designed to run on the UNIVAC 1110 utilizing the
EXEC VIII operating system as installed at NASA, Houston,, Texas. The
program has been coded entirely in FORTRAN V. The only special
features utilized are the NTRAN package and the define file capability for
direct access f/O. Most of the programs will utilize core. storage of .24K
or under. The only exceptions to this are LUMP which uses 26K, and
LEM which uses about 48K. The most disk and drum files required at any
time (not card and printed output)' is 15 as utilized in the LEM program,.
The most file space required at one time (worst case is LEM assuming
4400.0 segments) is 4., 500 9 000 words. Only one 7-track .tar;; unit is required
for SAGE, on option, and for GRID. The largest disk file is the TA.CQ inter-
mediate LEM work file with 2,040,000 words (assuming 2000 training
segments).
It is assumed , that the users of this program know how to unload and
load disk files to and from save tapes since most of the files are too large
to be cataloged. The EXEC VIII job control cards for running each pro-




Each program processes one country at a time so that each country
must be handled as a separate case. A four digit case number is provided
to identify all data files and output reports. A system of case number
identification is required to uniquely identify a study, ccu'ntry and program
user.
It is assumed that all production usage of the -Rrograms will be per-
formed in the batch mode even though some of the programs are small
enough to be run from a terminal.




2. 1 LIST OF ALL PROGRAMS
2.1.1 EPHEyIS
This program will compute orbital parameters for up to two vehicles
orbiting about the earth for up to 549 days. This data is stored on disk
files and represents a continuous swath path about the earth.
2. 1. 2 GRID
This program reads the NASA global weather tape. It processes
the latitude and longitude in order to compute an associated grid row and
column number representing a stereographic projection. It then writes
the associated index number from tape into the grid matrix.
2. 1. 3 LUMP
This program processes substrata statistical and historical, data
cards, segment ID data cards and crop calendar data cards in order to
generate the basic data files, CROPW, SUBHST and SEG1D, for use by
other programs. The various data fields are checked for valid entries.
The identification for each card set is checked for compatibility with each
other. If there are any errors, an error report is produced..
2. 1.4 SEE
This program processes three input card sets to produce the three
data files, YESERR, CAMERR and SIGEXT for use by the LEM program
Each 4..ata field is checked for validity and the ID of each card set is
checked against the substrata historical file to detect missing data and
incompatibility. If there are any errors, an error report is produced.
2. 1. 5 SA GE
Given the swath table and the segment ID file, this program deter-
mines how many times and under what conditions each segment is accessed
by the satellites. The program generates the segment reference file,
SEGREF. On option, a utility function. can be performed to generate the
weather data file, WEATHR., from the NASA weather tape:.
28234-6025-RU-00
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2. 1. 6 SACS
This program reads the segment reference and input control data
file and processes each segment using the crop window file to determine
which accesses are legal. It lists all valid access for a segment and
writes this information out on the acquisition file, ACQUIS.
2.; 1. 7 LZM
LEM is an executive program which controls the operation of
several application subprograms. Through these subprograms it si.rnu-
iates sample segment classification, strata yield estimation and production
aggregation. LEM controls repetitive Monte Carlo trials based on input
error distributions to obtain statistical estimates of the wheat area, yield
and production at different levels of aggregation. The subprograms under
its control are segment truth generator, CAMS, YES and CAS.
2. 1. 7. 1 Segment Truth Generator
This subprogram generates the true proportion of wheat and the true
proportion of mixed pixels for each sample segment from, the substrata
historical file and segment ID file.
Z. 1. 7. 2 CAMS
This subprogram provides an estimate of the proportion of wheat in
each segment ' selected by the SACS program. Up to twenty-five estimates
are allowed for training segments and one estimate for ordinary segments
in each of four crop windows. Four types of error are accounted for in
obtaining the estimates. CAMS gives a Monte Carlo simulation of three
types of errors:
1. Crop Calendar Errors
2. Signature Extension Errors
3. Classification Errors
A fourth item considered is multi-temporal sampling effects.
2. 1. 7. 3 YES
This subprogram simulates the yield estimation process of the
LACIE system. It generates the yield estimates at the strata level of
28234-6025-RU-00
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from one to six estimation points in a simulation season. The estimates
are computed from the true yield given in the input data, taking into,
account the effects of various estimation errors.
2. 1. 7.4 CAS
This subprogram models the LACIE aggregation technique including
the aggregation of wheat area and production from the strata to the country
level and the estimation of the accuracy of the aggregation. The aggrega-
tion is performed at various prediction intz;i ; als during the growing season.
It also compares estimates to the truth baseline to compute actual errors.
2. 1. 8 POUT
This program is an output report generator. Upon direction from
the user via input control cards, the following four types of reports are
produced.
1. Substrata Reference Data Report
2. Population, Standard Deviation and Histogram. Reports
3. Histograms of Monte Carlo Statistics Reports
4. Frequency of Sample Segment Acquisitions Report
2. 2 PROGRAM EXECUTION BLOCK DIAGRAMS
The following block diagrams are given for one program at a time
and in the basic order of execution. File names and program. names will











2. 2. 2 GRID
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2. 2. 3 Card to Disk Utility
This can be a system utility or any routine which can copy card
images to disk a.s for-mated 80 character records.
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2. 2. 4 LUMP
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SHISTD	 SSTATD 	 [71DDJ (7CW^ t7E'R'R
2. 2. 5 SEE
SUBHST I	 ICAMECD 1, I, YESECD i	 I SIGECD
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The processing tithes .and core usage given below for each LACIE
program are for a UNIVAC 1108 with an EXEC 11 operating system. The
runs used to obtain the data are from the handoff case u hick is part of






50 Weather grid points
40 Day swath with one vehicle used for acquisitions (two
vehicles for swath generation)
6 Prediction dates (including four- bio-windows)
4 Monte Carlo iterations
2.3.1 EPHEMS
Time: 2 min. 32 seconds
Core: 240591 0 words
2. 3. 2 GRID
Time : 7 seconds
Care:	 1176.3 10 word-s




Core:	 26257 i0 words
2. 3. 4 SEE
Time: 10 seconds














j	 2. 3. 5 SA GE
Creation of weather file time: 11 seconds 	 r
Regular run time: 1 min. 44 seconds
Core: 21758 words
2. 3. 6 $A C S
Time: 9 seconds
Core:	 12625 words
2. 3. 7 LEM
Time:. 5 min. 40 seconds
Core: 43867 words
2. 3. 8 POUT
Core.	 23308 words .
For RPTYPE - 1, Substrata Reference Report
CPU time - ll sec.
For RPTYPE = 2, Yield and Production Reports
CPU time - 28 sec.
For RPTYPE = 3, Monte Carlo Reports
CPU time -6sec,
For RPTYPE 4., •Acquisition Data Report
CPU time - 9 sec..
2.4 DATA BASE DESCRIPTION
All files used by LACIE programs and providing interface with the
user or other programs are fisted in Figure 2. 4-1.. This figure is followed
by a detailed description of each  binary file providing interface between
programs.



















SW A TH 8 Swath Tabie /Sear:ch Files ICSESW EPHEM SAGE
SWATHR 9 Swath Reference File ICSESW EPHEM SAGE, POUT
SEGID I Segment ID File ICSESG LUMP SAGE, LEM
CROPW 2. Crop Window File ICSECW LUMP SACS, CAMS
SU BHST 3 Substrata. Historical File IC.SESH L j iviP CA S, LEM,
POUT, SEE
WEATAP 13 NASA Weather Tape - Monthly NASA SAGE
SEGR.EF 10 Segm-ent Reference Data File ICSESR SAGE SACS
WEATHR. 11 Weather File/Daily ICSEWF SAGE SAGE
ACQUIS 12 Data Acquisition File ICSEAC SACS CAMS, POUT
CAMSF 7 CAMS Output File ICS'ECO CAMS CAS
CAMERR 8 CAMS Error File ICSECE SEE CAMS
CAST 14 CAS Cum Output File ICSECU CAS POU T, CAS
YESOUT 10 YES Output File IC:SEYS YES- CAS
SIG:EXT 9 Signature Extension File ICSESE SEE CAMS
YESERR II YES Error Model File ICSEYM SEE YES
SEGTRU 13 Segment Truth File ICSEST LEM CAMS
CASDISI 4 CAS Distribution Output ICSECD CAS POUT
CR.PERR 8 Crop Calendar Error Data Cards CARDS LUMP
INDMAT 4 Index Matrix Location File GRID LUMP
SHIS'TD 9 Sub:strata Historical Data Cards CARDS LUMP
SS'TATO .10 Substrata Statistical Data Cards . CARDS LUMP
SEGIDD 11- Sample Segment Location Data Cards CARDS LUMP
SEGCWD lz Sample Substrata Crop Calendar Data Cards CARDS LUMP
YESECD I YES Error Data Cards CARDS SEE-.
CAMECD 4 CAM. S.Error Data Cards CARDS SEE








CA.SDSF 15. CAS Intermedia.te Work File CAS CAS
TACQ 16 CAMS Intermediate Work File for Training CAMS CAMS
Se:gmernts
CRPINT 7 Crop Calendar Intermediate File LUMP LUMP
SUBINT 13 Subetrata Intermediate LUMP Data LUMP LUMP












2. 4. 1 Swath Table - SWA TH
Vehicle orbital data is stored For one orbit per day around the earth.
The data represents a swath or path around the earth. There is data for up
to 2 vehicles and for 549 days. There is also a record for each vehicle which
contains the minimum and maximum Alongitude.
Access Method: Direct, fixed length records uses FORTRAN V direct access
routine s
Status: Permanent
Sort: Vehicle number, then day
A detail number is computed by the equation:
Rec. No. = (NODAY + 1) * (VEH NO - 1) + DAYNO + 1
A trailer Rec. No. is co-mputed by:	 y
Rec. No. = (NODAY + 1) (VEH NO - 1) + NODAY+ 2
Media , Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record
NAME (2)	 - 8 bytes, file name SWATH TB
ICASE	 - 2 byte s
IVEH	 - 2 bytes
NODAY	 - 2 bytes




-	 2 byte s - Ye ar
-	 2 bytes - Month	 Start date Vehicle 1
-	 2 byte s - Day
-	 2 bytes _ Year
-	 2 bytes •- Month	 Start date Vehicle Z
2..byte s - . Day
-	 2 byte s














Each item is stored as an array for all its latitudes:
LATNG - Latitude No. in deg, 2 bytes, range is
0 to ±65; + - Northern Hemisphere
- - Southern Hemisphere
L.ALT	 - Vehicle alt. from ALT, 2 bytes,
KILOM^ 10, range is 1000-15000
TI ME (2) - Vehicle time in sec, 4 bytes, range is
0-86,400
DLONG(2) - Vehicle 6longitude in radians, 4 bytes,
range is 0 to 2Tr
TIME (1) and (3) - Swath latitude crossing time extremes,
4 bytes each
DLONG(1) and (3) - Swath latitude crossing longitude
extremes, 4 bytes each
The data for TIME, then DLONG, is the order of storage .
Total Maximum Length = 1004-28 = 2800 bytes or 800 words.
Trailor Record
Contains data for all latitudes; for one latitude:
LATNO - See above.
DLONMN - Minimum Blongitude, 4 bytes,
radians, range is 0 2Tr
D LON MX - Maximum. Q longitu de, 4 'byte s,
radians, range is 0 - 27r
Fille r	 - 1800 bytes
i	 block Factor: 1
File Size: 878, 405 words for 2 vehicles and 549 days
i Usage.: This table is used by the segment access generator to determine
and record for a given segment each access through a given period
o1 :time. "SAGE" will be given 1. start date which must be ? the
date in the Header Record. The . LATNO entry along with ISLAT
282.34.6025-RU-00
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r.	 and INLAT are used to determine if a segment is in or at any
latitudes in the band of latitudes on the file. ISOSTR is used
to stagger the southern latitude band with respect to the





























Z.4. 2 Swath Reference File - SWATHR
Contains nodal data for each rev, day and vehicle. This data forms
part of the swath table . and is used in conjunction with it.
Access Method: Sequential, 1059 fixed length records on a FASTRAND file
Status: Permanent





NAME (2)	 8 bytes, file name = SWATH RE
ICASE	 2 bytes
IVEH	 2 bytes
NODAY	 - 2 bytes
IVi TIM (1)	 . 2 bytes	 -	 Ye ar
IVI TIM (2)	 2 byte s . -	 Month	 for Vehicle 1
IV i TIM(3)	 2 byte s	 -	 Day
IV2TI1V1(1)	 2 bytes	 -	 Year
IV2TIM.(2)	 2 bytes	 -	 Month	 for Vehicle 2
IV2TIM(3)	 2 byte s	 - Day
CARUS(1, 1, i)	 a-semi -Major axis, 8 bytes, earth radii,
range is 1 to 2; for 1 s i s ? (veh)
CARUS(2, 1, i)	 e -eccentricity, 8 bytes, range is .0:0001 to
. 1.5; f  r 1 s i s 2 (ve h.)
C :^N,RUS(3, 1, i)	 i- inclination, 8 bytes, radians, range is
1 to 27r; for l s i s 2 (veh)
y
ROME GD (i)	 n, 8 bytes, radians/sec', for 1 s i s 2 (veh)
XWD (i)	 - W. 8 bytes, radians/ sec; for 1 i s 2 (veh)
SA(3)	 See input definition for card data
Total	 24 words + 31 filler




KVEH	 - Current vehicle number, 2 bytes, range is
1 to 2
KDAY	 - Current day number, 2 bytes, , range is i to549
WP(i, ;)	 - w- argument of perigee, 4 bytes, radians,
range is 0 -2.1T
NREV	 - Number of revolutions, 2 bytes, range is
1 to t7
TMNODE(i)-( 1.7) 	- Time ascending node crosses equator for
this rev. In seconds, 4 bytes, range is
0 to 86, 400
CARUS(4, 1, -) 	 - Lojigitude of ascending node for this rev.
In radian's, 4 bytes, range is 0 to 2Tr
0
Ground Station Indicators 2 bytes, use undefined .for DAPTS,
17 entries
Record Length: 55 words
Recommended Block Factor: 4
File Size 197, 820 bytes or 60, 445 words
Usage: This file is used in conjunction with the swath table by SAGE
to determine when and if a segment is accessed. The swath
preference file is searched for a day and rev entry within a
supplied delta o:f a given nodal logitude and time. The clay
obtained in this manner is used to read the 'desired record
from the swath table. The calculati 'on's on the data can then
be performed to obtain a further check for access.
28234-6025-RU-00
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2.4. 3 Segment ID File - SEGID
Thid file is generated from NASA data cards for use in the SAGE
and LEM program. It is generated in the LUMP program.
Access Met-hod: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Semi-permanent. Changed only when the segment data base is
changed.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone, then strata, then substrata, then
segment, 4000 records.
Media-. Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats.
Header Record-.
Nam..e:(Z) - 8 char., file name - ''SEGMENT', 4 char. /word
IGASE - Case no.
ITSFG - I word integer 0 all segments are training segment's




Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region. ID - I
.
word integer, 2 digit no.... I to 10
Zone ID - 1 word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 100
Strata ID I word integer, 3 digit no. , I to 500
Substrata, I word integer, I to 3200
Segment ID - I word integer, 4 digit no. I to 4000
Training Seg Ind - I word . integer- ., 1 - normal, 0 - training.
Training Segment Priority List 6 words, each entry is the
segment no of a training
segment. The segments axe
listed highe st priority first.
Less than 6 entries terminated
by a 0.
Latitude I word f1t.ians., +77/2pt..,. n rad
Longitude I word f1t. pt. , in radians., 0 -21T
Grid No.	 I word integer, 1- 160:00




Last detail record has I ZZZZ' in the first 4 bytes followed by
jD's in the remainder of the record.
Recommended Block Factor: 20
File Size- 68, 034 words
Usage: Used by SAGE to get Lat/Lon and grid no. Used by LEM to place
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This file obtained from NASA data cards and is rewritten on a disk
file for convenient processing by the LUMP program. It contains the crop
window start-stop dates for 4 crop growing windows.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Updated very infrequently.
Sort' Country, then region, then zone, then strata and then substrata.
There are a maximum of 3200 substrata records.
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record:
Name(.2) - 8 char., file naive - 'CROPWIND', 4 char. /word
ICASE I word integer, 4 digitnam, ber.
IWIN - 1 word integer, no. of crop windows = 4
Total - 4 words + 29 words filler
Detail . ,ecord•
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - I word integer, 2 digit no., I to 10
Zone ID - 1 word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 100
Strata ID - I word integer, 3 digit no. , I to 500
Substrata ID - I word integer, 4 digit no. , 1 to 3200
Data for Winter Wheat
4 sets of 2 items - 1 set for each window
Predicted Start Date - l word integer, Zulu hate - no. of days
since 19 50
Predicted End Date - I word integer, Zulu date no. of days
since 1950
Std Deviation of Seg. Calendar Error - 1 word integer in days
Range: 0 --) x-9 9
Crop Window Error - 5 -1 word integers, A. no. of days in error..
The ist entry is for 1st window start. The
2nd-4th entries are for end of i -1 window and
start of ith window (Z s i-' 4). The last entry
is
.
 for the 4th window end date. Range: 0 - +99
Data for Spring Wheat
Repeat of same type of data as for winter wheat
Total: 33 words-









Recommended Block Factor: 10
File Size- 105, 666 words
Usage: This file is used by SAGS in conjunction with the segment reference
data file to determine if an access has occurred. It is also used by
SAMS to determine crop calendar errors. If the first entry of a





2.4.5 Substrata Historical File - SUBHST
This file is generated in the LUMP program from the substrata
historical card data supplemented by intermediate calculations. It is
used in the CAS analysis program. Data for one country will be stored.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Permanent, off loaded on tape.
Sort; Country, then region, then zone, then strata, and then substrata.
A maximum of 3200 substrata data records.
Media: Disk - FASTRAN.D
Record Formats:
Header Record:
Name(2) - 8 char., file name 1 'SUB HIST', 4 char. /word
ICASE - `1 word integer, case or ID no., 4 digits
I-MXSEG - 1 word integer, maximum no. of segments in any
substrata - 1 to 150
Total Length: (:4 + INMXSEG + 14) words
Detail Record - for each. substrata:
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - 1 `cord integer, 2 digit no., 1 to 10
Zonne ID - 1 word integer; 3 digit no. , 1 to 100
Strata ID- 1 word integer, 3 digit no. , I to 500
Substrata ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no., 1. to 320.0
NSEG - No. of sample segments in this substrata 1 to 150
IDSEG(IMXSEG) - List of sample segments in this substrata,
each entry is a 4 digit integer.
Group No, - I word integer
1 - One or more sample segments in subs rata
2 - Associated with 1 or more sample segments in the strata
3 - No sample segments in substrata or as-sociated with the
strata.
FW - Historical proportion of wheat, fit. pt . in
28234-6025-RU-00 °
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Land Area	 Flt. pt.	 land area of the substrata in kilometers A
PWk - True proportion 3f wheat in %, f1t. pt .
NAGR - 1 word integer, no, of agricultural segments in the substrata
NA - I word integer, no, of allocated segments in the substrata
J
6PW - Flt. pt. , bias of true proportion of wheat
6PM - Flt. pt., ratio of true mixed pixels
CVI - Flt. pt., coefficient of variation for year-to-year change in PW
CVZ - Flt. pt., coefficient of variation for within county variation of PW
CV3 - Flt. pt. , coefficient of variation for within county variation of
proportion of mixed pixels
CV4 - Flt. pt. , coefficient of variation of multi-year historical wheat
area.
Total Record Length - Max is for USSR, 168 words
Trailer Record Length: Has I ZZZZ' in the first 4 bytes followed by O's.
Recommended Block Factor: 4






2.4. 6 NASA Weather Tape Format - WEA TAP
There is one file on tape written in binary mode (odd parity) with
sequential I./O routines. The tape is 7 track written at 800 BPI density.
There will be 1600 physical records on tape and each record will be 500
words long. There will be 10 logical index point records per physical
record. Each logical record will be SO words long and will contain
BDG information in the following format:
N	 E
or	 or




(15, 2X, 13, ZX, 13, 3x,. 319, A1, IX, 13, 212, A1,





2.4. 7 Segment Reference File _ SEGREF t
This file is generated by SAGE to provide a reference data base for
all segments to be analyzed by the SACS program. 	 This file can represent
a maximum of up to a 426 day time period.
s
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status:	 Semi-permanent.	 Regenerated normally less than once. per week.
4
Will normally be kept on tape.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone, then strata, then substrata, and
then segment.	 There are a maximum of 4000 segments.
t
Media: Tape
} Record Formats:_ i
Header Record:
Nam-e(Z) - 8 char., file name - 'SEG REFE', 4 char. /word
ICASE - 1 word integer, case no., 4 digits
Reference Date - No, of days since 1950. 	 (2 bytes).	 Used in
conjunction with acquisition date,.
NMAX - 1 word integer, no. of days in study; range 1 to 426
y ' Dummy Word
ICSESW - 1 word integer, swath files case no. - 4 digits
^i
L' ICSESG - 1 word integer, segment .1D file case no., 4 digits
a` NVEH - No. of vehicles - 1 word integer
;j Total:
	
9 words + 599 word filler
Detail Record:
-.{ Country ID - 1 word, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - 1 word intege r, 2 digit no., i to. 1.0
a -
fy Zone ID - 1 word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 100
r Strata ID'- l word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 500
Substrata ID - 1 word; integer, 4 digit no., l to 3200 .
Segment ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no. , 1 to 4000
p Training Seg. Ind.	 1 word integer, l - normal, 0 - training .




Acquisition Data Set - Repeated 75 times x NVEH
Acquisition Day - l word integer, Zulu date (no. of days since 1950)
Sun Elevation Angle - 1 word flt. pt . , radians, range +90°
Cloud Cover %a - l word integer, % 10
Time of Acquisition - 1 word f1t. pt . , sec, 1 to 86, 400
Total Length: 608 words
Last detail record has ''ZZZZ' in the first word followed by 0's in
the remainder of the record.
Block Factor: 2	 -






2. 4. 8 Weather Data .File - W EA THR
This file contains cloud cover % for 366 days and 16000 grid points.
This File is generated from a NASA supplied weather tape.
Access Method: Direct with fixed length records uses FORTRAN V
direct access. routines
Status: Semi-perma.roric. Can be regenerated for each use of SAGE
or kept as a permanent file for IOC studies.
Sort: Grid point, then day
To get to a particular record N which represents 5 grid points:
N w i f	 + t (if remainder)
+ 0 (if no remainder)
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record:
Name (2) - 8 bytes, file name 'WEATHER'
NMAX - No. of days in: a record, 2 bytes, i to 366
Total: .12 bytes or 4 words
171 byte filler
Detail Record - For 1 grid - all days
Each day entry is a value 0 to 8 representing
8th' s of 10076. 8 -4 bit entries are stored
right justified in a word;. for 366 days it
would require 366`48 - = 183 bytes or 46 words.
Blocking Factors: 5 (Internal)
F le.Size: 2, 928., 000 bytes, 736, 000 words
Usage: This file is used by SAGE to obtain the cloud cover data.
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Z. 4. 9 Data A cquisition F ile - A CQUIS
This file contains a list of accesses for each segment processed in
the segment acquisition selector program (SACS). It is to be generated
using the Crop Window File and Segment Reference Date. File. A maxi-
mum 426 day time period is represented.
Access Meih.,u: Sen l + en.tial with fixed length records,
Status: Regenerated - either from rerunning SACS or loading from a
saved tape.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone, then strata, then substrata, and
then segment. A maximum of 4000 records for one country.
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record.:
Name(2) - 8 char., file name - 'ACSQUISI', 1 char. /word
ICA SE - I word integer, 4 digit case no.
NMAX - I word integer, no. of days in study; range 1-426
IWIN - 1 word integer, no. of crop windows used in study =4
HEAD(4, 4) 4, 4 word entries, each entry consists of a 16
character crop window title
IC CA S - 1 word integer, crop window case number
ISCAS - 1 word. integer, seg refer case number
IFILL('84:) - 84 words of filler
Detail Record:
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - I word integer, 3 digit no. , 1 to 10
Zone ID - I -,Nord integer, 3 digit no. , I to 100
Strata ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no. , 1 to 500
Substrata ID - 1 word integer., 4 digit no., I to 3200
Segment ID - 1 word integer, 5 digit no. , 1 to 4000
For each of 4 Crop Windows:
25 entries for
Acquisition Date - I word integer, Z ulu date
Total No. of Accesses - 1 word integer, 3 digit no.
Total Length: 1.07 words
.	 ...	 . - .....-.. __	 ^ i
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Dummy data record with country = 'ZZZZ' trails last data record.
4	
Recommended Block Factor: 5
F
File Size: IOC - 428, 214 words
Usage: This file will be used by the CAMS module within the acquisition
and analysis program. It is used to obtain the acquisition list by
s







2.4. 10 CAMS Output File Description - CA1bISF
This file is used by the CAS program and is generated by CAMS.
Record Formats:
Header Record.:
Name - 8 char. , 3 alpha, file name - 'CAMS OU T', 4 char. /word
Case Number - 1 word integer, 4 digit case number
Error Model - 1 word integer, = 0 Model 1, = 1 - Model 2
CAMD Error File Case Number
ACZUISI File Case Number
CROPW File Case Number
SEG TRUTH File Case Number
Signature Extension File Case Number
IMULTI - Multi-temporal Option Flag
TSCC - Crop Calendar Error Option Flag
ICLASS - Input Classification Indicator
ISEXT - Signature Extension Flag
a ,;	 IACQ -Acquisition File Usage Flag
ICAMS CAMS Option Flag
Total: 4 words of filler
Detail Record (one per segment):
Country ID - 4 bytes, alphanumeric
Region ID - 1 word integer, 2 digit number, 1P10
Zone ID - l word integer, 3 t:igit number; 1 -100
Stratum. 11 - 1-word integer, 3 digit number, 1-500
Substratum ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit number, 1-3200
Segment ID - I word integer,. 4 digit number, i-4000
True proportion of wheat this segment, flt. pt .	 0-100
Zulu Acquisition Day - 1 word integer (zero for no acquisition) One
Estimated Proportion of Wheat-Flt. pt. ; To 0-100	 ordered setfor each of
Error in Proportion of Wheat Estimate, flt. pt. ; +99. 99	 4 windows
Total. Length: 19 words	 t
Trailer Record:
1c	 ',
Name - 4 bytes, 'ZZZZ'
Totals 1 word with 18 word filler
28234-6025-RU-00
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File Size: 78, 038 words - assuming 4000 segments
Access Method: Sequential binary file with fixed length recorde
Recommended. Blocking Factor: 20
Sort: Country through segment
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Status: Temporary, will be regenerated for each study.
28234-6025-RU-00
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2.4. 11 CAMS Error File CAMERR
This file is generated by SEE and used by the CAMS program:
Sort: Country, Region, Zone, Strata, Substrata, Segment
Media: Disk. - FASTRAND
Record j7ormats'.
Header Record:
Name(2), - 8 char., file name 'CAMS ERR', 4 char. /word
ICASE - Case no., 1 word integer
Total: 3 words + 47 words filler
Detail Record:
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - I word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 10
Zone ID - I word integer, 3 digit no., I to 100
Strata ID - 2 bytes, 4 digit no., I to 500
Substrata ID - 2 bytes, 4 digit no. , 1 to 3200
Segment ID - 2 bytes, 4 digit no. , I to •000
Crop Window (4) - one. set of data below for each crop window
(see SEE Problem Des cr iption Input Data
for definitions)
P(W/IV) Fit. pt. , 0 to I
P(WIN4 Fit. pt. , 0 to 1
P(W /0) Flt. pt. , o to I
B Fit. pt. , -9.999SW
1QrW /W Flt. pt. , 0 -9. 99
BW/M Fit. pt. , +9. 999
OW/M- Flt. pt., 0-9.99
B W/o Fit. pt., +9.999
•
a	 Fit. pt, , 0-9.99W /O
B	 Fit. pt. +9. 999PW	 —
Fit Ut. 01-9,UPW	 .99
28234-6025-RU-00
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Record Length: 50 words
Last detail record has 'ZZZZ' in the first 4 bytes followed'by 0's
in the remainder of the record,
Block Factor: 10
File Size: 200, 100 words, assuming a maximum of 4000 segments
Usage: Used by CAMS
Status: Semi-permanent, changes only when CAMS error model changes.
28234-602.5-RU-
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2.4. 12 CAS Cumulative Output File - CA SF
This file is generated by the CAS module and is used by the output
processor (POUT) and by LEM for restart. It contains values accumulated
over all Monte Carlo iterations.
Access Method: Random access with fixed length records.
Status: Changed for each Monte Carlo iteration in LEM. The final
LEM version will be kept only as needed to complete a current
error model study. Required for restart of the LEM program.
Format:
Record I is the header reco'rd.,
Record 2 i.s the country record,
Records 3-12 are the region records,
Records 13 -62 are the zone. records,
Records 63-387 are the strata records.
Header Record Format:
1. Nam e(1) - 6 character file name ' CASCUM'
2. ICASE - Case no., 1 word integer
3. COUNT.R - Country, A6 format
4,, NT - Current Monte Carlo iteration number
5, NREGS - No. of regions
.6. NZTOT - ^Tota.l number of zones
7. NSTRA T Total number of strata
8. NBW No. of bio-windows; 1-4
9. NPDATE - No, of prediction date s; 1-14
10-13.	 Jip to 4 b io -window nu hers.
14- 27, PRDA TE - Up to 14 prediction dates in Zulu time
477 words of filler
Total Length: 504 words
Each data record contains data blocks for up to foUx bio-windows and
up to 14 prediction dates. The blocks for the bio-windows comae first followed
by the blocks for the prediction points. Missing bio-windows or prediction




Country Data Record Format:
This record consists of 18 blocks, each containing the 28,quantities
in Data Set 17.
1. HWAC Historical wheat area (WA)
2. TWAC True WA
A
3. EWAC Estimated WA
4. AERRC - Error in WA
5. AVARC - Variance in WA
6. TPRODC - True production
7. EPRODC - Estimated production
8. PRERRC - Error in pr oduction
9. PRVARC -Variance in. production
10. TYC . - True yield
11. EYC - Estimated yield
IZ. YERRC - Error in yield
13. MIC - No. of acquired Group I segments.'
14. MZC - No. of acquired Group II segments
15. CTIC - No. of Group I substrata with acquired segments
16. CTZC - No. of Group 11 substrata with acquired segments
17. CT3C - No. of Group III substrata
18. ANAVC - Analytic area variance
19. ANPRVC Analytic production variance
C	 zZO. SOA ERC	 L (area error)
C	 z21. SQPERC	 r-L (production er or)
C
ZZ. SQY ERC	 L (yield error):
23. CLEWA Confidence level about estimated wheat area
24. CLEPAD - Confidence level about estirr-ated production
25. CLATEC- Confidence level about true wheat area using
estimated variance
26.. CtPTEC Confidence level about true production using,
estimated variance
27. CLATWC Confidence level about true wheat area using
within . county variance.
28. CLPTWC Conf. ider.. level about true production using
within county variance
Total length: 5-04 words
282.34-6025-AU-00
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Region Data Record Format:
This record consists of 18 blocks, each containing the 22 quantities
from Data Set 16 plus identifying information.
1. REGION - Region ID
2 words of filler
3. 0
4. NZONES	 Number of zones in region
5. HWAR
6. TWAR




;# words of filler
28. a
Zone Data Record Form, at:
This record consists of 18 blocks, each containing the 22 quantities
from Data Set 15 plus -identifying information.
1. REGION - Region ID
2. ZONE - Zone ID
Ei 3. 0 -. Filler
4. NSTRAZ No. of strata in zone
5. HWA.Z
6. TWAZ









Strata Data Record Format:
This record consists of 18 blocks, each containing the 22 quantities
from Data Set 14 plus identifying information.
DSET14
1. REGION - Region ID
2. ZONE - Zone ID
3. STRATA Sitrata ID




























Recommended Blocking Factor: 1
File Size; 195,.048 words
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2.4. 13 YES File Description - YESOUT
This file is created by YES and used by tne CA-S program.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Semi-permanent - changed only when YES erxc r model changes.
Sort:. Country through stratum, - 500 stratas maximum
Media , Disk - FASTRAND
Header Record'.
Name(Z) - 8 char.., file name - 'YES', 4 char. /word
Case Number - I word integer, 4 digit case number
Total- 20 Words filler
Detail Record
Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - I word integer, 2 digit number, I-10'
Zone ID - I word integer, 3 digit number, 1-100
Stratum ID - I word integer, 3 digit number, 1-500
YSTR - True yield for stratum. , fit, pt, in quintals/HECTAR
One set for each of 6 prediction points
IZPRDD - Zulu prediction da:te, I word integer
YSCI - Estimated yield for this prediction date, I word integer;
0-99.99 in qaintals/HECTAR




Name (.2) - 4 bytes, file ender, IZZZZI
Total- I word with ZZ word filler
Recommended Block Fact-or: 10





2.4. 14 Signature Extension File
This file is generated from cards in SEE (System Error•Executive).
It contains coefficients for signature extension processing in CAMS for 2
error models.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Semi-permanent. Only changed when the error model changes.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone.
50 zone records maximum.
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record:
Name(2) - 8 char., file name - 'SIGEXTEN', 4 char. /word
ICASE - 1 word integer., 4 digit case no.
56 words of fill
Detail Record:
Country ID - 4 bytes., 4 alpha characters
Region ID - 1 word integer, 2 digit no., 1 to 10
Zone ID - I word integer, 3 digit no., 1 to 100
Model 1 Data -.Classification error coefficients
Coefficient set to account for probability of classifying as wheat
given wheat. Same set as for Model 2 .. 14 flt, pt. words.
B LW' B 2W' aliW' v 2iW (1 s i S 6)
Coefficient set to account for probability of classifying wheat
given mixed, 1.4 flt. pt , words.
B IM" B 2M' O'liM' Q
	
	
)2iM (l s s 
E
Coefficient S et to ac co unt for ,probability of classifyiTlg aS wheat
given other, 14 f1t. pt, words.










Model Z Data Ignore classification errors
B l* B 2	2 word fit. pt., bias coefficients
CY li	 6)	 6 word f1t. pt ., .std. dev. multiplier coefficientsfor each of 6 training priority segments
vii  ( 15 i-5; 6)
	
	 6 word flt. pt . , std. dev. adder coefficients for
each of 6 training priority segments
Total: 59 words
Last detail record has I ZZZZ I in country ID field followed by 0' s.
Recommended Blocking Factor: 10
File Size: 6, 018 words maximum
Data Ranges:
Q's are between -9. 999 and +9. 999





.	 I 2.4. 15 YES Error Model File
This file is generated from cards in SEE. It contains reference
yield data and yield error parameters. It is used by the YES module.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Semi-permanent. Changes when new error model is required
or when new yield reference data is available.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone, and then strata. A maximum of
500 strata records.
Media: Disk - FASTRAND
Record Formats:
Header Record-
Name(Z) - 8 char., file name - 'YESER.ROR' , 4 char. /word
ICASE - I word integer, 4 digit case no.
20 words of 0 fill
Detail .Record-
..	 Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - 1 word integer, 2 digit no. , 1-10
Zone ID - l word integer, 3 digit no. , 1-100
Strata ID - 1 word integer, 3 digit no. , 1-500
Y TRUE - True yield in quintals/HECTAR., 1 word flat. pt.
Truncation Month Yield Error Data
In ascending order, a zero entry terminates
6 - 3 word sets of following data
Truncation Date in Zulu - Integer
Bia.s error in quintals / HEC TAR - f1t, pt. ; x-99. 99
Standard Deviation - flt. pt . quintals/NECTAR; 0-99. 99
Total: 23 words
Trailer Record:
Has 'ZZZZ' in country ID field followed by 0'.s.
Recommended Blocking Factor: 20




2. 4. 16 Segment. Truth File
This file is generated under control of the LEM processor in order
to provide segment truth data for CAMS module.
Access Method: Sequential with fixed length records.
Status: Changed for each Monte Carlo iteration in LEM. The final
LISM version will be kept only as needed to complete a current
error model study.
Sort: Country, then region, then zone, then strata, then substrata, then
segment. A maximum of 4000 records.




Name(2) - 8 char., file name - 'SEGTRU TH', 4 char. /word
ICASE - Case no., 1 word integer
ITSFG - 1 word integer = 0 all segments are training segments




Country ID - 4 bytes, 4 alpha characters
Region ID - 1 word integer, 2 digit no., 1 to 10
Zone ID 1 word integer, 3 digit no., I to 100
Strata ID 1 word integer, 3 digit no. , I 'to 500
Substrata ID - I word integer, 4 digit no. , 1 to 3200
Segment ID - 1 word integer, 4 digit no., 1 to 4000
Training Seg. Ind. 1 word integer, 1 - normal, 0 training
Training 'Se g. Priority List -
6 words,. each entry is the segment no. of a training segment.
The segments are listed highest priority first. Less than 6
entries are terminated by a 0.
Spring/Winter Flag I word integer, 0 for winter, .l for spring
True .Proportion of Wheat - I word flt. Pt., PW in % 0-100
True Proportion. of Mixed I word flt.. pt., PM in % 0-100








Has 'ZZZZ' in country ID field followed by 0's.
Recommended Blocking Factor: 20
3
File Size: 64, 032 words
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Z. 4. 17 CAS Distribution Output File - CASDIS
This file is generated by the CAS module w:id is used by the output
processor (POUT). It contains certain quantities (errors and confidence
levels) for each Monte Carlo iteration.
.Access Method: Random access with fixed length records.
Status: Changed for eact Monte Carlo iteration in LEM. The final
LEM version will be kept only as needed to complete a current
error model study.
Format:
Record 1 is the header record,
Records (2-4) + 6.3 (PN-1) are the country records (3 records are
required),
Records (5 -14) + 63 (PN-1) are the region records,
Records (15-64) + 63 (PN-1) are the zone records; where PN is
prediction, point no. 1 s PN s 18.
There are 1 + 18 x 63 = 1135 records. Each set of 63 records after
the first record belong to a prediction point.
Header Record Format:
1.. Name (1) - 6 character filename ' CA SDIS'
2. ICASE - Case no., 1 word integer
3. COUNTR - Country, A6 format
4. NT - Current Monte Carlo iteration number
5. NREGS No. of regions
6. NZTOT - Total number of zones
7. FILLER
8. NBW - No. of bio-windows; 1-4
9. NP-DATE - No. of Prediction dates; 1-14
10-13.	
- Up to 4 bio-window numbers
14-27. PRDATE - Lip to 14 prediction dates in Zulu time
276 words of filler










Format of First Country Data Record:
Words^ Description
Reference value for area error
Reference value for production error
Reference value for yield error
Word n+3 specifies the area error for the nth
Monte Carlo iteration
Word n+103 specifies the production error for
the nth Monte Carlo iteration
Word n+Z03 specifies the yield error for the nth
Monte Carlo iteration






Reference value of the area confidence level
Est/Est
Reference value of the production confidence level
Est/Est
Reference value of the area confidence level
True/Est	
.
Word n+3 specifies the area confidence level
Est,/Est for the nth iteration
Word n+103 specifies , the production confidence
level Est/Est for the nt-11 iteration
Word n+Z03 specifies the area confidence level
True / Est for the nth iteration
.Word (s)





Format of Third Country Data Record:
Words Description
1. CLTPRF Reference value of the Production confidence
level True/Est J
2. CLPWCR Reference value of the area confidence level
True/WC 11
3. CLPWCR Reference value of the production confidence
level True/WC
4-103. CLPTEC Word n+3 specifies the production confidence level
True/Est for the Iath iteration"'
x-
104-203. CILATWC Word n+103 specifies the area confidence level
True /W C for the n th itera cio n
x
204-303. CLPTWC Word n+Z03 specifies the production confidence
level True/WC for the nth iteration.
T
Format of Region or Zone Data Records:
Word s.	 Description .













4-103. AE:R.RR.	 Word n+3 specifies the area error for the n





Word n+103 specifies the production error for
or	 the nth iteration
PRER.R.Z
	
204-303. YERRR	 Word nd-?.03 specifies the yield error for the nth
or	 iteration
YERRZ
Recommended B-locking. Factor: l
File Size: 343, 405 words
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2.4. 18 Index. Matrix Location. File - INDEXMAT
This file contains grid numbers or INDEXS for global coverage. Each index is
associated with an (I,J) element corresponding to the stereographi-c projection
coordinate of a given latitude and longitude.
Access Method;	 Direct with fixed length records - uses FORTRAN V direct
access routines.
Status:	 Almost permanent, may never be regenerated.
Sort:	 By I, J value 1 <J<250 and for each J, 1<I<500. Each record







Name(2) - File Name = 'INDEXMAT' 499 words of filler
Detail Record:
For 1 value of J there are 500 index values, l for each I, 1
to 500. The index value is an integer 1-16.0.00..
Blocking factor:	 1
File Size:	 125,500 words








• There can be a maximum of two vehicles.
• There can be a maximum of 549 days.
•	 The .latitude band for swath table generation is +65 o
 .latitude
and there will be a maximum of 100 latitude points to process,
•	 Only one case is run at a tiz. , e.
•	 The complete card data set must be entered for each run.
•	 The existing swath tables will be destroyed each time this
program, is run.
•	 The swath tables will be designated as permanent files since
it is assumed that this program will be run about once per
year.
•	 Fixed field. card formats are utilized.
• A sun synchronous inclination will be computed for each run
condition.
• Only first order oblateness terms are modeled in the orbit
generation;-Le., nodal regression and apsidal precession,
• Orbital elements are maintained as Keplerian elements
(a, e, i, SZ, r^, t) and are updated on a rev-by-rev basis.
• Orbit initialization equations will insure passage through a
reference point at a specified time on the first day. Active
passage is assumed to be on the descending pass.
.3. 1. 1 Input Card Data
3. 1,.1.1 Input Data Description
See Tables 3. 1 . -1 and 3. 1-Z. . .
"f,:-, '!':-'l.l~'::"~.PJ:5' -.-































































A 4 digit case number to identify the 
printed output and the swath tables 
No. of days to generate ephemeris data 
for the swath table 
Number of vehicles to process 
Provision for an 72 character case header 
to print Qut at the top of every output print 
page 
I Flag to allow printout of intermediate data 
for swath calculations. Data for the 
following rouitnes is printed based on 
sllbscript values: 
1. SWATH 2. Swath tahle and 
4. REV TAB reference file 
Northern Hemisphere latitude band for 
swath generation 
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. Table 3. 1-2. Orbital Determination Input
Name Symbol Dimension
Nominal
Value Range Units De scription
IV I Tim 6 Vehicle I reference latitude passage time
IVITIM(l) -(Year- 1900); IVITIM(Z)-Month no,
IVITIM(3)-Day No.; IVITIM(4)-Hours
1VlTJM(5)-Minute-s!; IV I TIM(6) -Seconds
IV2T1M 6 0 Vehicle Z reference latitude passage time;same information as Vehicle 1.
ORBITI 6 0 Orbital elements for Vehicle I
G) a 6650 to Kilom. Se-rni- -major axis
77GO
( 2) e 10-5<. 1.5 Eccentricity
( 4) SZ 0-360 Deg. Longitude of reference latitude(5) W 0-360 Deg.. Argument of perigee
(6. ) T +650. Deg.. Vehicle reference latitude
ORBITZ 6 0 Orbital elements for Vehicle 2.
Same data as for Vehicle 1.








3. 1. 1. 2 Card Formats
See Table 3. 1-3.
3. 1. 1. 3 Deck Setup
The order of input is:
N.ODAY - A number larger than 549 will not be accepted.
IYR
	
- An entry less than 64 will not be accepted.
INLAT and ISLAT	 A negative entry or an entry greater than 65
will not be accepted. The total number of latitudes
allowed, represented by the combined bands, is 100
IPPI5	 - An entry larger than 549 will not be accepted.
SA	 - An absolute value greater than 10 0 is not allowed.
IVITIM and IV2TIM - The first subscript entry (year)-m;ust be
between 1964 and the present.
1. Header card
2. Program Control Card
3. Orbital determination data (2 cards)
3. 1. 1. 4 Rules for Entering. Data on Cards
3.1.1.4..1 General
1.. Integers must be entered right ustified,.
2. F -for -mat nu m- bers must have the decimal point pre sent, i. e. ,
F'5.I-XXX.X, F4.0-XXX.
3. The card sequence. numbers in the C. C. 79-80 must be present
in all data cards.
3. 1. 1. 4. 2 Ruie,s . for S; _ecif c Fields
IVEH	 - No more than 2 vehicles can be entered in this field.
43 . 46	 .49	 52	 79
01
14 12 13 212 212	 L4	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 13	 12	 12
Lat. Ephemeris Data Display Flag Pairs
W,
wBand 0 gIPPI5 IPPI5(3).,(4) IPPI5(,5),(6) IPPI5(7),(8) IPPI5(9) 0-(10)
-4 W Start
Stop Start Stop Start Stop Start Stop Start Stop 0
u z I a Day Day Day Day Day Day Day Day pay Day in
z
ORBITAL. DETERMINATION DATA CARD FORMATS
CARD I







IVITIM - Veh. I IVZTIM - Veh. 2
Year 0 Year
Side Refer. Side Day 0 0 : Day A 0








F - Floating Decimal
L - Logical (Tor F)
C. C.. I
F5.1	 F5.1	 F5.1	 14 12 13 12 12 IZ 14 12 13 - 12 IZ 12	 12
CARD 2
9	 15	 19	 25	 29	 35	 43	 49	 53	 59	 63	 79
'03






3. I t 2 Sample Card Inputs
t,Ea^ER	 r
TE51 CASE FOR HANIUOFFtSVS. TtST 1	 40 UAI SWAThr1.2 ./3u/75 S'VARTv2 VEHICL
TCASE IV EH Nn17 A Y TNI Al	 TsLAT	 LIM%Rk;	 IOPT5 STAF1/STOF . TImES	 13u5Tp.
1	 2	 ,40	 1a 65 2 0
	65	 FTFF	 1	 40	 0	 3	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 1	 01 p
--	 cA -	 14,1TIM• 	 IV2T1`1
	
--




7290.0 .09500	 n. 3a5.	 50.	 766 a,4	 ,025U0	 105. 200.	 20.	 03 I





Table 3.1-40 EPHEM Output Report Data Definitions
Report Name svr.nbel Range Units Report Description
W P W 0-27T Radians I Argument of perigee
NREV REV 1.,3.. Current orbital revolution num. lber in a day
TMNODE = (Node Time.) 0-8,6, 400 See 1., 3. Time during a rev that ascending node
crosses equator
CARUS	 (Node Longitude) S 0­ 27r Radians or 1. Longitude of ascending node
0-360 deg, min, I.
sec
VEHICLE .102 1.,2.,3. Vehicle number
DAY 1-5149 Day 1.,2. sionDay no. of missi
LA TNO -65-+65 Degrees 2.,4. Latitude of a vehicle
IALT 800-1-800 Kilorn. Z.. Altitude above the earth of a vehicle
TIME 0-86,400 Sec. 2. Swath latitude crossing tune extremes
DLONGI 0 0-27T Radians 2. Swath latitude crossing longitude extremes
Semi-Major Axis a 6650-7700 Kilo m-. 3.
Eccentricity e 10".5 -.15 3.
Period P 6000-6500 Sec. 3.
Inclination i 70-120 Deg., min 3. ---
se-c
Argument of Perigee W 0-360 Deng, min, 3.
CD
see Ln
Rt. Asg. Greenwich CY 0-3:60 Deg., min 3. ---
s:ec
DLONMX 0_27T Radians 4. Maximum value of DLONGI at any latitude






I	 3. 1. 4 Sam.Rle. Pages from Each Output Report.
1	 J
1. See Figure 3. 1-1 for Sample Swath Reference Record.
2. See Figure 3. 1-2 for Sample Swath Table Record
3. See Figure 3. 1-3 for Sample Ephemeris Dis , day
4. See Figure 3. 1-4 for Sample Table Search Record
^d^  lti
Y	 ^
TEST CASE FOR H d tvhpFFa5Y5.	 `ES j 	I - 40	 f%AY SNAIN,12/3'0/75 STA'RT92 VEHTCL
	 OF STMULATYUN
	 Cb5E	 I	 PA.GL	 1
#
—
S ,0114 PEFLP.LNCE	 PEr.GRD VEHICLE
	 1	 DAY
	 .1
' f .h'^j19laft)1	 1 .995253+ff4	 .441339+u1
k '^ 2 .161531+0S	 .44621$7+01
^' _.—
	 —.	 3 x2536.±t1y— ^^..^!V1_l;t+mil
^4 .i1WjSUt+05	 .356u6+;+01












11 . 7 $ 9 1fitn5	 0404232»u0
—12 . (A l . r? 3_} i15 _ _	 h	 i t^ S ll + it !
P^ 1 3 .645")46+05	 .5m)5941
Figure 3. 1-1. Sample Swath Reference Record
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3. 1.5 File Requirements
Input: None
Output: SWATH - Swath Table File
SWATHR - Swath Reference File
3. 1. 6 Error and Recovery
3.1. 6. 1 General.
The program will attempt to find as many sources of error during
the input card processing as possible. The program will continue check-
ing for further input errors upon detecting any input error. Since most
of the computations are contained in subroutines which already exist, the
philosophy of continuing processing after detection will be retained. There
are two levels of error. These are:
Level 1 - continue processing
Level 2 - job fatal
When a level 1 error occurs, the program will print an informative
message and continue. If such an error occurs during: the calculation
phase, a printout of key data quantities is given, in addition. When a
level 2 error occurs, the program will print an informative message and
return control back to the computer system.
3..1.6.2 Input Errors
Level 2
1.. A check is-made to see if NODAY is between I and 549.
Me ssage:
***NODAY IS OUT OF RANGE. IT IS NOT BETWEEN 1
AND 549
2. A check is made to see if INLAT and ISLAT are each between
0 and 65. In addition, ISLLA T(1) (INLA T(I)) must be s ISLA T(2),
(INLAT(.2)): Message:
'Li-
--LNLA T OR: ISLA T IS OUT OF RANGE. THEY ARE. NOT
BETWEEN 0 AND 65 OR THE FIRST VALUE OF EITHER
ONE IS NOT LESS THAN OR =,. TO THE: SECOND. i
3.. A check is made to make sure the number of latitude points
is less than 101 as specified by ISLAT and INLAT. Message: t	 .
28234-6025-RU-00
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***THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LATITUDE POINTS
SPECIFIED BY ISLA T AND INLA T EXCEEDS_ 100.
4. A check is made to see if each entry pair for IPPI5 has
entries between 1 and 549 and the first entry of a pair is
s to the second. Message:
T**IPPI5(N) AND IPPI5(N+1) ARE OUT OF RANGE. THEY
ARE NOT BETWEEN I AND 549 OR THE VALUE OF
THE FIRST ENTRY IN A PAIR IS NOT LESS THAN OR =
TO THE SECOND.
5. IVEH is checked to be between I and 2. No more than
2 vehicles can be processed by this program. Message:
^**IVEH is NOT BETWEEN 1 AND 2.
6. A check is made to see if each SA entry is in the range of
-10 to + 10 and is in ascending order and unequal to each
other. Message:
.^g ..^^	 ***EITHER AN SA ENTRY IS NOT BETWEEN 0 AND
ABS(10) OR ENTRY(N) IS NOT LESS THAN ENTRY(N+I)
7. A check is made to make sure IVI.TIM(I) or IVZTIM(1) is greater
than 1963. Message:
**rEITHER+IVl TIM(1) O.R. IV2TIM_(1) IS NOT GREATER THAN 1963.
8. ORBITI(1) and OR.BIT2 ( 1)-a are checked to be in the range of
66-5 0 and 7700 kilometer s. Message.-
***EITHER OR.BITI(1) OR OR.BIT2(1) IS NOT BETWEEN
665.0 AND 7700 KILOMETERS.
9. A check is made to make certain that ORBiTI(Z) and
OR:BIT2 (2) -e is in the range . 00001 and . 15. . Me.ssage:
***EITHER ORBITI(2) OR ORBIT2(2) IS,NOT BETWEEN











1. 0. A check is made to make sure that ORBITI(4) and
ORBIT2(4)--g is in the range 0 and 360. Message:
m-rrEITHER ORBITI(4) OR ORBIT2(4) IS NOT BETWEEN
0 AND 360.
11. A check is made to make sure that ORBITI(5) and
ORBIT2(5)-W is in the range 0 and 360. Message:
* m^EITHER ORBITI(5) OR ORBIT2.(5) IS NOT BETWEEN
0 AND 360.
12. A check is made to snake sure that ORBITI(6) and
ORBIT2(6)-T is in the range +65. Message;
***EITHER ORBITI(6) OR ORBIT2(6) IS NOT BETWEENT'
-65 AND +65.
13. A check is made to make sure IVITIM(4) or IV2TIM(4)
specifies an hour such that the local vehicle passage time
is between 700 to 1700 hours. Message:
**IVITIM(4) OR IV2TIM(4) SPECIFIES A LOCAL VEHICLE
PASSAGE TIME NOT BETWEEN 700 AND 1700 HOURS.
14. A check is made to make sure IVITIM(3) or IVZTIM(3) is
in the range I and 31. Message:.
*m*IV ITIM(3) OR IV2TIM(3) IS NOT BETWEEN I AND 31.
15. A check is-made to -snake sure IVITIM(2) or IV2`.CIM(2) is
in the range I and 12. Messag.e.:
TTT1VITIM(.2) OR IVZTIM(2) IS NOT BETWEEN I AND 12.
16. If one or more of the above errors occur, the following
message will print:
***THIS JOB IS ABANDONED DUE TO THE FACT THAT






1. A check is made in subroutine HECTOR after attempting
to solve for the eccentricity anomaly that the iteration
loop converged on a solution. Message:
---ERROR (KEPLER) SOLUTION FOR ECC. ANOMALY DID
NOT CONVERGE AFTER 50 ITERATIONS.
2. A check is made in subroutine REVTAB to determine if, an
anomaly occurred in calculating crosstrack latitudes. If
so., the following message is printed followed by data:
REVTA.B ERROR - ANOMALY IN CROSSTR.ACK LATITUDES
Values for K, L, AA, JJ, DEL, 19, INT, NTRY, and LLL
are then printed.
3. A check is made in subroutine SWATH to snake sure the
iteration .count of 5 is not exceeded in computing geocentric
latitude and delta longitude. Message:
Iteration limit on SWATH. Values for XLONGN, TEM., DXLON,
R(1), R(2), IFLG are then printed.
3.1.6.4 Input./Output Errors
For sequential I./O the FORTRAN system on the UNIVAC takes
control and prints a message identifying the problem and will either
continue processing or abandon the job. If . processing continues, the system
counts the number of times this error re-occurs and if it happens a certain
number of ti -yes, the system will abandon the job.
For direct access I/0, the UNIVAC b. A. 1/0 package prints
out an informative message, sets an error flag and allows processing to
continue. In this program the swath table file is the only direct access file.
Immediately after the informative message, the following message will
print:
***AN IRRECOVERABLE I/O ERROR HAS OCCURRED ON WRITING
A RECORD TO THE SWATH TABLE. THE JOB IS BEING
ABANDONED.
3. 2 GRID
3.2. 1 Input Card Data
3. 2. 1. 1 Input Data Description
MINDEX - maximum number of index points to process on
the NASA climatology tape. Range I to 16000,
nominal value is 16000 (used to reduce run time
for debugging cases).
3. 2. 1. Z Card Format
C. C. 1	 5
MINDEX	 5
15
3. Z. 2 5arnple Card In , ts
None.
3. 2. 3 Output Report Data Definitions
44)	 There is no normal printed output for this utility program.
3. 2. 4 Sam;ple Pages from Each Output Report.
None.
3. 2. 5 File ReguirpM- trots
Input: WEATAP NASA Climatology Tape
Output: INDMAT Index Grid Matrix. File
3. 2. 6.2 Error Checks and Me :s sage s,
Fatal
1. A check is made to -make sure MINDEX on the input card
is between 0 and 1600,0. If not, the following message
prints
.
 and the program stops.
0
3. 2. 6 Error and Recovery
3.  Z. 6. 1 General
There are only three checks made for errors, one of which is fatal.
28234- 6025 -RU -00
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Message:
MINDEX IS NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 16000. PROGRAM IS
TERMINA TED.
Non-Fatal
2. A check is made to make sure the index no. read from
WEATAP file is between l and 16 .000. If not, the index
no, is not included in the current INDMA T file record
and the program reads the next WEATAP record.
Message:
THE INDEX NO. READ FROM WEATAP  IS NOT BETWEEN
I AND 16000. THE DATA IS IGNORED.
3. A check is made to see if an IGRID, JGRID grid pair has
already been assigned an index number. If so, a message
is printed and the current index no. replaces the one
originally stored.
Message:







•	 Only . one
 case is run at a time.
• Data Input Carus for the Sample Segments are sorted by
country, region, zone, strata, substrata, segment.
• Data Input Cards for the Substrata and Crop Calendar data
are sorted by country, region, zone, st.Lata, substrata.
• Program is a one pass process in which cards are checked,
written to disk if no fatal; errors, and then LUMP is executed.
• Maximum of 2. 000 training segments total.
•	 The input cards for Substrata Historical data,. Substrata
Statistical data, Crop Calendar data, Crop Calendar Error
data, and Sample Segment data .are stored on separate input
file s.
•	 The United States must be assigned the symbol 'USA ' and
Canada must be assigned the symbol 'CAND'.
3. 3. 1 Lout Card Data
3. 3. 1. 1 Input Data Description
See Table 3. 3- 1.
3. 3. 1. 2 Card Formats
See Tables 3. 3-2 and 3. 3-3.
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VALUE I RANGE UNITS DESCRIPTION 11 



















Segment n~mber .(I4) j 
Four character country name 
Region number (13) 
(i.e., USA, USSR) j .~ 
~ 
~ Zone number (13) 
Strata number (I4) 
Substrata number (I4) 
Substrata name (2A4) 






" " -? ~ 
J (USA and Canada acres, USSR~j 
(floating point, F10.0) .~ 
% wheat in substrata (floating point, Fl.3) , ~ 
Spring or winter wheat indiCator: S = Spring, .~ 
l~ = \·Ii nter ~ 
,~ 
~ 
Deviation to true proportion wheat (floating point .~ 
F6.3) 
1 
Coefficient of variation for year-to-year .change i ~ 
proportion wheat (floating point, F5.3) ~ , 
Coefficient of variation for within county variatf E 
of proportion ~Iheat (floating point, F5.3)· f~ 
Coefficient of variation for within'county variatic li~ 
of proportion mixed pixels ifloating point, F5.3) ~ 
q 
Deviation of true proportion mixed pixels (floatin .~ 
point, F5.3) I ~ 
Card type (Ii). • ;9 ~ ! i 
=0 Substrata Hlstorlcal Data OQ r:: ill 
=1 Substrata Statistical Data I'D 01> ~ 
REPRO CIBILlTY 0 THE =2 Substrata Crop Calendar Data i\l';" 'lj 
ORIGIN PAGE IS 00& =3 Substrata Crop Calendar Error Data ~ ~ 
=4 Sample Segment Location Data '{' i '.~ 
LAT 1 .:!:,.65.o Deg, Min Latitude with Nor S indicating + or ~ ~ 1.2 
respectiV'ely (A 1, 12, 13) . .,~ 
. 0 _~, 
o ~~ 








---'F-" '!i7;;" ""("'-i!#fr 
.... 
'11~,t 
Table 3.3-1. LUMP Input Data Description (cont'd) 
'" ',. 
.~,~ , 
- ~"!t'Ml,!W.l ': 
.. , 
J 
I NOMINAL I '. . 












. 1 ISCI~ 








































Longitude with E or W indicating + or 1 rE:spectivel 
(Al, 12, 13) 'I 
F 
Date month, day,year of each of 4 phases for sta j 
phase and stop phase 4(lX, 6I2) for winter or spri j 
wheat ! 
Floating point odd whole number used as seed to 
random number generator (012.0) 
List option to list all input data cards or only 
those in error (12) 
=0 On ly those in error 
=1 List all input data cards 
Unit number of Substrata Historical Data (12) 
Unit number for Substrata Statistical Data (12) 















.,' i , 
~1 
Unit number for Segment Crop ~Iindow Data (12) ~ 
Unit number for Crop Calendar Error File (12) - Se ~ 
to 38 (8) ) 
Training Segment Flag (12) ~ 1 
=0 If all segments are training segments ~! 
=1 If the training segment list is specified, -.I' i 
via segment location data cards. .... 1 
" 
, 
Number of agricultural segments in a substrata , ~ 
Number of allocated segments in a substrata ~ 
Multi-yr,Std, deviation of historical wheat area '~ 
t..;: 
Group no assignment for a substrata i~ 
Delta error for winter in predicting the bio windo ~.'i 
dates, expressed at fraction of the window interva ! 
. , 
Error in the mean planting date of the substrata ; 
relative to the true mean value. 
RliJfl,/WDUClBILlTY OF 
QlUQfNJU. PAGE IS on". THE 
, " . I . . I I "vUR ~ ~~tj!"rfjj!~~,;1;~':'~"'~~~~""'''''~~~~''''~'"~~':::'''';~~''''''_,"''-~~1A'~::;:::::;:;:;;=::~~ 
Table 3.3-
,
1. LUMP Input Data Description (cont'd)
NOMTiVAI.	 '
NAME	 SYKIBOL,. DI,MENSI,ON	 VALUE ^	 RANGE	 UNITS	 DESCRIPTION
;FGSD 1 0-99 Days Within substrata variation for winter in crop
calendar due to change in latitude, altitude,
planting date, etc.
FRIND	 -	 1	 0	 0-1	 0- training.segment, i - ordinary segment
(LIST	 -	 6	 0-9999	 List of segment numbers of training segments
associated with the ardi'nary segment. These
segments are to be listed in order of decreasing
priority. Highest priority is first.
tSpriag or winter wheat indicator from
Crop calendar data
Delta error for spring - same as DELTWE
Same as 1PLNTE only for spring
Same as for ISEGSD only for spring
i




































Table 3. 3-2. LUMP Control. Card
CC 1
	 9	 21 26	 31	 36	 41	 46	 51	 56
Case
Ran-•









Seg Subst Subst XIDSeg' Crop CropSeed Error
15	 012.0	 I2
	
I2	 I2	 12	 12	 12	 12
IL
A4	 I3	 I3	 14	 14	 A112 A1I2	 Al 13 Al I2	 Al	 I1
.....
SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL DATA 	 ._
CC 6 I1	 15	 Z9	 24	 23	 36	 4`'^ 53	 57 61
	
8D	 1
U0I	 Table 3.3-3. LUMP
A4	 13	 L3	 fi4	 14	 AB F10.0 F7.3	 IT 	14	 11
Data Cards
SUBSTRATA STATISTICAL DATA










t'"J' Strata True Dev.
_ PW	 PWPW	 PW PI^f WA
A4	 13	 I3	 I4	 I4	 F6.3 F5.3 F5:.3 F5.3 F5.3 F5.3'^,`^
SUBSTRATA CROP CALENDAR DATA 	 A^
CC 6	 11	 15	 I.	 24
	
29	 42	 55	 68	 80
nit	 F3	 t3	 14	 14	 C1L	 b!L	 b12	 6I2
L	 J
1 Card For Spring and l For Winter 	 iv
ao
CC 6	 11	 15	 l9	 24	 2$ CF CALENDAR ^ ROR DATA 	 w3ry 	 	 4 L	 51	 5 3	 58	 63	 A9	 73.	 76	 Rn 4^-
Coun-





iowi, l;idr^ii701oldi> Bidg il
7Error^2ErroK)E-rror4Error^
s	 a	 a	 a1	 2.	 3	 4
;^	 .—	 Biolfl T)io;din8ioldii Qiowinl
w	 v	 `1 Error!Hrro:';Error ilErrol a	 s-a	 P	 .7^` E	 ` P	 pS riric Sprin s rin S rin













trat	 11 st. N	
^^	 o













Crop Phase 1 ;Crop Phase Crop Phase 3 . Crop Phase
2
Start Stop Start Stop Start Stop
-]-
Start Stop
Y M D I Y t^ 3 D Y	 h 9 0 Y j M D Y h i I D ^ Y NI D Y
r4
 
D Y M D
4F5. 3
	 13 M 12
0
4.8
Training Segment Priority List
r.Prior.Pr - or	 Prior Prior Prior '-




1.4	 13	 14	 14	 4r 5. s	 13	 1.1.
6





3. 3. 1. 3 Deck Setup
The order of the input is:
1. Control, Cards
2. Substrata Historical and Statistical Data Cards
3. Crop Window data cards and Crop Window Error Data
4. Sample Segment ID Cards
3.3. 1.4 Rules for Entering Data on Cards
3. 3. 1, 4. 1 General
•	 Integers must be right justified.
• F-format or D-format numbers must have the decimal paint
present.
•	 There is a crop window card necessary for spring and winter.
If either spring or winter are not required, only one card need
be input.
3. 3. 1. 4. 2 Rules for Specific Fields




1	 3. 3. 2 Sample Card Inputs
LISTING OF INPUT CARD IMAGES
CON (ROL. -CARP
I^
^^	 i	 e1440Q04 4040±041	 2	 1	 9	 !0	 1.1	 12	 8
lF
3. 3. 3 Output Report Definitions
There are no normal report data items.
3. 3. 4 Sample pages from Each Output Report
The following pages are samples of a card image printout and




!	 SUBSTRATA HLSTURYCAL AND STATISTICAL DATA
t








05A	 1	 4	 2`0 	 I	 .050 aIuo .100 .100 eboo .100	 1	
_-
=^ U's A	 1	 4	 20	 5COC'UalNU 100 .0000. 20,00,0 39 40:2	 0
^^^	 1J5A	 i	 u.	 2Q.	 `^-a0`tfl .a 1;U C1 .10it .10:0 . .5.0:0 ,10'0	 1	 ------•-	 --- ---"--
rr+
	 11'S:A	 1	 4	 20	 1hm4)HAVf	 10,0100.00. 2 ; 0 .000 ^39 402	 0
I45	 031A	 1	 4	 20	 15	 .U50 .100 .100 .100 .500 .1 " 00	 1
Et -	 d,1$ 4	 1	 4	 20	 ITP'AVA.}U l+1i0O(tpo . 20..OUO - 39 4'02	
-0
415A	
 f1,.- 2 ..-
17 . i+a0 .1u6 .100 .100 .500 eI^o 
	 1
(15A	 1	 4	 r?0	 25YAVAPAY	 10'0000:0. 2u.OU0 39 402	 0y	 1J; A  1	 4	 20	 25 .t)SO g1GO^. 100 .100 .50'0_ .100	 t
r --	 [SA ^1-W -- 50 _ 13M^,k1G[iP; fO:GU n U'0e 2Oo0'UQ 34 401	 `fl
-
II	 USA	 1	 4	 5.0	 13	 .050 0 1 .00 e1ml .10:0 .500 .100	 1i	 USA I^ 	 _ y?J	 21r',IrlAL	 1000avO. _20 000 39 4'0 1 	_- - .--0 	---	 ---_- _	 --- -- -
+^	 lJ5A	 - 1
	
4	 '10	 21	 .u50 .1U O .5(l u ' Ivo .500	 100	 1
115A	 1	 4	 70	 2 tyJJMA	 10:000001 20.000	 39 401	 0
-	 _- MiA --_^-	 `I	 711	 21•01;1:u---...104....100 .1 0 0 .500 .111[!--
,
rf	 US•A	 1	 4	 90	 SCoCII16E	 1:00 , 0060, 2 010 00
, 
34 401	 0
^ I	 U'5A	 1	 4	 90 .	3	 U'50 .100 .100 .100 ;50 ,0 .100	 i
418A 1 	 4	 9 0 ..	 7GJF A 	 1000OV0. 20.000	 3q 	 4 01	 0 	_	 -	 -	 ---_-_-.- _^--.
Y.1r a
	
1	 4	 90-	 7	 0050 eSU'0 .100 elU'0 n100 .100 
	 _ . .._ .3
?,^Sa	 1	 4	 90	 9GR:AHAM	 10,0•voo0. 20.000 39	 1402	 0	 39
-,IS a	 4	 tc7-• 
--9.._.0 50 1 10) _. 10 0 .100 .500	 100
_	 Q iA-	
I
	 4 - 90
	 11G,^ZF :A LEE 10 .00000. 20".000 39 403	 0	 +-
:v	 USA	 1	 4	 910	 11	 0 050 .10'4 ..100 x100 .500 .100	 1
a+
it54	 1	 490	 19PLMA	 1000000. 20.000 39 4-03^	 0
US+.	 1	 4	 90---1()	 ;05o .100 .1 . 00 .1U'a .boo	 1.0.0.
	 1
US-A	 1	 4	 130	 23'SOITA Ck	 tU'000'u0 a 20.000	 39	 40-3.	 0
ILa A 	 1	 4	 90	 23	 1 05 :0 .1_00 .100 .100 .5'O:U e100	 1	 ZvU 3 A	 1	 ^^! p	 0	 EW'. ._.2MCA3T-- 10 .0ijec oo 20.04n 3 9 - 445 ---
iJ:SA	 1	 10	 20	 2	 •070 1100 .100 .10 4) .50u .100	 !	 R
415 0 	 1
	
t o 	50 lk kt.T --_- 100U0U0e_20.000 39 4-03 	 0
11:50	 k 1 0 	 b 1	 _I	 .050 .1.00 .100 e 100.`. !1U e100 --'-	 1
I N A	 1	 to	 80	 3134JSSFX	 10000u0. 20.000 39 403 	 0
^i	 4JS. A
	1	 10_ _$_0_	 .5 .. .usu .1 00 	 100 .too .500 .144	 1	 _ -------- ----
f3-	 -iS-A	 1 - 3'0	 10	 2S i E.Ei L 1) 100U0G0. 20.0 0 0 39 403	 0
us 
	 1	 30	 10	 23	 .0 G .100 .100 e1 00 .100 .10'0 	 !
110	 IJ5A	 1^ 30	 1 0	 29FLA iii.EA_ U	 1000000. 20.000 39 4-01
^ = 'i	 t15 ^1	 -1	 .0	 1 0 -- ^)- .0 0 .10 10 . l nu - . t o!o . 5*0- -.1010
	 __ _••_	 " _i
iIS'•,	 I	 3u	 10	 3vG.f4ANI I 	 100000c14 20..0(3kl 	 39	 40.3.	 0
03A	 I 30	 10	 9 .05-ii	 100 .100 t Go .50 : 0 , 100	 1	 --	 --
r '	 USA	 I 3U	 16l'L A t' k	 10000470 O.DUO SR - 402	 0	
- _ro N
su^	 USA	 1	 30	 10	 47	 oU 50 x 10 0 o100 . 10 :0 .sou .10'0	 !	 N
!u 	 115Q	 1 7i u_ 10	 531. IfIC[11 N	 1o000oo. 20.000 39 W_02	 _0^	 _----- ------	 cD W _
^^	 [!SA	 1 '•"a	 IO	 53 .050: .100 .1+ 1 u .1 U0 .ti00 . f u0	 1
USA	 1	 r>0	 14	 hltlZtfi }'AL lo-ZO000. 20.000	 S9	 t10S	 0 .O C^
J : U	 10	 61	 .u50 ,IUO .IOU .500  
USa	 1 3:0	 10	 63YISSOULA 1000000. 20.070 39 40-2	 0	
[v	
,
f'^t 	0 .lot) .500 .100	 1
SA
Ii	 USA	 1	 3u	 la	 63	 0 454 s1G0 .IO
	 1
11 -^1 -30-.10 -_71'P WLLL, loo-oi100. 2R.uuO 39 402	 -	 „0
f	 CdSA	 3 3'U	 !0	 71 .05.0 0 100 .100 .400 .50.1 .100	 1	 ^-----------	 C
r	 Is5A	 1	 30	 10	 3;RAVA L1	 1000000. 2fl ..a"9039 402	 0
Y` 'r	115A_ 1 	34	 1(Y	 AI	 0'.0 .1.00 . oo .10 (i .50 u .100	 - I 	 _ _ -_.. -_. _ .._ Cy --
r'^	 44.50	 1	 :ail	 10	 K^lSAf~IJFri:S- lUo !V0U(i, " " 20,000	 39 "402 -_---	 0
l`	 [15+1	 1	 3'U	 10	 ny	 .050 .100 .100 .100 .500 . 10 0 1
1.4
	 U^S^A	 1 
-10 -_20 -_5RLa_I-NE	 0o. 20.-000 39 4 01:	
4
SUBSTRATA CROP CALMER ARD CALENDER ERROR DATA
tom
_ 	 U_S;A	 1
_._ u-` 2-_1 k 16^--67 6 " 1 1 ^f 7_b ._l:l_?7 6^.1 2 2 -10-1237-6-3 5 76 . 3 6.763 72f	 4 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 G 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00	 -	 ---- -- ---T _--
li ^ 	 W A	 . 1 	 4	 -0	 +U . 0 .0 , 0 - . 000 e00A- . .060 0 0x ..00.0	 0000 0 0 3
^'r---	 SA	 !.	 4	 __^.1 7h_ t oi'6_S 1_U_iwb Ml - Z576_}-^2 76_ .123,7E 3-5 7t., 3 67. 6 _3 72
-0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0^ 0 0 0 0 0 -0'4
USA	 1	 4	 70	 27w
	
7 6 1 67`6 11 4 76 11576 122 76 123.16 3 5 76 3 676 3 72 	 i0 0 _0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 	 0 0 0 0 0 'U 0 0 0. 0 0'0!;^1i&A
	
1	 4	 y0: .- 40'1~76" t 676 114 76 115 76 1.:2 76 12376 3 S 76 3-67b 3 12IEj D 4 [^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q'0
USA	 1-3.q	 lt?__79 ,7 ._1 676 1 q 76 ;15re''_-022 . 7"6 123:/6 . 3 5 7. 6 3_676 3,-7?.
"! 	0 0 0 0 00 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 4 00	 -	 --	 -	 ---
xi'	 116A	 1	 30 . 	-.a	 b 0 .010 .010 .010 .010	 2 1 .0t0 •010 .0.10 e010	 1 2 3
U'&A 	SQ
	
1 A ... 6 31'I h 1 5 6 1
__._ ..T_...: 1. 5 . 76__'j?276._.1?.:S__7:6 124.76 3.h 76 . 3 776 3 82
n 0 0 0 4 0i	 .	 0 0 0 U ,-,() (F- 0 0 0 0 13 0	 0 0 u 0 ..0. 
tt$A
	 1 30	 10	 77576 1 576 115 76 123.76 124 76 l ZS/ 6 3 7 76 3 8576 3 92
_ _	 ---0 _0 - 0 - 0 0 0--. 0 0 --G -(} 
_ 0 0---0.- 
5
0 0__0. b 0 -0 U U 0 00 .INr	 USA	 1 30	 24	 tiS76 1 676 11 8 70 11576 117 - 1216 i27 76 f3i7b 2 22 	 - - -0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 Cl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
' E I 	 11SA	 t---31 1 	 r?0__ 	 5576_ . 1 _ ^76__t 1(► _70 _1 } 176 119 . 76 '12776 129 76 2 276 2 42
^''+	 U 76'1 S16 t 7 76 11476 jib 76 12x1'16 148 '18 13,076-
 t ° 12---
U'au	 1 3.0	 20	 35:576 1 576 113 76 121176 122 76 13076 2 1 7b 2 576 2 12
'j	 U!$-A	 .1 30
	 20	 '11576  .t 5-,6 1.14 76 12176 123 76 131 16 2 2 76 2 676 2 02 	 -	 '-
r	 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
rf$!A.	 1 3t1i24	 5:1.57§ 1 - x' 76 .1-17---76-
	
12974..126_(6 .2_37 6 2 5 75 2 97fl_2112_	 r,.^.	
-.-___ _--
	 _0 0 6 0 ^11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G p 0 0 r 0 0 0 0 0 00
USA




Q_ O-- El R .n	 0 _0 	 0 . b. - 0 1) 0	 p^._ .D _U 0, ..06 0005A
	 1 +0	 20	 73576 1
.
1 7,6 12.0 76 12776 12`l 76 2 676 2 8 76 21.276. 2232
0 	 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0@ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
U&A 
-.J- 3:0	 2-0	 R g5'.16 _1.197^^ 121 -71' 2 2tl76^130_ . 76 2_716 Z_ 9 76 _21376 . 2.242
	
W76 12 0 7 6 122 7o 1.2976 131 76 ? 616 210 76 21476 2252	 Gy>USA	 1 30	 20: 101576 12176 12.3" 76 13"076 21 '.6 2 976 211 76 21576 2262 	 f f Qy
	0 0 ©n 0. _ 0 . _9 . 9 0 .
_0 _ 0.-_ 6 0 0 6 . 0 0	 a; (1 	 0 0 00
Y^	 0SA	 1 3.0	 30	 1	 .1 676 1 8. 76 11576 117 76 12576 127 76 13176 2 22
0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
ll'$'A	 1-30 __3p--?_11"76-t - 876._1 -1.6 76. 1177t)119 76 ,
_1217.6 129 7^6.-2_-27. 6._2 _42	
- ---	 _.^-- ---i	 a 0 D 0 0 0 0 "0 0^0 U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 00
i	 US 	 1 30	 30'	 33576 11076 112 76 11 976 121. 76 12916 13I 7b 2 476 2 b2
"	 -- -._ (I 0 [1 -'0 _? _n _ U U 0 0 .- 0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0_0 0 0 0 0 0 00U-5A	 1.. 30	 30	 55576	 5'T6 133 7b 1?076 L2Z^76 13075 2 S 76.2 576 2 12	 _	 b Nf ' "'	 0 4, 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
0 0 0 0 0 0




.6 - 2 .. 77b 2 ._9'2.	 Ua N
	0 0 0 R 0 . c! u U 4 0 c a a o 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U0	 --	 --	 --	 cD	 -
;^°^..	 oz 
	 1 .30	 3 0	 85S76 1.1376 III 76 12.476 126 76 Z 376 2 5 76 2 976 2112 	 0
	
o - 0_9- 9 -
 _0.-_ D . 0 0 .0...0 0 	 0 _0_..0.. 0 .0 0'0.L^	
USA	 1 30 - 30
	 91576 11776 11 9 76 12676 1,28 76 2 576 2 7 76 21176 2:132	 N
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
i	
___	
US: ---1 3-0 --30 __I O'S$_76. 1 	 1d 76 . 1?276 1.30 75 2- 7.76 ? 9_. 76 _ 21.$76 4152---	 ---------_.,_--__----- ---- - - .....
"	 Cf 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0 0 Cl '0 0 0	 0 1i 0 0 0 00US A 	 1 . 30	 50	 155'.76 1 6'16 114 76 121 "x6 122 16 123!6 3 5 7b 3 676 3 72
•'^, ---._^-_...^-._
USA	 1	 3'0	 50'	 275
.. 7
6
 1 776 115 7
Q._4. n .±7-Q 0_-0---a- 0 V _Q. 0-_,
. 6 1?27b 121 16 12'476 3 6 7b 3 776 3 8Z
3	 W76 1 876 115 76 12376 124 76 125-6 3 7 76 3 876 3 9 "2 	 i
U.5.9
	 1 -...3.U-_50_.-._37N76 1_. g 74-117_ 7.6 _12476..125- 16 . 12676__3 a 7b.._3.97b.__3i0?.
	 _`_
S AMPLE SEGmENT 7D
10100 tJ:5A I	 a - mP-59 I 4
A 1• 4 50 21 N17 0 F107 Sl W 0 0	 0 0 G 0 0 4
1311, $ A 1 4 70 27 t i ld 15 Einb 33 w 0 0	 0 0 0 0 0 4
17 J 1 L; .A 4 51 4
1067 Ll i A 1 4 90 3 N17 18 E106'30 w 0 0	 o ' 0 0 0 0 4
1729 USA 1 30 10 2,9 P, 19 6 E161 54 s 1 1529	 -0 -0 ­0 -0 -0i t
--
.0. . 0 4
1727 U'5 A' 1 30. 10 71 N16 6 EJU la s 1 1529	 0
u1 52 13 l'i 5 A 1. 30 20 5 09 0 E 1 04 0 8 1 : 01529 - 0 r 0 -0 -0 4
839 EI05 5 11 Sn -0	 -0 0 C' - .0 -0	 . 4.li 1728 [FSA 1 30
__.R0
15 t-114 .142 E103 IS S 1 1529	 -0 -0 -0 - .0 -0 4
1 .729 1:1 ?5 A 1 30 10 15 M18 42 E103 33 1 17393529 -0 -0 -0 -0 4
1730 HSA 1 3l 2,1	 :1S ^j 1 .§ 30 Etri3 1 .5 ..R -1-..L529	 -0 -0 -0 -0_ -0_ 4
8 :3 0 ?o 1 8 30. E103 30 vi 1 1739	 -0 -0 -0 --0 -U 4
03? V5 A I U eo 35 Nile 3 E102 24 S I 15R9	 -0 -0 -0 --0 -0 4
'I7:S3 ':SA 1-- 3U- ?r) ill td3 -.36 t,29	 -0 - - f) -0 -0 A73,14 U 5 A 1 30 20. 41 N19 6 F103 30 S 1 1529	 -0 -0 -0 -0 -0 4
1739 tjSA 1: 30 20 41 1 ,119 0 E103 24 R 1 .1529	 -0 -;0 -0 -U -0 4
17 115A 1-. 30 2 0 I KI 19 6 F103 15 R 152'9'-0 -0 -0 -0 -0 4
1930 t l sA 1 30 2 0 71 14 19 Ci E1t14 SO S I 15 R i7	 -0 -0 -0 -0 ­0 4
1 531 Ub A 1 30 20 71 W3 33 E104 30 5 1 1529	 wO -0 -0 -0 -0 4
'^ 7 ,37 USA _J_j_Q_e 0 7Lj. j:l . e,_ 5b _( 1 42 -!C -0 -0 4
1 7	 35 A' t-T S A 1 3o 2f) 99 t.118 36 E102 -ib 8 j 1529	 -0 -o -0 -0 -0 4
1739 USA 1 30 20 '99 N18 36 E1 02 51 W (1 -0	 -0 -0 -0 -:0 -0 4
'r) 4 S A , A I ji 19 ... 18 Inf	 -.2 . 48 P -0 -0 -0 - .0 -0 4
17 2; 1 11 1 30 .20 loj 7 F I ri 4 57 5 i 1529	 o 0
153? lj-5 A 1 30 30 19 N19 0 E1O5 ?G S I 150515 11615 t3l -0 -0. -0 4
15 3 A_1_3.L O.. E10:5 ..30 ,_. i '5416 154 11 V15 -U -0 -0 4 ILA
I-) s A 1 3o Y^ ?1 1 ,414 1^ E ' 6, 3 6 s 1 15 41	 f545154-67 .0 ­0 . 0 4 '09
1535 us A 1 lo Sa. 21 n3I8. 0 E105 45 S I 15451546 - .0 -0 o .0 -0 4
1536 us 3 G 30 6 15 __F 1 04 45 S I .. 15 14 515117 -0
--»0 --0 -0 4
1537 t'SA 1 3t, 30 53 t4 18. 15 05 15 8 1	 . J'.) 40jt-45-'- 0' 4
1530 tj3A 1 30 s-o 5'i hl i8 15 E1 0'3 30 S 1 15461547 -U -0 -0 -0 4
15,5 4!SA 1 50 '4 0 83 e 30 F.- 1 .%l 5 -3 4 '1'/ 1 5'u 6 -0 K G -0 -0 4
3540 1'J'CA
1 _
so :5 0 83 x, 1 18 30 E105 57 15471545 -0 -0 -m 0 -0 4





























.1 4 Jj:	 A I 3o 30 9 1 19 3 E I 1.1ti 42 R 1 .1 t) g 7	 -0 -0
-0 ...
0 -0 -0 4
15 s;?l 0 ,S A 1 30 SO 9 1 nt 10 57 E105 :4 B S 1 171, 4 115	 1 1^ 4 5 1 $29 -0 -0 41
15'(4 5 P ISA 1 E:1, ^- . - () - - s - - 0 .-.. 0- - -0 -o' ----0
1 5 417 1+5 A 1 3 10 30 10 1) ^41 8 45 F1 ,35 0 ^.o	 -0 -U -0 -0 -0 4
15- 47 I! j. s A 1 10 30 1 0 5 1130 30 E104 45 S 0 -0	 -0
-
-0 -0 -0 -0 4 $0 CON




CD	 UJ'1743 1 : 15 A 1 3, 0 5.0 13 1 a la E. I () 3 w 0 fto	 0 -''-.a - 0 - 0 -0,--- 4 4^.
173111 C.) 6 A 1 3 0 50 21 t1 1 8 18 FI04 0 S G -0
-
0 -0 - :0 -0 4 00 1
l'-1 745 t4l 6	 0: . E 1 0:4 
--5
D .. pi -0	 -0 -0 -0	 -0 -0 4
; I 7 f,6 tISA I 'SO b 0 37 1 1 45 Eloi4 w r) --.	 - v 0 -0 -0 4
1747 1 PSA 1 30 56 45 t6 o E 103 . 3 .0 S 0 -0	 .0 j) -0 -0 .0 4
3 Q 41 - 'o - .0 -0 14
1749 Ul
	
A 1 30 70 1 1117 15 E 1 132 3 S 0 -'o	 -V -0 -0 -0 -0 4
17'50 US A 1 30 70 31 ;;1'1 30 F 103 0 V) 1 17 1;'511 !3 9 -0 -0 -0 -0













w	 1	 17411739 T-0 -Q - 0-u -'Q:.---.o
CD
4
155Q tj 6 A I	 . 30 so 3 t 17 15 E104 30 W 1 1 749 1 VJ 5 -0 -0 -0 -0 4
5.5 1-:U S 7, A) 3~ 1 0'4-















0	 INPUT ENPURS DETECTED
SUOSTRATA HISTURICAL FILE
ICTPY =U.SA 
_-I-P,Pr=— I	 IZONE M 30JSjRkj_5._10	 TSUB	 89	 NsEo	 0
IDBEG	 0:
ri, pp	 a	 Hls7pi4 n	 .20512q+02	 AREA	 .4:04687+04	 TP-145S --	 .24 ' 4625+02 -
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3, 3. 6 Error and Recovery
Substrata. Historical Data Cards
Substrata Statistical Data Cards
Sample Segment Location Data Cards
Sample Substrata Crop Calendar Data Cards
Crop Calendar Error Data Cards
Index Matrix Location File
Crop Calendar (Window) File
Substrata Historical File




The program will attempt to find as many sources of error during input
card processing as possible. The program will continue checking for further
input errors upon detecting any input error. Processing will continue it
possible if recovery from errors may be overcome.
3. 3. 6, 2 Input Data Errors
o Compatibility checks (Do the country, region zone, strata, and sub-
strata agree between the substrata statistical data and between the
sample segment ID data and the crop window data?)
s Checks for non-overlapping windows
s Sequence checking of the card data
e Input/output data limit checks (Table 3.3-4)
e Training priority segment NNNN is either not a training segment or
nonexistant-fatal.
• A Group 1 substrata does not have at least l sample segment. Nonfatal
e A strata with at least l group 2 substrata does not have a sample segment
i,n any group 2 substrata . Nonfatal
• A group 3 substrata. has 1 or more sample segments. Fatal
rd.	 10, ., -	 _ I . V	
....-`f... ..,,.
	 I	 _I I „- _. I	 i	
... „-..^­ .,..	 .nq•'^P,.— _	 'l•::'^..y, , .
..'°'mod =. 1°°	 F+'i'F41p"'7^x^mR ^-' 	 ? vy^p
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Table 3. 3.4. LUMP Input Data Limit Checks
Parameters -Range
Substrata	 Area > 0
Historical	 "W 0 to 10+2
Deviation of True -9.999 to 9.999
Yr-to-Yr CV of True PW 0 to 9.999
Within County CV of True PW 0 to 9.999
Within County CV of True PM 0 to 9.999
Multi Year CV of Standard Dev 0 to 9.999
Ratio of PM to PW 0 to 9.999
Spring/Winter Wheat Indicator S or W
Segment Latitude -65° to +650,.
Crop Window Dates
Year 64 - 99
Month 1	 - 12
Day 1	 - 31
Grid Index 1	 - 16000
DELTWE , DELWEI -1.0, +1.0
282.34-6025-RU-00
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e Region xxx zone xxx strata xxxx substrata xxxx beta distribution
function could not converge on a solution
a Region xxx zone xxx strata xxxx substrata xxxx beta function reset
----- value since not between 0 and 1. Either ------ or ------ have
bad values
a Region xxx zone xxx strata xxxx substrata xxxx segment xxxx. No crop
calendar data available for segment intermediate file record, record
skipped
a Region xxx zone xxx strata xxxx substrata xxxx segment xxxx. No weather
grid index no. could be found. The segment record is skipped.
3. 3. 6. 3 Error Messages
Card Field Errors
For any error on a card the card image is printed prior to the message:
1. lu consistent substrata historical and statistical data
2. Inconsistent Crop Window Error Data and Crop Window Data
3. Substrata area must be positive
4. Historical proportion of wheat must be non-negative
5. DEVTPW must be less than 9.999 in magnitude
6. COEFF, if variations must be between 0.0 and 9.999
7. DEVTPM must be between 0.0 and 9.999
8. Latitude must be less than or equal to 65.0 deg.
9. Longitude must be between -180 and 180 deg.
10. Spring/winter wheat indicator must be W or S
11. CV4 must be between 0.0 and 9.99.0
12. Year must be greater than 64
13. Month must be between 1 and 1'2
14. Day must be between 1 and 31
15. Overlapping crop window
16. Group no must be equal to 1, 2 or 3
17. Delta errors in bio window prediction dates are not between -I and +1
18. Segment specified as ordinary must have a training segment priority
list.






• One case may be run at one time,
• Only one country may be processed in a case.
•	 The three data card sets must be on separate input files and
in sort as follows:
The major sort field is listed first.
1. YES error data, set 5
Country, region, zone, strata and card sequence number
2. CAMS error data set 6
Country, region, zone, strata, substrata, segment and
card sequence number
3. Signature extension set 7
Country, region, zone and card sequence number
• All cards in a group with the same ID must be present even
though a card may contain only blank data entries.
•	 The program will require less than 20, 000 words decimal of
storage in the CPU of the UNIVAC.
•	 The pro-gram will run only if the specified substrata historical
file is present.
• Except in the case of an input card set being out of sort, the
program will continue checking for field errors and .for mis.-
matches vs. the substrata historical file. A fatal error will
stop output files from being written.
• Input data groups for which there is no ID match on the sub-
strata historical file are considered to be extra data and are
not written out on the output files.
28234-6025 -RU -00
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• IDFRS and IDTOS specify ID limits for which certain errors
are considered to be fatal. If a normally fatal error occurs
on a card group outside these limits, it will be considered to
be non-fatal.
• A negative non-zero entry in any card input unit designator
IYESR,. ISIGEX or ICAMER indicates that that data is not to
be read or processed and the corresponding output file will
not be created.
• The. United States must be assigned the symbol "USA '' and
Canada must be assigned the symbol "CAND".-
• CAMS error data and signature extension data cards do not
have to be entered at all levels. But there must be a YES
data set for each strata entered since the yield value is unique
for each strata.
3. 4.1 Input Card Data
3.4. 1. 1 Input Data Description
See Table 3.4-1.
3.4. 1. 2 Card Formats





1	 4	 -	 -
^ '
UDUCM L'TY OF THE Table 3.4- .1. SEE Input Data Deiscription
±` .t:r VITAL ^'^1(; f,` I^^ Pr^^^?,
Noma inal
Name	 Symbol	 Dunension Value	 Range	 Units	 De.scrilstion




-	 1	 -	 0-2	 -	 List option to list all input data cards or only
those in error and all output file records.
= 0 list cards in error
I list all input data cards
= 2 list all input data cards and all output
file records
FSpecifies ID of starting; zone for which errors
are to be considered fatal. 1st item region,
2nd - zone. Blank or 0 entry means entire
ID range is active.
Specifies ID of ending zone for which errors
are considered to be fatal. 1st item is reg.,
2nd - zone.
File unit no., for YES input card data. -Minus
value means not to read or process this data.
File unit no. for signature extension input
card data. Minus value means not to reac,
or process this data..
File unit no. for CAMS error input card
data. Minus value means not to read or	 N
process.
Zero or blank means not to check on case no.
of input substrata historical file.
w
w ^^
Four character country name (i. e. , USA ,	 e
U SSR) .	 c
w
Table 3. 4- 1. SEE Input Data Description (cont'd)
jkk ID
Name Symbol Dimension Value Range Units Description
IREG 0-991 Rekgion no.
IZONE 0-999 Zone no.
ISTRAT 1 0-9999 Strata no.
ISU B 1 0-99.99 Substrata no.	 OP
ISEG
.
1 0-9999 Segment no.
YIEL.DI y 1 0-99-99 Quin/ True yield of stratum (fcr USA	 and CAND
I hectar bushels /acre.
IERDTE 6x3 0 See error Yr, Men, Year, month and day for error truncation.
checks Day If I st value is 0, then there is no bias or std.
dev. data..	 Any other 0 value terminates
data entries.
13IA-SYI B 6 0 +99.9 Quin/ Bias error of yield.	 One value for each ^OYi, he eta r value of IERDTE for USA , CAND - bushels/
acre.
SIGYII QYI 6 0 0-99-99 Quin/ Standard deviation of yield error.	 One value
he ctar for each ^O value of IERDTE for USA
CAND - bushels/acre.
PWW (W /VT ) 4 0 0-1 Nominal frequency of labeling wheat giveni
pure wheat pixels (conditional prob.). 	 One t t-j
P) 00for each window.	 OR 1'4
(D 	 LQ
op-
P-W M P(W /M) 0 0-1 Nominal frequency of labeling wheat given
mixed pixels (cond. prob.).	 One for each	 C1
window.	 Ln
PWO P(W /0). 4 0 0-1 Nominal frequency of labeling wheat given	 C
pure other pixels (cond. prob.). 	 One for	 0
each window.
I
Table 3.4-1. SEE Input Data Description (cont 'd)
L_SI7.TrjFT-
PA G.L 1 POOR
Name Symrnbol Dimension P Value - Range Units Description
BWW B(W /W) i 4 0 +9. 999 - Bias error in classifying pure wheat pixels.
One for each win rla .
BW1,,1 B(W /M). 4 0 +9 .999 - Bias error in classifying mixed pixels.
1 One for each window.
BWO B(W 10)i 4 0. +9.999 - Bias error in classifying other crop pixels.
One for each window.
SIGWW u(W/W)i 4 0 0- 9.99 - Standard deviation in classifying wheat
pixels.	 One for each window.
SI.GWM a W /M) i 4 0 0 -9-9.9 - Standard deviation in classifying mixed
pixels.	 One for each window.
SIGWO Q.(W /0) 4 0 0 - 9- 99 - Standard deviation in classifying other cropi
pixels.	 One for each window.
BPW BPW. 4 0 +9.999 - Bias in proportion estimate (model #2).
I One for each window.
SIGPW
orFW 4 0 0-9.99 - Standard deviation in proportion estimate
a (model #2).
FOR MODEL l SIG TURE EXTENSION
BIW B 1 1 0 +9.999 - Multiplicative bias error W/W.
roN,
B2W B 2 I 0 +9. 999 - Additive bias error W /W.	 Q w
SIGPW ^ 1iW 6 - 0-9.99 - Multiplicative std. dev. error (W /W).	 One"' -
for each training priority segment.
SIGPW U2iW 6 - 0 -9- 99 - Additive std. dev. error (W/W). 	 One foreach training priority segmert.	 o0
Nam- a Sygnboi D1 m ension Value Range Units 13escriptio►±n
BIM B1M 1 - ±9. 99'9 - Multiplicative bias error .
	 /Nf).
BZ'M Bz;M I - ±9.9'9'9 - Addi ive bias error (W IM'
SIGIM aLiM 6 - 0-9.99 - Multiplicative std. dev. error (W /M).	 One
for each training priority segment.
SIGZM a2iM 6 0 - 9.99' - Additive std, dev. error (W/M).	 One foreach training priority segment.
B10 B.
. 10 l - ±9.9199 - Multiplicative bias error (W/O).
B2:0 B..2.0 1 - ±9.. 9'q9 - Additive bias. error (W/O)..
SIGIO a110 6 - 0 -9.99 - Multiplicative std. dev. error (W/O).	 Onefor each training priority segment.
SIG20' Q	 .,210 6 0 -9. 9'9 - Additive std. dev. error (W /O).	 One for
-each .training priority segment.
FOR MODEL 2 SIG ; A TURE EX r ENSION	 I
BI B 1 Y - x-9.9'99 - Multiplicative bias error
BZ B2 I - +9-99' Additive bias error
SIG.! [r1 6 - 0,-9.99 Multiglicati.ve std. dev. error.. 0n* a for
each training priority segment.
SIG2 Q 2i 6 0 -9. 99 -	 .
a^	 oo.
Additive std, dev. error.	 One for each	 a w
training :priority segment.	 N i0
ISET - I - - - Card set number .in colon-n 80.	 5 for YES
error d'wta.	 6 for CAMS error data. 	 7 for
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Symbol	 Di Onsion Value	 Range	 Units	 Description
mm
Card sequence number within card set with
the same ID. Used to identify each card of
a group. YES error has a 2 card group.
















il	 13	 13	 13	 13	 12	 12	 lz	 . 14
vTable 3.4-3.	 SEE Data Cards
YES Error Data Card 1




Date 1 Date 2 Date 3 Date 4 Date 5 I?^:te 6Reg Zone Strata Y i
Y M -D
Y Im
b Y M D Y M D Y
I
..m D Y m I? 1 5
A4	 13 I3.	 1.4	 F5.2 312	 312	 312	 312	 312	 312
if
YES Error Data Card 2
S	 12	 i5	 19	 24	 29	 34	 3q	 44	 49	 54	 59^	 64	 69	 74	 79 SO
r ^y,
E
s, A4	 .13	 13	 14	 6F5. 1 St 5.2
f,
bOD






Bias Error of Yield Standard Error of Yield
',Country Reg .Zone Strata
B 
1	
B2	 l33	 334	 F3.5	 86
-
4' 1	 a2	 0'
	




v_ Y $IL Off,,	 Signature Extension Bator Card 1
M
T	 5	 $	 I. 	 P,	 IS 21 27	 "9'^ 	 35	 39	 43	 47	 51	 55	 59	 63	 67	 71
Malt. Std. D.ev. Error W /W	 Additive Std. Dev. Error W dW
oun- g
,, Zone 3try Reg.	 11A►
 $ZW C 1.YVl
	
ff12W	 13W	 0'1 .-.w	 15W	 16W	 2 iW 422W	 '723W	 024W	 '725W	 ^2b^F7
A4 13	 33 F6.3 M3 6F4.2
75 79
Signature Extensiou Data Card
1'	 S	 9i2`	 Y5	 .21.	 . 27	 31	 3`5	 3g...	 43	 47	 51	 5;5	 59	 63	 6.7	 71	 75	 79
_Malt. Std._ Da v.. Ezzor %V/M Ad.dtiue .Std nev. Error W M
oun-.
cry Reg. Zone BIM B ' al IM a12M u13'M v.14M c15M a i6M v:.2IM a22M 23M m24M ^'25M .26M' 2
A4..' 	 I3
_
D	 F6.3 Fri. 3' 6F4.2 6F4. 2
Signature Extension Data Card 3.
i. 5	 9 1:2_	 15	 2 .1 27 31 35 39	 43	 47	 51 55 5'9	 63 67 71
	 75 79
L'




try Reg. Zone B1'0 B20 Q1101. Q1.20 Q13'0 R140 Q150 6 160 210 Q Z2Q a?. 3O C240 C1250 v.2b0 !3
A4	 13 'I3	 F063 F6.3 6F4.2 .6F4. 2
Signature Mxteension Data Card 4
1 5	 9 12s
	
15	 21 27 31 35 39	 43	 47	 51 55 59	 63 67 71	 75 79.NMezlti licatiwr: Std. Dev. Error.._	 Additive Std. D.ev. Error
Co.g'za . CNOReg. ! Zone B E	 O	 a	 ^:	 a	 c	 a	 o.	 a	 O	 ff 	 '726	 Ptry	 l	 2	 1,1	 I2	 i3	 l4	 15	 1b	 21	 22	 .	 24	 25 	 ,^Ip-
...	 ...... . . .....
1 0DUCIBILITY OF THE
ITS ANAL PAGE IS POOR
CA14S Error Data Card I for Pure Wheat Pixels
.5	 9.,	 1.2	 15	 11	 23	 27	 31	 35	 39	 45	 51	 57
-
Sub-	
Nominal Free	 el Wht.	 13ias.Er.ror in Cl:
3e;g - Ci	 ountry Re Zane Strata	 I
n en t	 strata P(WIW P(,W/W)2 P /W)3ov 	 P (,W/W)4 B.(W/w) B-ff 1W) I B (W/W),. B:(
'14	 A4	 13	 13	 14	 14	 4F4.2	 4F6. 3
CAMS Error Data Card for Mixed Pixels
I	 R	 .0.	 17	 1K	 I-Q	 9.1	 77	 3t	 3.5N 	3q	 45	 51	 57
63	 67	 71	 75	 7
neat __$, Dey, Class if	 ht.
/W4 U(%V""- 
I 
a(^VIW) 2 1 
cr(W/w) 3 cr(W/w) 4
4F4. 2
63	 67	 71	 75	 79 80
eg Sub- Nominal Fr... q... Label Wht. Bias Error in. Clas.sUvin Wheat
Std. Dev. Classify Wht.
,nent Country Reg. Zone: Strata s trat.a Povim),
WIM],




a(W /M) cT(.V" '\") 3 cr(mr/m')
,, [4	 A4	 13	 13	 14	 14	 4F4.2	 4F6.. 3.. 	4F4.2
CAMS Error Data Card 3 for Other Pixels
5. : .	 9	 12	 15	 .19	 23	 27	 31	 15.	 39	 45	 51	 57 	 63	 67	 71.	 75	 79
Nominal Freq. Label Wht. Bias Error in G as,sifying Wheat Std. Dev. C I L	 bfff y W h
5eg- C nuntry Reg. Zone,
S 
trar
^^n em', s tra tz
PX10) I Pr'V/0) 2p^(W/0) 3 P(W/0)]4 .B (W/0)1 B( IV/O)	 B(w/0)z	 3 OV/0)B1	 4 a(WI CI) cr(w/0) 2 a	 3ff/o) gff/o) 4I 6.	 .. . .. 3
,14	 A4.	 13	 13	 14	 14	 4F4. 2' 	4F6. 3	 4F4.: 2
CAMS Error Data Card 4
a 57	 9lz	 15	 .1.9	 23	 27	 31	 3-5.	 39	 45	 51	 63	 80
De V. Proportion Est. Bias in	 El. stimateprol..)Grtion, N 1
,e,g-


















3.4. 1. 3 Deck Setup
The input card data stream will have one card, the program control
card.
The YES data will be on the file specified in IYES I J ('Unit 1 is assumed
if this entry is 0).
The CAMS error data will be on the file specified in ICAMER (Unit 4
is assumed if this entry is 0).
The signature extension data will be o.n the file specified in ISIGEX
(Unit 2 is assumed if this entry is 0).
In the case of the signature extension and CAMS error data cards, if
the data is constant for a particular ID level such as zone, only one card
group may be filled out for that Lone and all ID levels below zone are left
blank.
3.4. 1.4 Rules for Entering Data Items on Cards
3.4.1.4.1 General
1. Integers must be right justified.
2. Alphanumeric data must be left justified. .
3. F format numbers must have the decimal point present, i. e. ,
F6o 2 - NNN. NN:. However, the user may override the specified
field format as long as the total field width. is not exceeded.
4. Except for .IYESU., ISIGEX and ICAIAER, all other nominal values
are zero.
3, 4. 1, 4; 2 Rules for Inputtin S •_ec^.fie Fields
i	 s	 ICSESH must snatch the case no. of the substrata hisitorical file.
A	 If IDFRS and -IDTQS are left :blank; then it will be as:sume.d that the
occurrence of any .fatal error will terminate the writing of that








If the first entry of IERDTE data is 0 or blank on card 1 of a YES
data group, then the card 2 data is ignored (the card 2 must be 	 r
present but can be blank except for ID). The IERDTE data and
card 2 data from the last non-zero IERDTE data group i r, used to
obtain va-lues for the current group..
• All standard deviation, bias and frequency data items are checked






3. 4. 2 Sample Card_ Data
I -)FQ5	 IDTUS
ICASE ILIST REG ZUNe PEG ZONE IYESU ISTGEX TCAMR JCSESH
2-	 1	 at)	 1	 50 WO	 aO	 00----!—
3. 4. 3 Output Report Definitions
There are no normal report data items.
3.404 Sam_ple Pages from Ou!Mut Reports
The following page is a sample of a card image printout and





I 4 5,0 001 .Vo
1"oO
.YES DATA GROUP
NE	 4 ISTRAT	 21
~
9465	 .5 3936 9,496
U
	




,0:00 00$ ,10 " uV " 10 ,10.16













3, 4, 5 File Requirements
Input:	 YESECD - Yes Error Data Cards
CAMECD - CAMS Error Data Cards
SIGECD	 - Signature Extension Data Cards
SUBHST	 - .	 Substrata Historical File
Output: CAMERR - CAMS Error Data File
SIGEXT - Signature Extension Data File
YESERR - YES Error- Model. File
3.4. 6 Error and Recovery
With. the exception- of the wrong substrata historical file being mounted
or any data out of sequence, the program will continue to check for all types
of errors. even though the writing of a given output file has stopped. There
Are three categories of errors:
r.. Fatal with immediate termination - level 3.
Z. Fatal for a given input data type - error checking continues
but the writing of the corresponding output file stops - level 2.
3;. Nonfatal - normal processing continues - level 1. The card
E image of the card with .field errors or card ID which triggered
a general error will be printed. prior to the message. The
error checks, messages and fatal status are given in Sections






o	 I. A check is made that the correct substrata historical file has
been' mounted a's specified by ICSESH.
Message:
EITHER: THE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL FILE HAS NOT BEEN
MOUNTED OR IT HAS THE WRONG CASE NO. PROCESSING
IS TERMINATED.
L, A check on sequence is made from country dawn to the card
sequence no. for each active card input .set. In addition, a




THE - --- INPUT DATA SET IS OUT OF ORDER. PROCESSING
IS TERMINATED.
3. A check is made to make sure the ID in ID rOS is z the ID
is 1DFRS.
Message:
ID IN IDTOS IS NOT GREATER OR = TO IDFRS
The following errors are level 2 if the error occurs when the current
ID is in the range specified by IDFRS and IDTOS. Otherwise, it is a
level I error.
10. A check is made to make sure that each SUBHST record has a cor-
responding record for each of the active input card se ts for YES and
Sig. Ext. This situation will only be considered an error in case of
Sig. Ext. input if there is at least one segment in the SUBHST record.
Message:
Optional line
LEVEL 2 WRITING OF ----- FILE TERMINATED
ICTRY ---- IREG ---- IZONE --- ISTRAT ---- ISUB
------ INPUT DATA SET DOES NOT HAVE A FECORD WHICH
CORRESPONDS TO SUBHS T ID.	 .
11. A check is made to snake sure that for each record in SUBHST
with one or more sample segments there is a CAMS input card
group for each segment.
Message:
ICTRY - - IREG --- IZONE --- ISTRA.T ---- ISUB




15. A check is made to see if an extra input card group has been
input with no match.





THE ------ INPUT GROUP DOES NOT MATCH WITH SUBHST
FILE AND IS EXTRA DATA
3.4. 6.2 Card Field Errors
The occurrence of any of these errors is level 2 if the error occurs
when the current ID is in the range specified by IDFRS and IDTOS. Other-
wise, it is considered to be a level I error.
Code No.
20. A check is made to make sure the error truncation dates in
IERDTE on YES card 1 are in ascending order (if not all 0)•
J	 -
Message:
IERDTE ARRAY HAS DATES NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER
21. A check is made to make sure YIELDI on YES card 1 is
between .0 and 99. 99.
Message:
YIELDI ?S NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 99.99
2Z. A check is remade to make sure that BIASYI on YES card. 2
LS between '-99. 9 and +99.9.
c
	 Message:
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF BI.A SYI IS NOT LESS THAN 99.9
23. A check is made to make sure that SIGYII on YES card 2
is between 0 and +99. 9.
Message:
SIGYII IS NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 99.9
24; A check is made to make sure that the P(W /i) data for a
i'
	 CAMS card group is between 0 and 1.
Message;





25. A check is made to make certain that B(W/i) and B PW for a
CAMS card group is between -9. 999 and +9.999.
Me s sage:
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF BW- OR BPW IS NOT LESS THAN 9.999
Code No.
26. A check is made to make certain that a pW for a CAMS card
group is between 0 and 9. 9,9.
Me s sage:
SIGW- OR SIGPW IS NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 9.99
27. A check is made to make sure that B li and 33 22 
 
data on the
signature extension card group, is between " 9. 999 and +9.999.
Me s sage:
ABSOLUTE VALUE OF Bl- OR B2- IS NOT LESS THAN 9.999
28. A check is made to be sure that a li or	 data on the signatureZi
extension card group is between 0 and 9. 99.
Message:
SIGI- OR SIG2- IS NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 9.99
-29. A check is made to make sure the dates in IERDTE are in
range. Year must be greater than 64, month- must be between
I and 12 and day must be between I and 31.
Me s sage:





• A maximum  of 426 days can be specified in NODAY--the number
of days in the run.
•	 it is assumed that only I year of data, starting January 1st, is
to be generated on the weather data file (366 days).
• The use of the weather file will be such that the look-up date will
be determined modulo 1 year, i. e., given a run day of 400, then
the look.-up day will be 400 366 + I = 35.
• Only 1 case is run at a time.
• Only 1 country may be run at a time.
The	 t f	 data 'n l	 d thath f' 1• segmen r-e_erence 1 e an ewe er i e are re-
generated each time the program is run. There is no update
capability.
Fj)
• A maximum of 150 acquisitions for any one segment is allowed.
3. S. 1 Input Card Data
r
3. 5. 1. 1 Input Data Descrion
See Table 3. 5 -1.
3. 5. 1. 2 Card Formats
"SAGE'.' is punched in card columns 75-78 of all cards. A sequence
number is =punched in card columns 79-80.







REPRODUMMM OF TH Table 3.5--1. SAGE Input Data Description
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Na moe Symbol Dimension
Nominal
Value Range Units Description
IHEAD - 18 Blanks - - 72 character case header which prints out
at the top of every page.
ICA:SE 1 0 0-9999 4 digit case no. to identify the printed
output and the segment reference data
file.
ICSESW 0-99'99 - Case: number identifying the swath table
and reference files.
IC'SESG - 1 0 0- 9999 - Case number identifying the segment ID
ISTIME - 3 0 - - ISTIME(l) - (Year - 190-0)
ISTIMZ(2.) - month no..
ISTIME'(3) _ day no.
Run start date
NDAYS 1. 42'6 1-42:6 Days No. of days to process in the run.
COPT - 1 0 0.-2 - Program run option.
0 - .run sage only
I - run weather file generation utility only
v 2 - run both the utility and SAGE
IV EH - 2 01-2 - List of vehicle number s to prose s s. in
this run. b h
o a
IREPT - I F T or' F - Flag to indicate whether access report ^ u
is to be .produced.	 T - yes, F - no.
^s c
DECR - .1 0 0-100 Kilom,.: Swath decrement
RAND
.
1 1.0 - -
e
Random no. seed used to obtain daily 	 x
weather data.	 Must be odd integer. 	 cc
IE:GRDN - 1 1600 1-160'00 - No. of grid points to be written on the




Name	 Symbol	 Dimension	 Value	 Range	 Units	 Description
3W RTO * 	- 	 1	 1101	 4-1101	 The number of pp^ords written on the
swath table file. This is equal to
.(NO OF DAYS FOR EACH VEHICLE) + 2
+ NO OF VEHICLES
LA TSW	 -	 1	 100 	 1-100	 -	 The number of latitude points written
on tha. swath table record











Figure 3.5-2. SAGE Data Card Formats
Header Card
The header inform.- ation is entered in C. C. 1-72; "SA:GE'' is entered
in C. C. 75-78, and 01 is entered in
.
 C. C. 79-80.
I
C. C:a, 1	 5 b	 9	 .13	 17	 23	 25 26	 32	 44 49 53.	 75	 79k
SAGE 02
14 11 13




























' 3. S. 1. 3 Deck Setu .
1. Header card - sequence 01
2. Data card - sequence OZ.
3. S. 1 . 4 Rules far Entering _Data on Cards
3.5.1 . 4.1	 General.
I. Integers must be entered right justified.
2. F format num, bers' mt ust have the decimal point present, i. e. ,
k
F6	 xxx. xy
30 The card sequence numbers in C. C. 79- 80. ;crust be present
is all data cards,
5-	 3,	 .1,.4.2. u-le s . for SEt.	 pecific Fields
e ICSESIV must 'r itch the case num ber on the swath reference
and swath table. files.
o ICSESG must match the case number on the segment. ID file.
l The start tirrte in ISTIi12E must .not be less than the earlies:t.
^ vehicle s tart date on the swath table file.	 (NQte, if only I of
the vehicles is to be processed, then ISTIME will be checked
against that vehicle's start time . only,	 If ISTI,ME is not input-,
itwilll be assumed that the earliest vehicle start date is the run
start date.
" o MAYS m. , ust be a• 1 and 	 42.60.
LVEH must have entries of 0; 1 or 2.
d
_',	




3.5.2 . Sample Ca rd Iaput9.






l gn.Uf TEST tASmF FU R 1'S UAYvI/' ^►%7	 T'HA N OFFtSYS., m	 t^3
°. ICASI	 ITOPI	 NL a S	 1CbF^w	 IC SmF" i G ISTIft	 LVEH'	 IRLPT	 VF R	 RaN^	 1GON YS OU	 NLAJSw
!! ^1 T6	 5	 l	 -0	




















3. 5. 4 $ample Pages. from . Each"
 Output R.e,port





SWATHR - Swath Reference
SEGID	 - Segment ID File
WEATAP - NASA Climatology Tape (optional)
W EA THR - Weather Data File (optional)
Output:
	
SEGREF.	 -. Se:gment. Reference File (optional)
W EA TE=R Weather Data File (optional)
3. 5. 6 Error and Recovery
3. 5; 6. 1	 General
The program will attempt to find as many errors during the input
card processing as possible. The program will continue checking for
further input errors upon detecting any input error. Where are 2 levels
of error. These are-
Level f - continue processing
Level 2 - job fatal.
When a level 1 error occurs, the program will print an informative
message and continue. When a level 2 error occurs, the program will
print an informative message and return control back to the computer
system..
3. 5. b. 2 Input Data Er ror s
Level 2
A check is made to _see if ICSESW matches the case no. on
the swath files: Me s sa ge
^'. ry-I'GSES`,V DOES .TOT MATCH T112 CASE 1,40 0'7-1; THT
SWATH INPUT FILES OR SWATH FILES NOT MOUNTED.
.	 a
,.	
h.a,	 §a .	 s x .	 s	 a^ "ve..Xs^^ a^"n ^a _=^ 4U^n>9a
i	 Table 3..5-3. SAGE Output Report Data Definitions
Report Name.	 ..... . .. . Symbol Ra.n a Units Report Descri, Lion
COUNTRY - -- - Segment 4 character country designation	 {:
Access 1
ACCESS COUNT 1 - 15.0 - _ " Current segment access count j
ACQUISI'I' _ __ e_ t' The month, day and year the segment
MO/DA, /YR was acce ssed by a vehicle..
REV - 1- 18 -- '' The revolution of the day that the
access occurred
i
VEH - 1-2 -- " The no. of the vehicle that accessed
the segment
C TA -10'+10 Deg, min, '' The cro s strack angle
n3+ sec
EL 0-90 Deg, min, ''' The sun elevation angle
sec
CLOUD COVER - . 0- 1.00 %a . '' The percent of cloud cover over the
earth.	 0 - none,	 100 - fell.'
ACQUISI. TIME - 0-86400 Sec ''' The time during the day the access
occurred
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2. A check is made to see if ICSESG matches the case no. on
the segment ID file. Message:
*TTICSESG DOES NOT MATCH THE CASE NO. ON THE
SEGMENT ID FILE OR THIS FILE HAS NOT BEEN
MOUNTED.
3. A check is made to make sure that ISTIME is not less than
the earliest vehicle start time as specified on-the swath .
table file. Message:
*ISTIME IS LESS THAN THE EARLIEST VEHICLE START
TIME IV ITIIv1 OR IV2TIM.
4. A check is made to make sure NDAYS is between 1 and 426.
Message:
TNDAYS IS NOT BETWEEN 1 AND 426.
5. A check is made to make sure that the vehicle no. list in
IVEH is between 0 and 2 and that thryxe is at least one
NOtiZERO entry. Message:
IVEH HAS ANT
 ENTRY NOT B.2nVEEN 0 AND 2 OR DOES
NOT HAVE AT LEAST l NONZERO ENTRY,
6. A check iz ma-de. to make sure that a weathex data file has
been mounted. Message
***THE WEATHER DATA FILE HAS NO T BEEN MOUNTED.
7ro A check is irlade to make sure that the input quantity IVEH
sloes not specify vehicles not en the .swath files. Message.
m::m IVEH L15's" 15 NOT C GivirA T. % J_jU, T iV`vEI^ AS
'.SPECIFIED Odd THE SWATH FILE'S.
8. A. check is shade to make sure IGRDN is between I and 16000.










20. A check is made while forming the acquisition list for a
segment that no more than 150 acquisitions occur.
Message:
***-IN PROCESSING SEGMENT NNNN MORE THAN 150
ACQUISITIONS HAVE OCCURRED. NO MORE.
ACQUISITIONS WILL BE PROCESSED.
21, A check will be' made to make sure at least I acquisition-
of a segment occurs. - Message:
**TIN PROCESSING SEGMENT NNNN NO VALID
ACQUISITION OCCURRED.
22. A check is trade to see if a segment's latitude is in the
band about the equator which is not accounted for in
LATNO table. Message:
***SEGMENT T 1NiIN LATITUDE NN *N ?N.FS NOT
THE Lei TI TUDE BAND SPECIFIED BY 14.9TNO TABLE.
23. A Check iiw made in the weather file . utility to rnaka sure
99 S F8 s 101. Message.
^ *n THE CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
-F SVB 8 IS NOT BETWEEN 99 AND 101.
3. 5.6.4 Input/Output Errors
For sequential l /0 the FORTRAN system on the UNIVAC takes control
and prints a message identifying the problem and will either continue
processing. or .abandon the job, If processing continues, the system, counts
the number of times this error re -occur s and if it happens a certain number
of times, the system will abandon the .job.
For direct access I/O, the UNIVAC D.A. I /O package prints, but an
informative message, sets an error flag and allows processing to continue,..
In this program the swath table file is the only direct access file. Immed'i-




40. ***AN IRRECOVERABLE 1/0 ERROR HAS OCCURRED
IN READING/WRITING A RECORD ON THE
FILE. THE JOB IS BEING ABANDONED.
The blanks will be filled in with 'SWATH TB', or 'WEA THER'









•	 All detected errors cause the program to abort and output
r
files and reports are terminated without con.pletion.
•	 Only one country may be selected for any one program run.
r' •	 Only one case of input parameters will be processed against
i- a single segment reference data file and crop window file.
0	 A maximum of 426 days is allowed for the acquisition period.
e	 A maximum of 4 windows is allowed.
0	 A maximum of 25 acquisitions allowed per window for a train-
ing segment and one acquisition allowed for an ordinary segment.
3. 6. 1 Input Card Data
3. 6, 1. 1	 Card Input Data Quantities
li
Each parameter value entered via the input cards must be entered
unless explicitly stated.
	 All integers must be right justified, all hollerith
fields must be left justified.
	 Each parameter value is outlined as follows:
S
a.	 XITTL - Card 01, Columns 1 through 4E.	 Contains the case title that
is to be printed at the top of each output page.
F b.	 IACASE - Card 02, Columns 1 through 4.	 Contains the integer case
number that identifies the ACQUISI file and each arinted output
i
page.
c.	 ISCASE	 Card 02, Columns 5 through 8. 	 Contains the integer case
number of the Seement Reference Data File (if 0 or blank no check
on input case No. will be made).
d.	 WCASE - Card 0.2, Columns 9 through 12.	 Contains the integer case
number of the Ceop window input file (if 0 or blank no check on input
case No. will be made).
e:	 IPCC - Card 02, Columns 13 through 15. 	 Contains an integer that
1 specifies the maximum percent cloud cover to be used in selection
of ACQUISI file segments.
	 This number is expresed in tenths of a
percent (e.g.,
	 15.4°; would he expressed as
	 154).	 All	 ACQUISI File




f. ISANG - Card 02, Column 16 through 19. Contains an integer cnat
specifies the minimum degrees s-un angle to be used in selection
of ACQUISI file segments. This number is ex pressed in hundreds
of degrees and ranges between 0 and 90 degrees (e.q., 12.50 degrees
would be expressed as 1250). All ACQUI:SI file sun angles must be
greater than or equal to the specified angle.
g. ICOUN. - Card 02, columns 20 through 23. Contains 4 hoilerith
characters that identify the 'tountry to be selected.
h. IREG - Card 02, Columns 24 through 26. Contains a three digit
integer that identifies the region to be selected.
i . HONE - Card 02, Columns 27 through 29. Contai pis a three digi t
integer that identifies  the zone to be selected A zero entry
allows all zones in a reeion to be selected.
j. Output options, Columns 30 through 31. Contain a logical flag
that specifies whether the program reports are to be generated..
A T specifies print the report; an F specifies don't p rint the
report.
a IPRPT»30- Daily Processing Load Report
o ICRPT-31- Crop Window Report (segment acquisition)
3. 6.. 1.2 Card Formats
See Table 3.6-1.
12 _ PRGGRA+M1` OPTIONS CARD
4 _ 	 _ 8_ . 1`2 	 1 : 5	 19	 29	 34	 75	 80
n
SEGMENT SELECTION. OUTPUT
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t	 Table 3. 6-1. SACS.
 Card Formats
CARD 01 OUTPUT TITLE CARD
75	 80






3. 6. 1. 3 Deck Setup
Each of the two input cards must be provided and must be supplied
in card number order (see columns 79 and 80).
3. 6. 1.4 Rules for Entering Data on Cards	 f
See Section 3. 6. 1. 2.
i
3. 6. 2 Sample Card inputs
RUPRODUCIBILI'f'y OF THR
GRIM NAL PA (- T.Q pr )np
282.34-6025-RU- oo
Page 122
C4'SF	 I	 NOMINAL CASE FOR DF8UGGING SAGS CASE 1
^F aul k
r4ONTNA'L CASE FOR DERUG6ING SAC CASE 1
	 -
ILA,)F lCSF0 P .. 1GM, V..	 C.
	
_1PL  ISANG ILOUM IQEG	 TZONF.. 1PeP(1 ...	 1	 900	 35U	 GSA	 !	 U..	 1.. 
` 3. 6. 3 Output Re or:t Data Definitions
See Table 3. 6 -2.
3. 6. 4 Sample . Page s_ from Each 0^ tput Report_
1.	 See Figure 3.6-1 for Sample Segment Aequis<ition Data Report.
Z.	 SL ., Figure 3. 6 - 2 for Sample Daily Processing Load Report.
3.6.5 File Requirements
Input¢	 CRO.PW -	 Crop Window File s
SEGR.EF -	 Segment Reference File
Out-put:	 ACQUIS -	 Data Acquisition File
3. 6. 6 Error and Recovery b^
3.6.6.1	 General
All fata=l errors detected b	 this program .s'hall.result i^n terminationY	 P^ . • g
of program execution.
	 The detected errors are listed in Table 3. 6-3.	 The
processing lo gic i's descr ibed as follows:
a..	 Each time an error is dete=cted., the routine ABARF is called
with the error ID.
b.	 The routine prints the error and forces the, prograrn. to
terminate execution if the e.xror is. fatal or returns co ntrol
if the error is non-fatal.
Non-fatal errors shall be printed and execution continued.
:4
Table 3. 6.- 2. .SACS Output Report Data Def initions
j Report Name.. _ S rnb:ol . '; _ . .Ran a Units Re, . ort Description
Country - - - 2. 4 character alphabetic name
Region - I I_ 9`99 - 2. Regionno. within country
i
Zoi-.e - I - 9'99 - 2, Zone no. within region
S/W - - - .S - for spring, W - for winter
Segment - 1 - 9 :999 - 1. Segment no. ID within zone and total no. of
f accesses for th:e segment over all windows
Total access - 1 - 25 - 1. No, of accesses within a window for
segment
.	 Selected acquisitions - 1 - 2'5 - 1... No, of actual legal acquisitions within a
: y window for a segment
Window - 1- 4 - 1. Crop window no.}
Start date M04 , day, year 2. Start date of the run y	 reference start
date on SEGREF file
Relative day. - 1 - 426 - 2., T.R elative day no. to start date.l is the
start date
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Figure 3.6,-1 1,	 Sample Segment Acquisition Data Report
N
o
..^^a.w.^+ara^'.	 -	 -^	 ."^".fir-	 Mme...	
-	
_-.
	 _ ..	 ....	 •	 _._	 ^..1^..-,l,..re-nr„-s-^—!+'+t^^z"?c.- T.'..".:.s,.-r_.....-.-^..-,-„
r
i
RE, PROD-UCIBILI,17 OF THE
ORIG'MAL PAGE IS POOR
CaS'F	 1 DAILY NR'r)fcS'STiVG LoliD RF)J OI{T NUMLNA1; CASE F`OR VE80GGIN.G S 4' G 5 CASE 1	 LPP SI.MULA11UN P A GL 1
STAHT: DATE	 1- 1-76.	 COUtIT'RY	 US-A	 RFGT'GN	 S _ZONE -0
^^.—
_FLbTi,V _ffU—a- HFLh7#VF FJU;^ HELAf^VEO. HEZYY tf(}.	 -----	 ---..
DAY A-COU15 1 TTON5 UA,Y NCOUT517ION.S DA ACQUISITIONS UAY ACQUIS111ON5
k ^, 1 0'. 1.9 0. 2a 0.
21 1 0. ?U r^. 2 9 0,
4 0. L3 0. a..
6 0. 7 y. 0.. 23 k 4 . 3'2 tti.
- 6 -	 1 SS 0. 4
^ ^ 33 0,.
7 43. 1 h rn. 25 4.. 3?i 01
35 1.
Figure 3. 6-2. Sample Daily Proc.essing Load Report
ERRDR
I D MESSAGE
01. Cro:pwi nd fi l-e has invalid 1 abet name xxxxxxxx
02 Seg refer file has invalid label name xxxxxxxx
0'3 Cropwind input case xxx not equal to label case xxx
04 Seg refer input case xxx not equal to label case xxx
0 5 Invalid country input xxxx cropwind xxxx seg refer xxxx
06 No data selected for ACQ ISI file
07 Seg refer acqui sition day too l arge xxx, max-xxx, record=xxxxx
08 I:np-ut cards invalid or out of sequence xxxxxx (Column 75-80)
09 I.nout stun angle loss than 0 or greater than 90.00 xxxxxx
10 Percent cloud cover less than 0 a greater than 100.0 xxxx
11 No. days in study exceeds 426
12: Crop window is-missing a zone xxx















ti	 3. 7 LEM
The LEM executive controls the subprograms: Segment Truth
Generator, YES, CAMS and CAS.
Operational Assumptions
0 Only l case may be run at a time.
• Only 1 country may be considered in a case.
• A maximum of 999 Monte Carlo trials may be run in a case
and a .maximum of 100 trials may be executed on any given ru.n.
o A maxim- um of 4 crop calendar windows and 14 additional
prediction points can be .processed.
0 A maximum of 10 regions per country can be processed.
e A maximum of 50 zones per country can be processede
• A maximum of 20 strata per zone can be processed.
o A maximum of 325 strata per country can be processed.
• A maximum of 60 substrata per strata can be processed.
s A maximum, of 3200 substrata per country can be processed.
e A maximum of 4000 segments per country can be processed.
• All control card input dada will be echo printed.
•. All contro l card input data will be checked . for errors before
any error will cause the processing of a case to terminate.
0 In a repetitive Monte Carlo trial case, normally the individual
subprogram reports will be allowed to print during the first
and last trial only,	 An option will exist to eliminate all reports or
allow printing of all reports for each trial. or far just the last. trial.
e All input data files will be checked for correct case numbers.
e	 The progra"m will require less than .20, 000 words of storage.






The ,program will. have a restart capability which will allow the
program to continue %vith additional Monte Carlo iterations start.-




0	 All files will be in country, region, zone, stratum, substratum,
and segment order (to whatever level that is appropriate).
3.7. 1 Input Card Data
3, 7. 1, 1 LEM
3. 7'. 1. 1. 1 Input Data Description
See Table 3. 7=1.
3. 7. 1. 1. 2 Card Formats
•
	
	 See Table 3.7-2.
3. 7. 1. 1. 3 Deck Setup
Each of the four LEM control cards is required and they must be
in card number order. In addition, control cards are always required
for the CAMS module even if this module is not used. If CAMS is
skipped (e, g. , ICAMS = 2), then the corresponding control cards must
still be included. Finally, the control cards for CAS must always be .
specified. The contents and format of the CAMS and CAS control cards
are specified in Sections 3. 7. 1. Z and 3. 7. 1. 3, respectively.
3, 7. 1, 1. 4 Rules for Entering. Da.ta on Cards
1. Integers must be right justified.
2. Alphanumeric fields should be left justified.
3	 Real (i. e. , floating point) fields must have the decimal point
present.
r CL
Col.. Name. Dlm­ensioni Value Ran'ge Description
1-40 TITLE 10 blanks Problem header to be printed at the top of each output page.
(:format 10A6)
Case number1-4 ICASE 1 0 0-9999
6-11 CUNTRY I --- Country (must agree with all input files).
13-15! NTRIAL 1 1 1-9199 Total number of Monte Carlo iterations at the end of the current run
(NTRIA•L- (including previous nuns if this is a r6start). 	 NTRIAL must be 15 100
RSTART s if CAS distribution
.
 file is to be generated (i.e., if DISTFF	 0 in CAS
100) input).
17-19 RSTART 1 0 0-99.9 Restart Flag;
n ^ 0 to rest-art after n Monte Carlo iterations, 0 if this is not a
restart.
20-22 IPRINT 1 0 .0-3 Iteration Print Flag (for Segment Truth Generator)
0 to print first and last iterations; I to print each iteration; 2 to
print last iteration only; 3 to suppress printing.
24;-26 STARTR 1. 0	 1 :0-9919 Starting region number.
Both zero or both non-zero
28-30 ^STARTZ 1 0. 0-999 Starting zone number.
3.2. -34 ENDR 1 0 0-9,99 Ending region number.
Both zero or both non-zero
36-38 ENDZ 1 0 0-9199 Ending zone number.
39-41 . , ISTG 1 .0 0­ 3 Segment Truth Flag:
0 to vary error statistically, I to hold error constant using results	 N
from the first iteration only, 2 to hold error constant using a
previously. generated Segment Truth file, 3 to eliminate the Segment
Truth error (error is zero).
Ln
42-44' ICAMS 1 CAMS Error Flag:
U sage is similar to the usage of the Segment Truth flag described
	 C1,
above except that for the case in which ICAMS	 2, the CAMS Output
file is used.
REPRODWRILITY Of THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR • Table 3.7-1. LENT Input Data Description
45 -47 IYES




















REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE Table 1.7- 1. LEM Input Data Description (cont1d)




Col	 Name	 D p ension Value I Range.	 Description
YES Error Flag:
Usage is similar to the usage of the Segment Truth flag described





0 to include segment acquisition conditions, l to eliminate segment
acquisition conditions.
Cla-ssification Error Flag:
0 to vary classification error in CAMS, 1 to hold the classification
error constant, 2 to eliminate the classification error (set it to zero).
Signature Extension Error Flag:°
0 to vary Signature Extension Error, 1 to hold Signature Extension
Error constant, 2 to eliminate the Signature Extension Error (error
is zero)
Segment Crop Calendar Error:
0 to vary the error., 1 to hold the error constant, 2 to eliminate the
error (error is zero).
Flag for Group 11
"Moist Recent Non-Epoch Year"
Historical Proportion of Wheat:
Usage is similar to Signature Extension Error Flag described above.
Flag'la , for Group III
Multi-Year Proportion of Wheat:
Usage is similar to Signature Extension Error Flag described above.
aq
Iteration print flag for CAMS:	 ti ,
U sage is sinnilar to that of (PRINT,	 c
Iteration print flag for YES:
Usa:g.e is similar to that of IPRINT.
e
Iteration print flag for CAS:





Table 3. 7-1, LEM Input Data De :s-cription .(-,cont°dW-
1 1- 4 ICSESG 1 0 .0-99-99 Case number for Segment ID file,
5-8 ICSECW l 0 0-; 999 Case number for Crop Calendar file.
9-12 ICSESH 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Substrata Historical file,
I3-.16 ICSECE i 0 0-9.999 Case number for CAMS Error Model file.
P
17-20 ICSEYM •1 0 0-9999 Case number for YES Error Model file.
ZI-24 1cSESE 1 0 0-9999 Case number for Signature Extension file.
9
i;
E 25-2;8 ICSEAC 1 0 0-999.9 Case number for Data Acquisition file.
29-32 IC:SEST 1 0 0
-9999 Case number for Segment Truth file.
33 - 36 ICSECO 1 0 0 - 9999 Case number for CAMS Output file.
37-40 ICSEYS 1 0 0-9999 Case number for YES Output file.
491-60 RSEEDI I 1 1- Initial random number. seed for Segment Truth Error (odd positive
19999999999 integer in F -format).
61 - 72 RSEED2 1 I 1-
19'99919999999
Initial random number seed for Classification Error.
1 - 12 RSEED3 1 1 1- Initial random. number seed for Signature Extension Error.
499999999999
13,24 RSEED4 1 1 1- Initial random number seed for Segment Crop Calendar Error.
99-9999999:99






31-48 RSEED6 I 1 I- Initial random number seed for error in Group II "Most Recent Non-,
• 9999999999-99 Epoch Year" Historical, Proportion of Wheat.
49- 60 ItSEED7 1 1 I- Initial random. number seed for error in Group III "Multi-Year
9 ,99999999 '999 Proportion of Wheat. ''' C
,r.
























Card 1	 Header card. Alphanumeric problem header entered in Columns 1-60. LEM is enteredin Columns 75-77 and 01 in Columns 7g -84.
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3. 7. 1. 1. 5 Re s actions
1. In general, the various error sources may be independently
varied, held constant, or eliminated by specifying appropriate
values for the input parameters ISTG, ICAMS, IYES, ICLASS,
ISEXT, ISCC, ICAS2, and ICAS3. However, the user may not
specify. ISTG = 0 unless ICAMS is also zero. The reason for
this restriction is that if ICAMS = 1 or 3 for exarr-pie, the CAMS
Output file will be generated on the first iteration and then used
on all subsequent iterations. If ISTG were zero indicating that
the Segment Truth error was to be varied, the program would
be in trouble because to vary the Segment Truth error means
that the results on the CAMS Output file must also be variable
even if the CAMS errors are constant or zero. The way
around this restriction is to specify both ICAMS = 0 and
ISTG 0 and then to specify non-zero values for ICLASS,
ISEXT, and ISCC. In this manner the CAMS Output file will
be written on each iteration even though the CAMS errors are
really constant.
Z. The variable possible combinations of the input paramneteZ s
ICAMS., ISTG, IYES, ICLASS., ISEXT, ISCC, ICA.S2, and
ICAS3 as well. as other options (CAMS classification model,
multi-temporal sampling, and acquisition effects) are presented
in Table 3.7-3.
3, On a restart run the input case number ICASE must agree with
the case number on both of the following files which may be input.
to LEM:
s 'CAS Cumulative Output file
0' I, z	 0 '	1
X
On, I
x x x	 x	 x	 xU
3	 x x x	 I,2	 x	 3
For ICAMS, ISTG., RYES
0 vary error,
>hold error constant; use first iteration results,
Z > held error constant; use previously generated file,
3 eli- minate. error. Table 3.7-3. LEM Control Options
For ISEXT, ISCIC, ICLA,SS., ICASZ., ICAS3
0 : 	vary error,
hold error constant,
z	 eliminate error.
For Multi-Te mppral Sampling
	
49
0	 include multi-temporal sampling effects,
ex-clude-effects.
For Acquisition Effects
0 tz> include s,egmen-t acquisition effects,,
=> elim, inate s-egmient acquisition effects:.







4. On a restart run the CAS Cumulative Output file and the CAS
Distribution Output file must always be specified. In addition,
the Segment Truth file, the CAMS Output file and/or the YES
Output file should be specified if the input flags fSTG, ICAMS,
and/or IYES are set to 1, 2, or 3. Note, however, that if the
CAMS Output file is specified, then it is not necessary to specify
i	




3. 7. 1. 2 CAMS
Some data needed by CAMS is included on the LEM control card.
See Section 3.7. 1. 1. CAMS also requires:
1. A control card, specifying options
2. A multi-temporal matrix 	 w
3. Crop calendar error coefficients
Besides the LEM card, CAMS requires a total of 13 cards, which must
be in order. See Figure 3. 7-4 for the deck setup.
L 7. 1. 2. 1 List of Data Quantities and Formats
a. LEM control card, see LEM Section 3. 7. 1. 1. Data relevant to
CAMS includes:
ISEXT	 Signature extension error option, = 0, 1 simulate error
= 2 bypass error
MCC	 Crop calendar error option, = 0, 1 simulate
2 bypass
ICLASS Classification error option, = Q., 1 simulate
2 bypass
IACQ	 Acquisition file option, = 0 include file
1 no acquisition file
ICAMS
	 CANTS error option, = 0 1 simulate
2 read previous file
3 bypass all errors
SEED2	 .Random no. seed for classification error
SEED3	 Random no, seed for signature extension error
SEED4	 Random no. seed for crop calendar error
IPRCAM Print flag for CAMS. this c ontrols.:if a report is
printed -she flag, - MEP:, on the CAMS control





b, CAMS control card, see Table 3.7-4 for the format and list of
quantities,
C. Multi-temporal sampling matrix. The multi-temporal
sampling remodel describes the effect of the a --quisition of a
sample segment in more than one bio-window. There are
15 possible non-zero acquisition states for a sample segment.








1 213].411 '. 2  1, 3 1, 4 2, 3 2, 4 3, 4 1, 2, 3 1, 2, 4 1, 3, 4 2, 3,4 1, 2, 3, .4
1 2 3 4 5	 6	 7	 8	 9 10	 11 .	 1.2	 13	 14	 15
The effect of acquisition conditions corresponding to any
particular state ismodeled by a weighting factor, M. For
ease of handling, three values of M are chosen as program
inputs associated with groupings of the 15 acquisition's.tates.
These values indicate no improvement (M I = 1), small improve-
ment (M2 c 1), and large improvement (M3. < M2) in the accuracy
of classification of the segment with a given acquisition state
over classification in. the present window (last window in the state
definition) alone.
The values needed are which M (MI, M2, or M3) to use for each
of the .1.5 groupings, and the values of M2 and M3 (Ml = I). Note
that by definition, for group no. 1, 2, 3, and 4, Vi 1. = 1, and
Ml. = l > M2 > M3. See Table 3.7-5 for the data and format.
A total of eight cards are needed for the matrix, each with the
above information, since the acquisition conditions depen..d. on
a. wheat type - winter or spring, b. the model - 1 or 2 (mode:l I
requires three cards, one for wheat, mixed, and other components;
model 2 requires only one card.).
If model l is. being ed, the cards for M, od'e.l 2 m-us't be present
but may have blank fields except for the ID (CAMS) and sequence
number, and vice versa if model 2 is being used, since the
11 11 11 11 iz
	 11 . 11 A4	 12
CQ3.Wz
p0(;Ik













Value Range Units De scri2tion
IMODEL Flag = I	 us,e model 1, complex model
= 2	 use model 2, simple model
IMULTI 0 0-1 Flag	 0	 include multi-temporal sampling error
0
	 bypass multi-temporal sampling error
ISIGEX 0 0-1 Flag 0 0	 use. multiplicative model of signature extension
0	 use additive m- odel of signature extension
ISKIP .0 0_1 Flag	 0	 skip	 if cannot correlate ordinary
0	 classify as training
	 with training siegment
ITMAX 0-99. Days Maximurn. no, of days between training and ordinary segment
acquisition dates for successful correlation.
IREP 0 0-1 Flag	 0	 include error breakdown factors in estimate report
print estimate report . only
IV7 IN D 4 1-4 From which window to take the probability of clazsifying as wheat
rriven mil-rar-I En natnntaf(- fhn mrnnnr,finn n;f no'r4± whp.vt 	 if
blank, defaults to window 4. This quantity is R(W /M) on the
CAMERR input file; see file descriptions, SectionInput Data CAMS Control Card For-mat
c. c.. 1 2 3 4	 5	 7 8
o
C A M. SI: O I I
1	 2	 3	
.
4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10 11	 tc	 .14
P-t 0-1 N fif N Pi P-1 -P.-I 0 0-1,
0 : 0 0 0: 0 , 0 ot 0
75	 79




i=I ase MI f 1) no.,r provement.
I UGROP . 1.5	 1-3	 Which value of M to use for each acquisition state, see Z. 1. 1, C.,
for which windows are in each sitate
Mz 0. O<MZ<I. 0
M3 0 <M3< 1.
ISEQ
P
= 2 use MZ., small improvement
= 3 use M3, large improvement
Restriction- IGR-OUP'(1)., IGROUP(Z), Lu.R0TJ,-P(3 ;) and IGR.OTJP(4)
are always = 1, by definition, and so need not be
inputted.
Value of M2,, small improvement
Value of M3, large improvement
Restriction , M3 < MZ < 1, by definition.
Sequence no - the matrix requires eight cards., each with the
same form—a-t. See Deck-Setup, Figure 4, for the order and
de s-cription.
Input Data - Multi - Tempor al Matrix Format
11x11	 F4. 3	 F4.3
-HODUCIBILITY OF THE
UAL PAGE M POOR








values are not used. If data for both winter and spring is not
avai-lable, the data may be left blank (except id and sequence
number),. but the cards must be present, and if CAMS tries to
use the missing data, an error will be repor'ed. If the multi-y	
temporal error bypass is specified (IMULTI . 1), then all the	 r
cards must be present but all the data but the id and sequence
number may be left blank. 	 w
i	 d. Crop calendar coefficients. The effect of cr )p calendar errors
on segment classification, particularly in an analytic sense, is
not well established at this tune. For this reason, a simple
generic model was choseia to represent this effect. This model
generates a bias (B) and standard deviation (6) from a quadratic
function with user input coefficients.
B = G 1 (At) + G2 (At)z
Q = H l (At) + H2 (At)2
The value of the coefficients are to be determined from off-line




The values for G1, GZ, H1, and H2 are needed. See Table 3. 7-6
for a description of the quantities and format. Model 1 requires
these four values for the three components., wheat, mixed, and
other, a total of 12 values. Model. Z requires on'.y the four values,
since the mixed crop effect is not present. Sinc e, these valu:e:s
may be different for winter and spring wheat, two sets must be
inputted. Thus, four cards are always needed:
L Spring wheat - model 1 - 3x4 values
2. Sprung wheat model Z ^- 4 values
3. Winter wheat - model 1 _ 3x4 values
4. Winter wheat model 2 - 4 values
C. .c. 1	 7	 . 13	 . 19
F6. 3 F6. z F6. 3 F6. 2
75	 7;













Ran _e Units Aescr	 Lion
G1 +9.'999 Crop calendar error coefficient
G2 +9 1 9 .99 Crop calendar error coefficient
Hl ±9,999 Crop calendar error coefficient
Z ±.99'.99 Crop calendar error coefficient
ISE:Q 10-13 Sequence number - the calendar requires four cards. 	 See Deck
Setup, Figure 4.
Input Data Crop Calendar Format
Model 1-
c.. c.;1	 7	 l3	 19	 2'5. 2-6	 3'.2	 3^8	 44	 50 5 I	 57	 63	 69	 75	 79
.1
a
C3 7 x. x X ( x x C A M S




F6; 3 F6.Z F6. 3 F6.2
mixed










If model 1 is used, the cards for model 2 must be present but
may have blank fields except for the ID, CAMS, and sequence
number, and vice versa for model 2. If data for both winter
and spring is not available, the data may be left blank except for II)
and sequence number, but the cards must be present, and if CAMS
needs the missing data, an error will be reported. If the crop calendar
error bypass is specified (ISCC=2), then all the cards must still be
present, but all the ID and sequence number fields may be left blank.
3.7. 1.2.2 Deck Setup
See Figure 3. 7-1. CAMS requires 13 card inputs.
3.7. 1.2. 3 Rules for Entering Data
See Section 3; 7..1.. 1 for general rules for entering data.
3. 7. 1. 3 CAS
3.7. 1.3. 1 List of Data Quantities
See Table 3. 7- 7.
3. 7. 1. 3. -1 Card Formats
"CAS" is entered in Columns 75-77 of each control card, and a
sequence number is entered in Columns 79-80. See Table 3. 7-8.
3. 7. 1. 3. 3 Deck Setup
Each of the. three CAS control cards is required (even if only seven
or less prediction points are specified), and they trust be in the proper
order. Furthermore, the CAS control cards must follow the LEM control
n
	 cards and the CAMS control cards as specified in Section 3. 7. 1, 1. 3.
x
3. 7. 1. 3.4 Rule:s for Entering Data on Card's
i
4	 1. Integers must be right justified.
CAMS 13
i wheat mixed other
	
	 CAMS 12
CAMS 11s jTj^	 r
	
^^ A 








	 CAMS 8	 0
o:r mixed	 CAMS 7
	 'rr,
4,odelr wheat	 CAMS 6	 p• f^  !^,	 ti^'^^^
CAMS 5 0
forr	 CAMS 4
 CAMS 3 	 IN,
0

















Value Range De scriptinn
1-3 NHISTY I 1-20 M	 Number of historical years for Group III ratio
calculations.
4-6. H 1 —. 3-99 H = Minimum number of segm, entz required for applying
SZ regression equation.
7-9 TOPT 1 0 0, I T- option flag:
=0	 to set T=0,
= 1	 to calculate T
where T is the second terML of the variance equation for
A
v2S.
10-zz AuNITS 1 0 0, i Units option:
	 -
I to print area in hectares and production In metric tons,
= 0 to print area in acres and production in bushels
13-15 DISTFF 1 0 0, 1 CAS distribution file flag:
= 0	 to generate CAS distribution file,
= I	 otherwise	 .
16-27 IWIND 4 0 0, 1 Prediction bio-window flags:
IWIND(n) = I to process bo -window n,
0 otherwise
28-31 9 WPRIOR 4 0 0!-4 Bio-window priorities:List of bio-windows in decreasing order of priority-
e.g.,
	
4,	 1,	 3,	 2	 or
n, 3,	 1,	 0,	 0	 w N
40-42 APREP 1 0 0, I Print option for area and production summary report.
1	 to print report,	 a
= 0	 otherwise	 ^'u,
1-48 IPRD 3, 14 0 4	 year Predictioar dates (up to 14 dates): 	 C
01-1.2 month IPRD (1, n.)	 =	 year - 19'00
1-31	 day IPRD (2, n) = month	 o
IPRD (3, n)	 = day
The prediction dates must be in ascending order. 	 The first




1 3	 5 8 10 12 15 17 19 2,2 24 26 29 31 33 36 38 40 43 45 47
1413
25 312	 312	 312	 312	 312312312 A4 IZ
0F` ME Table 3,7-8. CAS Card Formats
PACE 1,S POOR







3. 7. 2 Sam le Card Inputs
HANDU'VER ItST CASE	 (CAMS VkRURS = Oo VARY ST69YES)
JREPRO.^ jaXf
.	
GFp T AGE 
IS P
^  E
LPP 5114LAT10 1 4	 CASE R i	 PAGE	 I
I	 r r1	 T	 PI	 P	 1)	 1	 C	 01	 N	 1	 R	 U	 L	 C	 A	 P	 I!	 S -
'	 ',
---..._.TITLE-...___....__.--.---
	 --- ------	 -•--	
-•-----------......-._.--...._
--
-.^._...	 ...__._ -_.	 - ._
PAN41OVEIs	 I	 ST	 rASE (CAMS	 FRHM S	 n.	 .VA RY 	 STGrYkS) LEM 01
ICAS;,	 r.o011IiY	 TprAL H.51A(?T	 I P PIIVT	 51ARifi	 SI ART Z	 eN•ul?	 t ll fiZ	 ISTG - 1CAr5	 IVES IaCC^ - ICLr`Sa ISExT
I	 us 	 a - 0	 l	 -0	 -u	 -0 -(i	 0 O 0	 r0	 U 0
ISCC_	 I[: ASR	 IrnSS -- DIPCAr-1 	_tPRYFS JVN'tAS_	 LAhEL_
	 _-
_.._







 i'	 1	 1
-,_.._ ...---
^	 2	 r_	 1	 1 101  1
L.Ais::L
_ ••_ , , .I rs00V r; u 00O .i(1 rn!11. ..1 i3V.0O	 i)0fl.	o:of_001 	 t.Fi-	 t,S
kStF03 ;:EED4	 RSki D5 kSFF06 HSEED7 1.A11H.




Cd'SE	 (GAMS ENRORS, = 	 u,	 VARY	 51 G, YES) LF'P SIKIILAT1Qru	 CASE	 1 rr'AGE	 2
C	 A	 r,	 5 (	 Id	 f'	 U	 T	 C	 J	 ra	 j	 h	 U	 L	 C	 A N	 C	 5
1VuriEL	 Ird.IILTI	 IS, Pi X	 ISKTP	 ITMAX	 1REP	 Iw114D
2	 U	 0 1	 10	 1	 3	 CAMS	 I
Ir;;?r}up	 5)	 (	 6 .)	 (	 I) (	 ' f )	 (	 10	 (i0)	 (11)	 (12)	 (1S)	 (1u)	 C15) rat M 3
2	 P	 2 7	 r_	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 S .tit7J - ^ . 1100	 LAPIS
----	 _ `.
	 2 ?_	 c	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2	 2 .YOU .700V	 C AM S 3 b N
3	 3	 3 3	 3	 3'	 S	 3	 S	 3	 3 .300 .100	 C Atl 5 4 N3	 i	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3
 ---- - -- _._---_..
_ .50 0 .POO	 CA:mS 5 W-
-	
-- -_ --2-- 2	 2 __- _ 5. -2	 5	 3	 S	 3	 S .555
2	 ?	 S 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3	 3 . 95'., .751. C A(,: 7 ,-+	 [►P C^
1 2 3	 S	 3	 3	 1	 3 3 b .1 5 5	 C ANS 8_




r1	 C.2	 r#1 Fit	 t;1	 r2	 i+I	 h2 f,1 U Hi	 H2
.50U.
	 1.00	 1.1)1) P.ou
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3. 7. ? $am. ple Card Inputs (CGnt'd)
HANDUVER TEST CASE	 (CAtIS TkRURS r D? VARY STGqYES)	 LPP SIMULATION	 CASE 	 I	 PXGE	 3
A	 li	 p	 t	 I
	 is u N (:	 A	 it L)	 S
NHISTY HH	 TOPT	 AUN i T 5	 () 1 S I F r H w	 tql) (2)	 -	 (3) i4)	 WP H I uFZ	 1	 (2) (3)	 ( 40	 4FRE?
9^ 8	 1	 1 0 3	 1 2	 -0	 1	 CA$	 I
T ,pl(i?(	 p)	 if"Int (r'Roc	 11) INO)k	 51 ipHrj(	 7)
VFl -0/-0/-0 LAS	 2
—!pNifl:(	
6)•
fPkv(	 (1 ) 1 PRO	 IIJ I.pw)	 12 1 FI RL.) (13) IPR:D,( 14
S,	 3
L J-	 I}L	 I L'^ i
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3. 7. 3 Output Report Data Definitions
There are no standard output reports for the LEM control program.
3.7. 3. 1 Segment Truth
See Table 3.7-9.
3. 7. 3. 2 YES
See Table 3.7-I0.
3. 7. 3. 3 CAMS
CAMS prepares two report formats;
1. Ordinary segments data
2. Training segments data
Each report may be prepared with or without the individual error component
contributions by input option (:PREP), The definition of report parameters is
given in Table 3. 7-11. The parameters in parentheses are keyed to the out-
put format given in Figure 3. 7-2. Note that when TID = n; m1 the ordinary
segment could not be properly correlated with a training segment. In this
case the ordinary segment is classified as though it were a training segment.
The resulting output has the ordinary segment titles with the training seg-
ment data parameters. In .particular, data under Z1 is crop calendar data
and data under 2.Z is the multi-temporal sampling factor and is of the form:
Zl	 z 
W (DELTA)	 (MU LT)






3. 7.3. 4 CAS
CAS prepares two reports-
1. Area and Production Summary Report
2.. Country Sum. mary.Report








Table 3, 7-9. Segment Truth Out-put Report, Data Definitions
Symbol	 Ran 	 U nits	 Remort	 Descrintion
.
Substrata 1	 9999 Seg. Tr. Substrata no.
True PW for substrata PW k G, -	 100 Seg, Tr. True proportion of'whe-at for a substrata
Segment w I - 9999 Seg. Tr. Segment no.
True PW for segment PWk' 0	 10TrueSeg. Tr. True proportion of -wheat for a segment
Average PW 0	 10.0 Seg. Tr. Average true proportion of wheat for all
segments in a sub-strata
Error in PW + 100 0/0 Seg. Tr. Difference between true PW for substrata,
average PW for substrata
True PM for segment PMk. 0	 100 Seg. Tr, True proportion of mixed crops for a
3. seg m ent
Iteration - 1	 100 Seg. Tr. Monte Carlo iteration no.
Table 3,.7-10. YES Output Report Data Definitions
Report Name S. rnbol Range Units : Re . ort _	 Descri t-ion
Iteration no. - 1 _ 10'0 - Yes yiel Monte Carlo iteration no.
estimate
Country - - - Yes yield 4 character alphabetic country name
estimate.
Region - 1 - 999 -- Yesyield Region no. within a country
estimate
Zone - 1 - 9'99 - Yes yield Zone no. within a region
estimate
Stratum 9.999 - Yes yield. Stratum, no. within a zone
eatim -ate
.	 Predict. dale - - - Yes yield Date of prediction point
Mo /Dy/Yr estimate
True yield YSTR 0 - I0'0 QUINTALS/ Yes yield . True strata yield
IJE'CTAR estimate
E.sitirn. yield YSCI 0 - 10:0 QUINTALS/ Yes yield. 9Estimated strata yield
HEC TAR e!stixnate ,
Percent error - 0 - 1.0.0 % Yes yield A•l s'olu*e value of (est. - true) divided by
. estimate true yield





















Model I only bN
OQ Pd
Report .Nam-e sym. 101 Ran Units Report De,scription
Country 1.	 Z. 4 character country ID
Region 1	 9 199 1.	 Z. Region no. within a country
Zone 1	 9 .99 1., Z. Zone no. within a region
Strata 1	 9999 1.,2. Strata no. vvith
Substrata 1	 9999' 1.12. Substrata no. within a strata
Training segment 1	 9 1999 2. No. of training .segment
Crop window 1	 4 I.,z. Crop window no.
window
A cql. date 1.	 Z. Segment acquisition date
Mo/Da/Yr
Essitim. ProP.  (PE S) PW 0	 lao 1. ' 2. Estimated proportion wheat for
Total error.
(TOT) +100 % 1.,2. Difference est. and true prop.
(ALOCAL) T100 1. Local est. for ordinary segmer
Error
Wheat
Tot	 (ER TOT) +10 1.,2. 0 mission error
for pure wheat	 Total,
pixels	 Mod. I	 and r;
Bias	 (ERBIAS) +10 1.	 Z. errorBias component: pon-en
Rand	 (ERRAND) +10 I..'z. Random comp.
Mixed
Tot +10 1. , Z. Error for mixed wheat pixels
Bias	 (ERBIAS) +10 1. , Z. Bias component
Rand	 (ERRAND) +10 1.,Z. Random. component
Other
Tot,	 (ER TOT) +10 1.,2. Commission error for non-
wheat pixels
Bias	 '(ERBIAS) +10 1., Z. Bias component
Rand	 (ERRAND): +10 1.	 Z. Random component
Table 3.7-11.
	
CAMS Output Report Data Definitions (cont'd-)
Re ort Name.	 Sv rxmhot I ... Ran ,e	 Units	 11e port .:	 Description
Clas sif. Error
..	 Wheat. - ± 10 - Z. Same as "Error" without multi-temporal
Mixed -Tio - 2, Sampling factor applied - training segments
Other - +10 - 2.
Crop ,Cal.
3 (DELTA)` - +10 - 2. Crop calendar error as a fraction of
.. bia-window
(CROPD) - +10;0 days 2..: Crop calendar error in drays
a	 Multi- Temp
W (MULT) M.(L 0-1 - 2. Multi-temp samp. fact. -wheat
	 X1(1?
M (MULT) 1VI(2) 0 - 1 - Z. Multi.- temp sar--ip,fact. .--mix..	 Mod.1=0	 Mod.
0 (MULT): M(3) 0 --	 1 - Z. Multi-temp s:amp.fac:t.-other	 =0









I,. Sarre as "Error"' without multi-temporal
Other - +1.0 - I. Sampling factor applied - ordinary segments
Z i	 W (Z ) Z(1, 1) +1.0 - 1.
1' 1)
M( Z) Z:(20 I) +10 _ 1. Sig. ext.multipl cative error	 Mod. =0	 Mo
Y" f O(Z) Z(3, 1) +10 _ 1, or wheat(W), Mix.(M)., Other( 0)' 	 1	 =0	 2,.
Z:2
E	 W {Z) Z(1, Z:) +10 Sig. ext. additive	 = Z.(I, 2)
M (% } Z:(2., 2) +I0 - 1. Error for wheat {W),
	 Mod. 1	 = 0
	 Mod. 2:=
O'{.Z): Z.{3, z) +10 , fixed (IVI), Other (Q)
	 = 0
Train. Seg.
(TID) 1 - 9999 - I, No. 'of training .segment associated with
ordinary segment ( x°999 indicates no train. seg)
(TRAINR) - i0:0 ->IOrGo % i; Percent agreement of local and sig. ext. est.
(T'RAIND). -. 100 ->1000 % 1. Percent disagreement of local and sig. ext. esa
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ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
-COUtiTRY XXXX, REGION XX, ZONE XXX, STRATA XXX, SU'B'STRATA XXXX, TRAINING SEGMENT XXXX
TRUE PROPORTION WHEA T = XXX. XX
A.C.Q DATE ESTliUi,
	 TOTAL RROR CLASSIk', ERROR
	 CROP MULTI-CROP WIN DOWMO/DY/YR PROP,
	 ERROR








(CLTOT) (CLTOT) (.CLTOT) (DELTA) W (MULTI
ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (CLBIAS) (CLBIAS) (,CLBIAS) (CROPD) M (MLILT}
 RR,°ND)(ERRAND) (.CLRAND) (CLRAITD)^(^CLRAND.)
	 O (MULT).









' /rightto t ine
omitted.
t
COUNTRY XXXX, REGION XX, ZONL. XXX, STRATA XXX, SUBSTRATA XXXX„ ORDINARY SEGMENT XXXX
TRUE PROPORTION VHEAT = XXX.XX
	 (D•	 I
ACO DATE ESTRA. TOTAL	 E RROIZ SIG. EXT. TRAIN
CROP WTNDO''
	 ISO/DY/irR PROP. ERROR	 W H-E AT MIXED
	 OT ER WHIZAT	 MIXED	 OTHER Z1	 Z2	 SFG.
4XXXICy-NXXXXXXXXX xY/ .+{IXX	 (PES) (TOT)	 TOT	 (ER:TOT)	 (ER.TOT:) (ERTO'T) ' (CLTOT)	 (CLTOT) (CLTOT) W	 (Z)	 (Z)	 (TI D)
f BIAS (ERBIAS) (ERBIAS) (.ERBIAS) (CLBIAS) (.CLBIAS) (CLSL4S) M (Z)	 (Z)	 (TRAINA}
L). RAND (ERI^-4r3I7 ,(ERr, AND):(ERRAN'D)i(CLRAND)(CLRAND)i(CLRAND). O (Z) (Z) (TRAIND)
Note: If model Z, &IIXED and OTHER quantities will appear as zeros.
if unable to correlate ordinary segment acquisition with training segrnent and so treated as training .
 segment,
TRALN SEG. column will appear as out nt range (all #'s) and SIG.. EXT. ZI will have the CROP CAL data, and
S1,G. EXT. Z2 the 11fIiII,TI-TEMP data.
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,	 Report Data Definitionsi	 PAGE IS FODR able 3 T-12 CAS OutputP .	 P
Report. Nam-e S -mbol Range :. Units Report Description
Country - - - 1.. , Z. 4 character country designation.
Biowindow - 1-4 - 1.. Biowindow no.
Iteration - 1 - 100 - 1. , 2. Monte Carlo iteration no.
Reg - 1 - 999 - l.. Region no, within country
Z one - 1 - 999 - I. Zone no. within region
Strata l - 9'999 _ I. Strata no. within zone
True WA WA 0 '-. 9`99999 1000 Hectares .1. True wheat area	 1ior 10000 acres is
Est. ETA WA 0 - 91999-99 1 1. ,Z. Estimated wheat area
No. in sub;strata group 0 - 9999 - 1. Chg. no. of substrata belonging to group
1	 2	 3 1, 2 and 3 respectively
No. of 9eigments of gr'o.up - 0 _ 9999 The no. of segments belonging to Group 1
1	 2 and Group 2 substrata
CV area est. pct. true - 0
	 9 199.99 % 1. ,Z. Std, deviation of estimated area error in
of true area
CV err,a.r pct.' true - 0 - 999. 99 % 1..., 2. Std. deviation of Monte Carlo area error in
%n of true area
True yield Y 0 - 999. 99 :Quintals / L. True yield
Hectare or
B u s'tee'l s
acre




Std. dev. pct. error - - Quintals / 1.
	 Z.
oa
Standard deviation yield percent error 	 w
rIectare or ro .P
B-ushels w e








Table 3. 7-12.. CAS Output Report Data Definitions (cont'd)
Repprt Name Sy M. -bol	 Ran e Units Report Dd,scriRtion
True prod. PRD 0	 9'999'99 10000,0 bush- 1. True production of .cheat
els or 1000
metric tons
Est. prod. AD 0	 999999 10 !0000 bush- 1.,2. Estimated production of wheat
els or 1000
metric tons
CV PRD est. pct. true 0-999 TO 1.	 Z. Std. deviation of es-tirnated production error
in "/a of true production
CV error pct. true 0 - 999 10 1.,2. Std, deviation of Monte Carlo production error;
Prediction point
CV anal. WA (pct. true)





0 - 999 %
0 - 999 Flo.
0 - 9'99 .999 1000 Hectares Z.
or 10000
acres
0 -'999'999 1000 Hectares Z.
or 10000
acres




0 - 9 I)9999 100000 bash- Z.
:els or IOGO
metric tons
in %, of true production
Bio window no. or prediction date
Std. deviation of analytic within county area
variation in % of true area
Std. deviation of analytic within county
production error in 7a of true production
Historical wheat area of the country
True wheat area for the country
True yield for the country






Table 3. 7-12. CAS Output Report Data Definitions (contd)
........ .
Report .Name.. Symbol Range: Units Report Deacription
Area confidence levels
True/Error 999 Z. Confidence level about the true WA using
the Monte Carlo area error variance
0	 999 2. Confidence level about the estimated WA
using the estimated area error variance
True/Est 0	 999: 70 2. Confidence level about the true WA using
the 'estimated area error variance
True./WC 0-	 999 2. Confidence level about the true WA using
the analytic within county area variance
Production confid. levels
True/Error 0	 999 Z. Confidence level about the true production
using the Monte Carlo production error
variance
Est/Est 0	 999 2. Confidence level about the estimate pro-
duction using the estimate production
error variance
True/Est .0	 999 2. Confidence level about the true production
using the estimated production error
variance
True/WC 0: - 999 .2. Confidence level about the true production
using the analytic wit-bin cou-nLy productior
error variance
CW






3. 7.4 Sample Pages from Output Reports..
3. 7.4. 1 Segment Truth
See. Figure 3. 7-3.
3. 7. 4. 2 YES_
See Figure 3. 7-4.
3. 7.4. 3 CAMS
1. See Figure 3. 7-5 for. Proportion Estimate Error Report -
Ordinary Segments.
2. See Figure 3. 7=6 for Proportion Estimate Error Report -
Training Segments.
3. 7. 4.4 CAS
1. See Figure 3. 7-7 for Area and Production Summary Report.
2. See Figure 3. 7-8 for Country Sum - ary Report.
3.7.5 File Requirements
The files, input, output or intermediate, are listed by subprogram..
Refer to Section 2.. 2. 7.for a LEM overview of the file requirements.
3. 7. 5. Z Segment Truth
Input: SUBHST - Substrata Historical File
SEGID	 Segment ID File
Output: SEG.TRU" Segment Truth Films
3. 7. 5,. 2 YES
Input: YESERR - YES Error Data File
Output: YESOUT - YES Output File
u
IHAW)U tR TEST CASE (CAMS- F RORS = Ot VARY ST69TES) LPP 514ULATl6h	 CASE 1	 P A [;E	 4
Z;	 F r,	 M	 F	 n	 T	 ?	 i;	 tI T	 i4	 k	 1	 Y	 U E;	 T '
if1UF
	 ki t,	 r- ni^ Tf=	 i t	 Ear	 F^'R AV:ERAG,E -._ LRW)H RTUF PM FOR
^-
-SUBSIRAf'A
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13 21.1346 10n.2 1213A 7c'_88_- 10.5790
21' 20. 7 406 1 i16(i t1.1`;/?: 2J.1972 -.523f1 9•.094'0 1
G7 .. 25.4079 1516 2n.3`091 25.3976 .9916 !2.9.533 1
1317 PA	 3'4 b.0 -1.0115 14.5141)
24 1°.11182 19.98-6.4 .5662 9.55118 11725 19.911611
s
63 e,() 13 112 6 20.99116	 _- 20.9`)41)  __--.7815--!_12.1179---- -1.^
17 2'(1.341 6 1127 23.0?i t, 23,0274 42.b658 12.5995 1
} { 6. E131 5 1 5r'li 1 t1.5St,fi 1'+. )` '/r U -2.117 19 8. 1 c. ?6 !
1529 1 l.)+ ?14 ./9SH H.11116U
k5 2?.7811 ! 1?fr ?U	 112041 61	 0f17U -2.35'1 8.7b?5 1
t124 21.115 S? -.9718 12.t11i41
.51741---° 11.:^ oci d
..	 j 1Y31. ?1.:,`,ff-1 -1.33V4 10.64,79
3'^ 2'k.fii1 ll'i? ;^'•UfK7 32.0/h7 3.^i9P5 12.3677 1
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;^ nR^	 Figure 3.. 7-3. Sample Segment Truth Output Report
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3. 7. 5. 3 CAMS
Input: CAMERR - CAMS Error Data File
SIGEXT	 - Signature Extension Data File
CROPW	 - Crop Window Data File
SEGTRU	 - Segment Truth Data File
ACQUIS (Optional) - Acquisition Data File
Output: CAMSF	 - CAMS Output File
Intermediate: TACQ - Training Segment Save Data Storage
3.7.5.4 CAS
Input: SUBHST	 - Substrata Historical. File
CAMSF	 - CAMS Output File
YESOU T - YES Output File
Output: CA SF	 - CAS Cumulative  File
CASD'IS	 - CAS Distribution File
Intermediate- CASDSF - CAS First Pass Work File
28234-6025-RU-00
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3. 7. 6 Error and Recovery
3. 7. 6. 1 LEM
3. 7. 6. 1. 1 QeAeral
The program will attempt to find as many errors as possible during
the proc ,.!ssin. g of the input control cards. The program, will continue
checking for additional input errors if any input error is detected. There
are two levels of error. These are:
Leve). I - non-fatal, continue processing.
Level 2 - job fatal. Terminate job after processing all input
control cards.
When a level I error is detected, the program will print an informative
message and continue processing. When. a level 2 error is detecte.d. , the.
program, will print an informative message, set a fatal erzor flag, and
continue processing. When all control cards have been processed the
program will continue execu.1a-ng if no fatal errors were foand or will
return control back to the operating sys-tem if at least one fatal error is
detected.
The errors which may be detected by the LEM control program.
itself are described below. Any error conditions which are detected by
CAMS, YES, or CAS will be described separately in Sections 3. 7. 6. 3,
3. 7. 6. 9, and 3. 7. 6. 4,,. respectively.
3. 7. 6. 1. Z Input Errors Detected by LEM
1. Mes sage




	 MAX. NO. OF TRIALS PER RUN IS
Meaning
On the LEM c ontrol cards the user has specified n - r Monte Carlo
trials for the current run. but the program permits a MLaxirnum of
m trials for. any single run.
Remedy;
Fatal error
	 the user should check NTRIAL and RSTART and








RSTART = r MUST BE LESS THAN NTRIAL = n.
Meaning:
RSTART, the final iteration number from the previous run
s from which the user is trying to restart, most be less than_	 s -
NTRIAL, the total number of iterations desired at the end of
the current run.
Remedy:.
Fatal error -- RSTART is fixed.
	
Hence, NTRZAL most be
increased on the LEM control cards. t	 .
3,	 Messy-;e
STA.RTR = n T MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND ENDR = n 2 . ENDR
MUST BE. LE. m,
Meaning; 
_.	 ..
The starting region n l and the ending region n	 must satisfyy
the inequalities
ri 05nlsnzsm	 =;
where m is the maximum region number.
Remedy:
-	 -	 t
Fatah error -- the user should check STARTRa-nd ENDR on the
i L- EM control cards to be sure they satisfy the above inequalities.,
4.	 Message:
STA RTZ = n l MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND ENDZ = n	 ENDZ
MUST BE. LE. m.
.h fe.aniog:








Fatal error -- the user should check STARTZ and ENDZ on.
the LEM control cards to be sure they satisfy the above
inequalities.
5, Message:
ISTG = n l , ICAMS = n2 , AND IYES = n 3 MUST ALL BE 0, 1, 2,
OR 3.
Meaning-
One or more of the parameters ISTG, ICAIVMS, and IYES have
an illegal value specified. The only allowable values are 0, 1,
2., or 3.
Remedy:
Fatal error -- specify the proper value(s) for the offending.
parameter(s) on the LEM control cards.
6, IVle.ssage:
IF ICAMS IS NONZERO, THEN ISTG MUST BE NONZERO.
I. E. IF THE CAMS ERRORS ARE HELD CONSTANT, THEN
SO MUST THE SEGMENT TRUTH ERROR.
Meaning:
Self.-explanatory. The user cannot vary the Segrient Truth error
while holding . the CAMS errors constant by setting ICAMS ^ 0.
However, it is possible to hold the Segment Truth error constant
while varying the CAMS errors..
Rem dy:





CASE NUMBER = n  OR COUNTRY C 1
 FROM SEGMENT ID




Possibly the wrong Segment ID file has been specified, or th -
wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSESG
and CUNTRY on the LEM control, cards.
Remedy:
Fatal. error -- mount the proper Segment ID file or specify the
correct values for ICSESG and CUNTRY on the LEM control.






CASE NUMBER = n  OR COUNTRY C I FROM CROP WINDOW
FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS FCSECW n 2 AND
CUNTRY = C2.
Meaning;
Possibly the wrong Crop. Window file has been. specified, or the
wrong values have been specified for the parameters I.CSECW
and CUNTRY on the LEM control, cards.
Remedy:
Fatal, error -- mount the proper Crop Window file or specify the
correct values for . IC.SECW and C-UNTRY on the LEM control cards.






CASE NUMBER. = nl OR COUNTRY C 1
 FROM CAMS ERROR
FILE DOES NOT A GREE WITH INPU TS ICSECE = n 2 AND
CUNTRY CZo
Meaning:
Possibly the wrong CAMS error file has been specified, or tide
wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSECE
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Remedy:
Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS . error file or specify
the correct values for ICSECE and CUNTRY on the LEM control
cards. It might be necessary to dump the header record of the
CAMS error file.
10. Message
CASE NUMBER = nl OR COUNTRY C l FROM THE SIGNATURE
EXTENSION FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPU TS ICSESE = n2
AND CUNTRY = CZ.
Meaning-
Possibly the wrong signature. extension file has been specified,
or the wrong values have been specified for the parameters
I'CSESE and CUNTRY on the LEM control. cards.
Remedy:
Fatal error -- mount the proper signature extension file .or
specify the correct values for ICSESE and CUNTRY. It might









CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY C 1 FROM THE DATA
ACQUISITION FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEAC =
n2
 AND CUNTRY - C2.
Meaning:
Possibly the wrong Data Acquisition file has been specified, or
	 s
the wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSEAC
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Rem a dy:
Fatal error -- mount the proper Data Acquisition file or specify
the correct values of ICSEAC and CUNTRY. It.might be necessary
to dump the header record of the Data Acquisition file.
12. Message:
CASE NUMBER = n 1 OR COUNTRY C 1 FROM THE YES ERROR
MODEL FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTSICSEYM.- n2
AND CUNTRY = C2.
Meaning:
Possibly the wrong YES Error Model file has been specified or
the wrong values have been specified for the parameters ICSEYM
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Rem e d
Fatal error	 mount the proper YES Error Model file or specify
the correct values for ICSEYMand CUNTRY. It might be necessary
to dump the header record. of the YES Error Model file.
1.3. Me s.sage
CASE NUMBER = n1 OR COUNTRY C 1 FROM THE SUBSTRATA
HISTORICAL FILE DOES NOT A GREE
.
 WITH INPU TS ICSESH = n2




Possibly the wrong Substrata Historical file has been specified
or the wrong values have been specified for the parameters
ICSESH and CUNTRY on the LEM control ca3 ds.
Remedy
Fatal error -- mount the proper Substrata Historical file or
specify the correct values for ICSESH and CUNTRY. It might
be necessary to dump the header record of the Substrata
Historical file.
Message:
CASE NUMBER = n I OR COUNTRY = C I FROM THE SEGMENT
TRUTH FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEST = n 2 AND
CUNTRY = C2,
Meaning.'
Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the Segment Truth
file, or the wrong values have been specified for ICSEST and
CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Rerne dy:
Fatal error -- mount the prosper Segment Truth file or specify
the correct values for ICSEST and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
to dump the header record of the Segment Truth 1.1e.
Message:
CASE NUMBER. = n .I OR COUF:TRY = C I FROM THE CAMS
OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSECO = n2
AND CUNTRY C2.
Mea. nng :r
Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the CAMS Output
file, or the. wrong . values have been specified for LCSECO and




Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS Output file or specify
the correct values for ICSECO and CUNTRY. It might be
necessary to dump the header record of the CAMS Output file.
16. Message:
CASE NUMBER = n  OR COUNTRY = C l FROM THE YES
OUTPUT FILE DOES NOT AGREE WITH INPUTS ICSEYS = I'2
AND CUNTRY = Cz.
Meaning:
Possibly the wrong file has been specified as the YES Output
file, or the wrong values have been specified for ICSEYS and
CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Remedy-
Fatal error -- mount the proper YES Output file or specify the
correct values for ICSEYS and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
to dum,
 p the header record of the YES Output file.
17. Message•
.CASE NUMBER = n  OR COUNTRY = C 1. FROM. THE CAS CUM
OU TPU T FILE DOES .NO T A GREE WITH INPU TS ICA SE = n2
AND CUNTRY  = C 2.
Meaning:
On a restart run the case number and country of the CAS Cam
Output file must agree with the parameters ICASE and CUNTRY
on the LEM control cards. Possibly the wrong. file has been
mounted, or the wrong values hai ,e been specified for ICASE and
CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Remedy:
Fatal error -- mount the proper CAMS Cuin file or, specify the
proper values for ICASE and CUNTRY. It might be necessary





CASE NUMBER n  OR COUNTRY = C l FROM THE CAS
DIST OV —PU T FILE DOES NOT A GREE WITH INPU TS
ICASE = n2 AND CUNTRY = C20
Meaning:
On a restart run the case number and country of the CAS
Distribution Output file must agree with the parameters ICASE
and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards. Possibly the wrong
file has been mounted, or the wrong values have been specified
for ICASE and CUNTRY on the LEM control cards.
Remedy: 0
Fatal error -- mount the proper CAS Distribution file or specify
the .proper values for ICASE and CUNTRY. It might be necessary
to dump the header record of the CAS Distribution file.
19. Message:
IMPROPER HEADER LABEL ON FILE filename.
LABEL = label.
Meaning:
The file label specified. in the first two words of the header
record of the file "filename" roe's not correspond to the expected.
label. Possibly the wrong .file has been mounted.
Remedy:
Mount the proper file. It might be necessary to dump the header
record of the de signa t:vd file;
20. Message
IMPROPER LABEL AND SEQUENCE NUMBER ON A LEM
CONTROL CARD. LABEL AND SEQ. NO
Mean`ng;.
The four LEM control cards are supposed to have LEM O Gi
entered in. Columns 75-80 .(where i = 1, 2, 3, or 4). Possibly







Be sure the LEM control cards are in the proper order and
that the label and sequence numbers are entered properly.
21. Message;
ITERATION NUMBER NT FROM filename FILE = n DOES
NOT AGREE WITH RSTART = r FROM LEM CONTROL CARD.




	 The iteration number NT from both the CAS Cumulative file
(CASCUM) and the CAS Distribution file (CASDS) must be con-
sistent.with the value of RSTART specified on the LEM control
earns. Possibly the wrong file has been specified or else
RSTART is specified incorrectly.
Remedy:
Fatal error -- mount the proper file .






3 0 7. 6. 1. 3 Processing_Errors
IJ
	
	 Each of the modules STQ, CAMS, YES, and CAS performs its own
error checking during execution. The error messages for CAMS and
CAS are described separately in Sections 3. 7. 6. 3 and 3.7. 6.4. The error
messages for the Segment Truth Generator and the YES module are described
belqw.




THE SEGMENT ID FILE AND THE SUBSTRATA HISTORICAL FILE
ARE INCONSISTENT.
SEGID	 SUBHST
REGION	 r 	 r 
ZONE	 ZI	 ZZ





The region, zone, strata., and/or substrata ID's do n6t agree between
the SEGID file and the SUB .HST file. Perhaps the wrong file has been
specified for one or both files. This error message was intended
primarily for checkout purposes. The error should not occur during 	 I
production usage.
Rem- edy
Non-fatal error	 the segment from the SEGID file will be dropped
and execution will continue:. However, the user should check both files
to be sure the proper files have been specified. It may be necessary




The indicated segment ID a from the Segment ID file was not found in
the array IDSEG read from the SUBHST file. Apparently the SEGID
file and the SUBHST file are iriconsi stmt.
Reme dlr:
Non-fatal error -- the indicated segment will. be ignored and execution
will proceed. However, the user should check both files to be sure f'he
proper files have been specified.
3. Message:
ERROR RETURN FROM BETAD ROU TIME.
IE R = f . PW K = PW k SIGMA = Q PW KI = PW .1.
Meaning
An error return from the Beta Distribution routine has occurred in
STG. The error flag f indicates the nature of the error.
f = 1	 XBAR• = PWK (X = PW k) is not in ; e range 0 s X 1.
X was reset within BETAD.
f= 2	 a not in the range 0 s Or S X	 1
X+ E
where E 10- 4
or was reset within BETA!].
f - 3	 the random number could not be found within 35
iterations via the inverse incomplete Beta function.
M, ethod,. so XI set to XBAR.
Remedy:







. I " 	 ': 
. -	 ,	 .. .,--
 
._w	 '_!^	




ERROR RETURN FROM BETAD ROUTINE.
IER = f PMMEAN = PMk SIGMA.
Meaning:




If IER 1 or 2, the error is non-fatal and the program continues
execution.
If IER. = 3, then the user should check the values PW ko DELTPM, and
CV 3 from the SUBHST file.
Message:
WARNING... NSEGS = n NE. NSEG
(F ROM SU BHST) = m.
SEGMENT IDS MAY BE INCORRECT.
Meaning:
The number of segments read from the SEGID file does not agree with
NSEG, the nurriber of segments on the SUBHST file. P0
.
3sibly the two
files are inconsistent. The error is considered to be ncn-fatal by the
program, butt: the error may be quite serious and the results should be
.
regarded with s uspicion.
Che-ck to be suire the SEGID and SUBHST filos are consistent. It might
be necessary to dump all or part of both files,
-6. Message;





For some reason the Segment Truth Generator failed to process any
segments. This is a very degenerate situation and shoulfl not normally
be encountered in production runs. The most likely explanation is that
all of the substrata processed by STG had zero segments.
Rem a r'y:
Non-fatal error - however, this condition will probably cause an abort
in CAMS. Check the SUBHST file. Also check STARTR, STARTZ, ENDR,
ENDZ.
3.'1. 6. 2 YES
3. 7, 6, 2. 1 General
There are two possible errors besides system error-.3 in YES, which
generate the following messages:
YES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - BEGINNING REGION AND ZONE
NOT FOUND
YES INPUT FILE (YESERR) - ENDING REGION AND ZONE
NOT FOUND
If the beginning region and zone are not found, this i., a fatal error, and
causes return of control immediately to LENT. If the ending region and
zone are not found, this generates a warning, but LEM will continue:,
having processed all records from the beginning region and zone to the




3, 7. 6. 3 CAMS
3.7.6.3.1 General
See Section 3. 7. 6. 1. 1 for a summary of overall error handling.
3. 7.6. 3.2 Input Data Errors
1. CAMS XX MODEL NOT 1 OR 2 - X
Fatal error - model number on CAMS control card, CAMS 01,
is not 1 or 2.	 See Table 3. 7 -4..
•	 2. CAMS XX ITMAX NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 99 - XX
Fatal error - ITMAX value on CAMS control card bad.	 See
Table 3. 7-4.
3. CAMS XX IWIND NOT BETWEEN 0 AND 4 - X
Fatal error - IWIND value bad (note that 1-4 good values, 0
default value, set to 4) on CAMS control: card.	 See Table 3. 7-4.
`	 4. BAD CAMS ID OR SEQUENCE NO. - XXX XX
t Fatal error - CAMS control cards bad, perhaps .out of order,
or missing one.	 See Figure 3.7 -1.it
5. CAMS XX CROP CALENDAR COEF. OUT OF RANGE - XXXXX
Fatal error - crop calendar coefficient should bt: between




6. CAMS XX BAD MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX VALUE M(X) - XXXX
Fatal error - M2 not in range M3 s M2 < 1. 0 or M3 not in rang;
0 s M3 S M2.	 See Table 3. 7-5.
7. CAMS-XX BAD MULTI-TEMPORAL MATRIX VALUE IGROUP (XX) - X
Fatal error - IGROUP value not 1, .2, or 3.	 See Table 3. 7-5,.
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3.7. 6. 3.3 Processing Errors
1, CAMS INPUT TAPE SEGTRU - BEGINNING REGION AND ZONE
NOT FOUND
Fatal error - start region and zone specified on LEM control
card, LEM 02, is not present in file.
2. CAMS INPUT TAPE SEGTRU - ENDING REGION AND ZONE...
NOT FOUND
Warning -end region and zone were not found, so CAMS processed
all records until EOF (end-of-file).
3.. CAMS INPUT TAPE XXXX - MISSING RECORD
Fatal error - input tape does not correlate correctly with key
tape SEGTRU - perhaps wrong file mounted for SEGID or this
input tape.
4. BETA DISTRIBUTION ERROR - FLAG = X
Warning _ Beta distribution subroutine, BETAD, returns error
for mean production error:
a. FLAG= l	 mean. not in range 0 S mean s 1 so if mean 1,
mean sett to 1; mean C 0, mean set to 0,
b. FLAG= 2
C. FLAG = 3
sigma not in range 0 s sigma s XBAR 1
BA R
- X.
so was reset within BETAD.	 ;S	 4+ 10 -
the random number could not be found within 3.5
iterations via the inverse incomplete $eta function
method, so X1 set to XBAR..
-__	 c	 ?	 T
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3. 7. 6.4 CAS
3.7.6.4.1 General
The program will attempt to find as many errors as possible during
the processing of the input control cards. The program will continue
checking for additional input errors if any input error is detected. There
are two levels of error. These are:
Level 1 - non-fatal, continue processing.
Level 2 - job fatal. Terminate job after processing all input
control cards.
•	 When a level 1 error is detected, the program will print an informative
message and continue processing. When a level 2 error is detected, the
program will print an informative message, set a fatal error flag, and
continue processing. When all control cards have been processed, the
program will continue executing if no fatal errors were found or will
return control back to the operating system if at least one fatal error is
detected.
The errors which may be detected. by the CAS Simulator are
described below.
3. 7. 6. 4. 2 Input. Errors Detected by CAS
1. Message•
JIMPROPER LABEL AND SEQUENCE NUMBER ON A CAS CONTROL
CARD. LABEL AND SEQ. NO
Meaning:
Fatal error -- the three CAS control cards are supposed to have
GAS Oi entered in Columns 75 . 80 (where i = 1, 2, or 3). Possibly
the control carets are out of order. The CAS control cards must






Be sure that the LEM, CAMS, and CAS control cards are all present,
and are in the proper order. Check the label and sequence numbers
to be sure they are entered properly.
Message:
NHIST = m IS OU T OF RANGE.
( I . LE. NHIST . LE. 20
Meaning:
Fatal error -- NHIST must satisfy I --,; NHIST 5 20?.
Change the input value of NHIST or change the limits of NHIST within
the CAS Simulator (subroutine CA SIN).
3. Message:
HH h IS OUT OF RANGE
3 LE. HH LE. 99
Meaning;
Non-fatal error	 HH must be within range
3 s H-H !; 99
in.order to apply the regression relation for S
Remedy:
Change the input value of HH or change the lirnits for HH within. the CAS
Simulator (subroutine CASIN). The program will se t HH 09999 so
that the first formula for Sot will always be used.
4. qss4ge_*.
ILLEGAL WINDOW SPECIFIED IN WPRILOR W . W W Wi s	 zi	 3 1	 4








Fatal error -- an improper value has been specified for one or more
of the windows in the array WPRIOR. The only allowable values are
0, 1, 2, 3, or 4.
Renxe-aye
Correct the offending values.
5. Message_;
ALL ENTRIES IN WPRIOR ARE ZERO
Meaning:
Fatal error -- each entry in the array WPRIOR is zero, but at least
one window 1-4 must be specified.
Remedy;
Specify at least one non-zero window number in the array WPRIOR.
6. Message:
ILLEGAL PREDICTION DATE yy/rnm/dd SPECIFIED. YEAR = yy
MUST BE. GE. 64, MONTH = nun MUST BE 1-1.2, DAY MUST BE
1-31
Meaning.•,
Fatal error . - an illegal prediction date has been specified in the
array IPRD. The prediction date must satisfy
year z 64
1 S month s 12
.1 S day 5 31
Note: Dates %such as Feb. 30 or Se pt, 31 will be accepted by the
program without being recognized a.s being in error.
Remedy-




7. M. e s sa ge:
PPEDICTION DATES NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER OR DUPLICATES.
Meaning:
Fatal error -- the prediction dates entered in the array IPRD must be
in ascending order with no duplicates.
Rern a&y:
Enter the prediction dates in ascending order and eliminate any
duplicate s.
3.7.6.4. 3 Processing Errors Detected by CAS
1. Message:
DIVISION BY ZERO NOT ALLOWED
EQN. (n), symbol = 0.
Meaning:
Fatal error -- the program detected a zero divisor in attempting to
compute equation (n). The offending zero divisor is indicated
symbolically by "symbol."
Remedy._;_
The user should attempt to discover why the indicated quantity was
zero. Usually potential zero divisors were supposed to be anticipated
daring the analysis leading to the coding of the CAS Simulator. The
program logic should avoid the calculation of zero divisors.
2, Message
IF NT 1, VARIANCE ERRORS AND CONFIDENCE LEVELS CAN
NOT BE COMPUTED AND WILL ARBITRARILY SET TO ZERO.
Meaning.:
Non-fatal error -- ors the first Monte Carlo iteration it is not possible
to compute the variance errors VEA L , VEPC , and VEY C and the










STARTING REGION r t NOT FOUND ON filename FILE.
(where filename i3 YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSF)
Meaning
Fat;.1 error -- the starting region r st specified by STARTR, on the
C,A: control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either'
STARTR is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file.
Remedy,
Change STARTR. or mount the correct file. It might be necessary
to dump part of the file to determine the starting region and zone
numbers.
4. Message:
STARTING ZONE z st NOT FOUND ON filename FILE
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSF)
^ ,; Meaning:
Fatal error -- the starting zone z st specified by STARTZ on the
CAS control cards was not found on the indicated file. Either
STARTZ is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file.
Remedy;
Change STARTZ or mount the correct file. It might be necessary to
dump part of the file to determine the starting region and zone numbers..
5, Message:
ENDING REGION rend NOT FOUND ON filename FILE
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, ox CAP-.;:SF)
	
lylean^ing:	 .
Non-fatal error- -- the ending region rend specified by ENDR on the
CAS control cards was .not found on the indicated file. Either ENDR
is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file. The pro-







	 Zero is a permissible value indicating to use all
regions up to the end of data.
6.	 Message:
 E
ENDING ZONE zNOT FOUND ON filename FILEend
(where filename is YESOUT, SUBHST, or CAMSF)
Meaning:
Non-fatal error -- the ending zone z
	 specified by ENDZ on the
end !"°
CAS control cards was not found on the indicated file.
	 Either EN.DZ
is incorrect or something is wrong with the indicated file.
	 The pro-




Change ENDZ.	 Zero is a permissible value indicating to use all "




ZERO PREDICTION DATES ON YESOUT FILE FOR REGION r,
ZONE z, STRATUM s (DATA RECORD n)
I
Meaning.
Fatal error -- all six prediction dates from the YESOUT file are
zero for the indicated region, zone, and stratum. 	 Thus the program
cannot determine which value of estimated yield to u£e.
	 Something {l.%




Durnp out part of the YESOUT file to check the prediction dates and
yields.	 In particular record n+1 should be checked.
8.	 lyle s sa.g . e_;
ILLEGAL GROUP NUMBER g FROM SUBHST FOR REGION r, ZONE z,







Fatal error -- the group number g from the nth data record of the
Substrata Historical File SUBHST is not 1, 2, or 3, indicating
something is wrong with the SUBHST file.
Remedy:	 a
Dump out the n+l. record of file SUBHST to check the group number
and other substrata data.
9. Me ssage:
NAGR = n OR NA = m FROM FILE SUBHST ARE ZERO. GROUP
NUMBER g IS CHANGED TO 3.
Meaning:
Non-fatal erro-r,
 -- one or both of the quantities NAGR and NA from
the Substrata Historical File are zero. Thus the group number g
was changed to 3 by the CAS Simulator.
Remedy:
The input to the LUMP program, which generated SUBHST, if
NAGR or NA are zero, then the group number should be 3.
10. Message:
INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN YESOUT AND SUBHST FILES.
RECORD	 REGION	 ZONE	 STRATA
YESOUT
	
n1	 xl	 Z1	 el
SUBHST	 n2	 r2	 Z. 	 s2
.
Meaning
Fatal error -- the region, zone, and strata from the YESOUT and
SUBHST files do not agree. Agreement was supposed to be assured





This error should never occur in production.
	 The logic of the YES
and CAS modules should be carefully checked. Also it might be
necessary to dump portions of the two files,
ii,	 Measa^e.P
INCONSISTENCY BETWEEN SUBHST AND CAMSF.
RECORD	 REGION	 ZONE	 STRATA	 SUBSTRATA
SUBHST
	 n1	 r1	 zl	 s1	 kl
CAMSF	 n2	 r2	 z2	 s2	 kZ
Waning:
Fatal error	 the region, zone, strata, and substrata from. the
SUBHST and CAMSF files do not agree. A reement should have .g	 g	  been
j	 .
assured by the CAMS module. Actually, the CAMS module uses the
'	 CROPW file rather than SGBHS'T',; but. the two files should agree with
I
each other and thus with CAMSF.
Rem, edy•
This error should never occur in production.	 The lo.g'ic of the CAMS
and CAS modules should be carefully checked.
	 Also, it might be ?^
necessary to dump portions of the two files.
12.	 Me spa








r	 was attempting to compute PW' K , th:e production wheat for the most
recent non-epoe'h year. .;
IS
^.	 The meaning. ofthe error. flag is as foll.o.ws:
k.r
^_ attaVAMP i^ 	 Yxa+.l, "yy''',	 t	 aei	 ...-.r+,.L'!'^n	 +'k ?1:.	 ... .r.	 n+rT'fu.rkk
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1. X not within range 0 s X S 1 so was reset within BETAD,





where E = 10-4
-:^o Q was reset within BETAD.	
w
3. the random, number could not be found within 35
iterations via the inverse incomplete Beta function
method, so . XI set to XBAR.
N
X is the mean value PW K
Cr is the standard deviation




NO SEGMENTS IN SUBSTRATA k, STRATA s, ZONE-z, REGION .r
(SUBHST RECORD n).
Mea_n_ing
Fatal error -- the program detected. a group I substrata with no
segments. Only group II or group III substrata with no segments
are permitted.
Remedy:
Check record n+1 *of the SU:BHST file (:in 'particular check GRPNO and
NSEG). This error should never occur during .production.
Message:
ZERO OR NEGATIVE DIVISOR IN COMPUTING TAU 2A, SIGMZS
(EQS. 93D-93F)
Meaning::.
Fatal .error. -- the .denominator DENO'M HWA 12 + RN2(v) (MYV 12} 1/2
in Eqns. 93d, 93e, and 93f in the calculation of T S 2 and as  is zero, or,
negative (subroutine DSIO). This probably indicates that the group 1, 11.
historical wheat area and the multiyear- variance are zero. The pro-






Modify the input to the LUMP program so the historical wheat area
is non-zero.
15. Me s sa &e
WARNING... HIST PW PW FOR SUBSTRATA k, STRATA s,
ZOxqE z, REGION r.
GROUP NO. CHANGED TO 3.
M_eanig-
Non-fatal -- the program, will not accept a group I or group II sub-
strata with a zero (or negativel value of historical PW from the
SUBHST file.
Remedy.
None required the program will automatically change the group
.number to 3 and proceed. The user may wish to enter a non-zero
value of HIST PW in the LUMP input data,
16. Message:
INPU T PREDIC TION DA TE (m) d
LT. ALL PREDICTION DATES ON YESOU T FILE FOR: STRATA
ZONE z, REGION r (RECORD n).
Ke 4 n:kn g:
Non-fatal	 the mth 	 .predictionredi t  date (obtained from the mth
prediction date on the CAS input control card data) is less than all




The error is non­fatal. The program- will drop the indicated stratum.
and proceed. However, the user may wish to check the prediction






TOO MANY MONTE CARLO ITERATIONS FOR THE CAS DISTRIBUTION
FILE.
Fatal error
	 a maximumm of 100 Monte Carlo iterations is allowed,
^^
if the CAS distribution file is to be generated,
Reined
Specify NTRIAL^ 100 in the LEM control card data or specify DISTFF
	 0
in the CAS control card data.
	 If more than 100 iterations are required
and if the CAS distribution file is desired, then the dimensions of the
arrays CASDSB and BUFFR in common block /CASCNM/ may have to be
increased.
	 Also the routine RWDISF would have to be modified.
Symbol IN EQ. n.	 a
REF. VALUE	 b
Non-fatal -- in subroutine YSUB, which calculates a. quantity Y, the
argument a for the square root is negative, which could cause trouble.
To avoid the problem, the program resets
a =0. 





Aaf	 b x. 10
A'q M.- -e 4Y z
None required.-m— the error is non—fatal, and execution will continue with
a	 0 and Y
	 10 -30 However, if jal is significantty large, the user
should investigate why.
Note:	 To prevent excessive amounts of printout,.- this message will be








• Only one major type of printed report will be produced per run.
F • Population reports will be produced by option for either zone,
is
region or country level.
• For Population or Monte Carlo reports any one, a set, or all
of the parameters can be selected in one run.
0 The Substrata Historical File will also be required to produce
the first three Population reports.
A Printed report control will be by card input.
• All control card input data will be echo printed.
.9 All control. card input data will be checked for errors' before
any error will cause the processing to terminate in the middle
of a case.
a.x
• External print units will be in English, an optional override is
available for metric units via the control card input:
• The Header.  Card and the four Data Cards are required input.
• All data to be processed will be obtained from disk (or tape)
f il:e s.
• All input data files will be checked for correct case numbers.
3. 8. 1 Input Card Data
3. 8. 1. 1 List of Data .Quantities
-	 -.	 -	 _	 .-
See Table 3.8-1.
3.8. 1. 2 Card For:.:mats
11POU T'' is punched in card columns 75-78 of all cards.
	 A sequence
number is punched in, card columns 79-:80...	 See Table 3. 8-2.
E;	 Table 3. 8-1.` POUT Input Data Description
Nominal
Nam® 	 Symbol	 Dimension	 Value	 Range	 units	 Description
a[HEADR - 12 Blanks - - 72 character case header which prints out at
E the: top of emery page
RPTYPE 1 0 1-4 - Major type of report identification
01 - Su4strata Reference Data Report
02 - Population Mean, Standard Deviation and
Histogram Report
03 - Histograms of Monte Car lo Statistics
t Report
04 - Frequency of Sample Segm. ent Acquisitions	 N
Reports
„ .^AUNITS 1 0 0,1 - External .print units flag
' 0 - English units
Wheat area value in 10 :,.000 acres
Production value in 100, 000 bushels
Yield value in bushels/acre
^.	 r #0 - .Metric units§	 . Wheat area value in 1000 hectares
Production value in 100 -0 metric tons
Yield value in quintals /hectare
,START - 1 -5:00.0 -999. 9 to - Histogram interval start value
'i 9`99.9
[N'TVL1 - 1 100.0 0. 1 to - Histogram interval value in percent
1 1 0.0.. 0
[IBREA.K1 - 1 -100..0: -99.9. 9' to -
N	 {
Hisitogram breakpoint to change interval value CO
,a 9199.9 ^
,ENTVL2 - 1 5.. 0 0.1- 100.0 - His±togram interval value in percent 






P'"' l`	 M.gYi^ l^f}A' Fd^"s"^wwu.w`°nwnn.r+•.r.*..^'....w.w Y
_	 _._.__...
-	
_ __ ._ .....u......wum^+.rrewarc:.mrre^m.......^^	 __.
3
iVarne Symbol Dimension Value - Range. Units Description
iNTVL3 - 1 100.0 0.1-100.0 - Histogram interval value in percent
STOP - 1 500.0 -999.9 to - Histogram interval terminal value
99-9. 9 A maximum of 51 range intervals is allowed
although le ss may be used.	 Intervals may not
overlap.
PARMTR - 5 0 0.-3 - Report parameter type option flags for
RPTYPE = 02 or 03.	 = 0	 - no report;	 0 -
produce report.
PAR:MT'R:(I)`0	 RPTYPE = 02 Produce
Population Sampling Error
Report
^0	 RPTYPE _ 03 Produce Monte
Carlo Area Error Report
PARMTR(2) 140	 RPTYPE = 02 Produce
Population CAMS Error Report
1'0	 RPTYPE = 03 Produce Monte
Carlo Production Error Report
PARMTR(3),:^0	 RPTYPE = 02 Produce
Population Yield Error Report
00	 RPTYPE = 03 Produce Monte
Carlo Yield Error Report
PA.RMTR(Q. 0	 RPTYPE = 02 Produce
Population Area Error Report
RPTYPE = 03 Produce Con-
fidence Level Report&'PROD) PARMTR(5)46	 RPTYPE = 02 Produce	 NCV0 Population Production Error	 w
OF . Report	 ;p
FQp If RPTYPE = 0.2 or 03 and all PARMTR values CD





a ^.a,a..^,.^^»_•-..:— --^.^.^."-^.^:^ ate...	 _-^^^ .:^s..^..^ _..,_..^,:.^,^........,...u- .,u..^^.._._	 —,_,..a.^,..._...^.... 	 .^,_^:x^
.^j






Dim. erasion	 Value	 Range	 u1n is	 D scriptio,n
CA SIN:	 - 5 0. 0-91999
	
-
Case number identification associated with the
required input file. A case number must be
input for every report produced.	 Relationship
between RPTYPE, PARMTR and ICASIN
` follows..




ICASIN(Z) =case no. RPTYPE =02 PARMTR(2)J0
=03 PARMTR(2)#0
ICASIN(3) = case no. RPTYPE = 02 PARMTR(3)^0
= 03 PARMTR(3)J0
` ICASIN(4) = case no. RPTYPE = 02 PARMTR(4)^0
=03 PARMTR(4)'40
ICASIN(5). = case no. RPTYPE =02 PARMTR(5)J0
> If all PARMTR values are zero for a RPTYPE
.=02 or 03, then all the ICASIN values (case
number). must be' e-ntered for. that RPTYPE value.
EVEL	 - i Y 0-3	 - Parameter report level indicator for
RPTYPE - 2.	 =1 - reports produced at zone
level; =2 - at region level; =3 - at country
. level.
ICSE.,SH	 - 1 0 0- 9999	 - Case number identification for the SUBHST
j in'pu4 file. Required only when RPTYPE = 2










Table 3. 8-1, POUT Input Data Description (cont1d)
To __ : __ I
Name	 Symbol Dimension p Value Range Units Description
BIOW D 4 U 0., 1 Prediction bio-window flags::
BIOWD(n) =1 to process bio -window n
=0 otherwise
for RPTYPE = 02 and
PARMTR(2)i0	 Selects by bio-window in
record,.
PARMTR(3)	 Uses last yield date in
record.
PARMTRM-40t Selects by bio-window in
or PARMTRO)M record.
for RPTYPE = 03	 Selects by bio-window in
record.
W PRTY: 4 0 0-4 Bio-window priorities:
List of bie-windows in decreasing order of
priority, e. 9. R 4, 1, 3, 2 or 3, 1, 0, 0.	 Used only
by RPTYPE = 02 and PARMTR(2:)00 in conjunc.
tion with the prediction dates below.
IPRD 3...14 0 year: >64 Prediction dates (up to 14 dates) for the selection
month: of data for RPTYPE = 02 or 03.
01-12 IPRD:(I, n.)	 year - 1900
day: 0 1-31 IPRD'(Z, n)	 month	 OC
IPRD:(3, n)	 day
The dates must be in asrending order.
	 The firs-1Z
zero date terminates the list.
: For RPTYPE = 0.2 and
PARMTR(Z)^O	 -Prediction date selected as
a function of priority above
and latest date less than or=
equal to the input prediction
date.	 It
PARMTR'(3)iM	 Selects the latest yield date
'less than or equal to the
input prediction date.
PARMTR(4) or (5).40	 the in-put prediction
and all RPTYPE	 03	 dates must match with
file dates; othevviAe a
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o	 Table 3. 8-2. POUT Data Card Formats (cont'd)
3
DATA CARD 3
i L 3 g	 l 15 y 1U	 13	 sS 1 !	 LU L6 f.4% L ( Ly 31 3 't s C s'a -&1 g,3 g7 ga OU 0L
tn
POU T 114114 1 A A. A Ei H H A A A A A A
^ ^^^ a x x x a a ^ a x x0 o O O w a w a a w a a a
E W a,^ ^ YY mm. DD ".. YY. rnm DD








3. S. 1. 3 Deck Setup
1. Header Card - sequence 01
2. Data Card 1 - sequence 02
3. Data Card 2 - sequence 03
4. Data Card 3 - sequence 04 	 r
5. Data Card 4 - sequence 05
3. 8; 1: 4 Rules for Entering Data on Cards
3.8.1.4.1 General
1. Integers must be entered right-justified.
2. Alphanumeric names must be entered left-justified.
3. F format numbers must have the decimal point present, i. e,
F6. 1 ±XXX. X
4. The card sequence numbers in CC. 79 -80 must be present on
all cards.
3. 8. 1.4. 2 Specific Fields
The correspondence between: the RPTYPE, PARMTR and TCASIN
input values, and. the required input files versus the produced reports is
shown in Table 3. 8-3 below.
Histogram ranges., PARMTR, BIOWD, WPR.TY., IPF.D .input values
are required only if RPTYPE=02 and =03. LEVEL is required only ff
RPTYPE=02.
n-
4_.ai.x 	 ..,. :.__	 _	 ...... ,..,.	 _..^.%^
28234- 6025 -RU-00
Page ZO1








01 - 1 SUBHST Substrata Reference Data
02 1* 1 SEGTRU Population Sampling Error
2* 2 CAMSF Population CAMS Error-
3* 3 YESOUT Population Yield Error
4 4 CASF Population Area Error.
5 5 CASF Population Production Error
03 1 1 CASDIS Monte Carlo Area Error
2 2 CASDIS Monte Carlo Production Error
3 3 CASDIS Monte Carlo Yield Error
4 4 CASDIS Confidence Level
04 - i ACQUIS Frequency of Sample Segment
Acquisition
..^,,,
	 araa:a .. x-^-. a°.- :x.....; ,..n..'^"" --•.^:.W--
	.
,•--r `-- ,-^..-....,^^+:..- - _ ..,..--




3 8, 2: Sample Card Inputs
Sub;strata Reference Data Report
TEST CASE 1 - NP.TYPEZI P. SUBSTRATA REFERENCE DATA REPORT C UN'IVAC HAND OFF	 LPP SIMULATION PAGE
RPTYF'F	 PARtiT
	
ILASIN	 LEVEL i.CSES'N -1 	 1 0 0 C7	 1	 1	 :0	 -0	 -0	 .1	 1
:
	
INTFRVAL START T'N'T V:L1 : HREA I(I INTVL2 BR-EAK2 INTV . L3	 STOP	 .
VF' RT7
0-'0--0'	 -0-'0-fi	 -0-0-0	 -0-0-0	 •0-0-0	 m.0-0-0
Population Histogram Report
s	 4	 TEST CAst 2
	
RPTYPF;; q P p RMT'Ri33=1 PAkH+TRC'S) n b YIELD. AN.D PROD REPORtS	 LPP 5$hULATION PAGE	 t
RPTVPF. PARMr
	 rcASTN	 LEVEL ICSESK
^'	 0 n 1 0 1	 1	 1	 i_	 i	 1	 1	 i
	INTERNAL STARE INTVt.I IIN F'A K I I.NTV.1.2 E+REAK2 INtV.L3	 STOP
'^N	 ----	 -.5.(10 2 :0.	 1. MO., 0	 10o 0­0.	 5-o : 0	 1 0 ".0	 10.0 . U .	 5.0:0:,;0:
s
N.
O Ty,w w^R I .y	 b cn„^ .. _
.--mil 1 1 0.. 3 1 ^ U:	 -	 ^ N
co w
I.NHR	 o CN-
7.6 115	 76 2 1	 76,215	 .0-0-0	 -0-0-'}.	 -0-0-0	 -0-0-0	 N o:
Acquisition Data Report
If 57 CASE	 I	 . R;P-TYVF'Zll AUMSTION DATA REPORT	 (UNIVAC HAND OFF) LPP SIMULATIU N 	PAGE	 I
ti
mf'TW	 ' PARMT	 1! 81 r4 LEVEL ICSF51i
1 -0 -0	
-0 -0	 .0






0 - (1w, (I	 -0-0-w.o! 00-0 -0 00-.()-0 -U-02*-0 -0-0-0
0 - Q!r:Q,6. 0 wom.0-0 -0-0-0
O
O
3. 8. 2 Samplei  C4r.d Inputs (cont' d)
Monte. Carlo Histogram Report
as CAcst 3
	 R:PTYPF=3: 9 P*HMTR(1v3) vj	 MUNTE CARL REPORtS	 LPP SIMULATION PAGE	 a
HE'TY:P.E'	 PAPmT	 I,c J% s vi	 LEVEL ICSES.H
3
	 1 0 1 0 4	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
INTFRVAL START INTVU: n R ,F AiK I INTU4 BRFAK2
. 
TN-TvL3	 STOP
T j&'	 -!-'I D..!O .	 45.	 1_0 ..0'	 1.20:0	 SO40
BIOWD	 VPRTY
.
1 1 1 0	 3 1 2 0
76 11'5	 76 2 1	 76 21.5-O-U-0:	 . () - () -0 	 --O-O.-Q	 -0-0-0
- .0
	
-O o '-wo 	 -0-0-01	 .0.0.0.	 ,0-0.0	 -0-.0-:0
4
	
...	 I,, r r..
.28234-6025-RU-00
Page 204




See Table 3. 8-4.
3. 8. 4 Sample. Pages from Output Reports
1. See Figure 3. 8-1 for Sample Sub strata Reference Data Report.
2. See Figure 3. 8-2 for Histogram Output Report. Note that all
the five Population Reports and the four Monte Carlo Reports
use this same format. Only the title changes.
3. See Figure 3. 8-3 for Frequency of Sample Segment Acquisitions
Report.
3. 8.5 File Require m.,
Input i All files are optional and files required are specified .via
the report options chosen.
SUBHST - Substrata Historical Data
SE GTRU
	
Se gm. a nt Truth Data
CAMSF - CAMS Output File
YESOUT - YES Output File
CASF	 - CAS Output File
CASDIS - CAS Distrib ution File
ACQU'IS - :Acquisition Data File
Output: None
3. 8, b Error and Recovery
3. 8. b. 1 Input Errors
All input errors in this program will be fatal.
10 Label and sequence checking on control cards. 'Message
IMPROPER LABEL AND SEQUENCE NUMBER ON
POUT CONTROL CARD NO.	 LABEL AND SEQ. NO. =
2. Range testing on RPTY 'PE value. Message
RPTYPE VALUE. OL-T OF RANGE. RPTYPE
zZj	
-
11^;	 Table 3:. 8-4, POUT Output Report Data Definitions
6
s
Re2 ort " Name S:.;mbel : Ran: a Units Re.,13ort Dees:cr	 tion
Country - - - 1. ,Z. , 3. • 4 character country ID
Case. Number - 1 - 9999 - . i .  , Z. , 3.. Case ID no.
Strata - 1 - 9999 - 1. , 2 Strata no. within zone
Zone - 1 - 999 - 1. , 2.., 3. Zone no. within •region
Region - 1 - 999 - 1..., Z. , 3. Region no, within country
His:t WA WA 0 - 999999 10000 acres. 1. Historical wheat area at various ID levels
or 1.000:
Hectares
True WA. WA 0 - 999999 10000 acres 1.. Tru s historical wheat area at various ID
or 1000 levels:
Hectares
No. is s:ubs:trata group - - - 1. The number of substrata belonging to Group 1.,;
l	 2	 3 Z', and 3, respectively
No. of segments of group - - - 1. The number  of segments belonging to Group l
1	 2	 3 and Group Z substrata
Input bias % hist. - 0 - 9999 %a 1. PCT deviation between the true WA and thehistorical value computed from input bias data
Simulation bias 9/9 hilt. - 0 - 9999 % L PCT deviation betweenthe true WA and the
historical value used in the simulation
Input CV % true - 0 - 9999 % 1. Aggregated within .county area std. deviations
An PCT of true WA
S ffiulation CV 016 tru:e' - 0 - 9999' % 1. Std. deviation of difference between substrata









Table 3.,8-4. POUT Output Report, Data Definitions (cont'd
ji
Report Name Svmbol Ran 	 J. Units Reortp Deacr!R.tion
File name 2.,3. Name of input file used to generate report
Parameter range -999.9 A table illustrating ' for any parameter the
+9 199.9 range of values that would have to appear
in any I of 51 slots or buckets - histogram
Data type 2. Name of the variable for which the histo-
gram is being printed
Mean -999.9919 2. Mean value of the data readings of the
*9 ,99. 999 variable under study
Std. deviation -999-999 .2. Standard deviation of the data readings of
*999.999 the variable under study.
Ref. value 2. Value used to normalize the range of the
reported variable
Mean ofspopulation sum 0 m. 100 2. Expected value of the population iium
.Std. deviation of population 0	 IN 2. St&Adard deviation of population sum
sun--i
Minimum, : reading 999.999 Minimum m- data reading of variable
999. 999
Maximum reading 999 999 Z. Maximum data  -reading of variable
9	 9,999 9. , '
No. of readings 0	 9999 2, No. of data readings of variable
0Prediction date .2. Month, day and year of prediction point
Histogram data 0	 1.00 : 2. No. of times that a d,..	 -eading fAl. Is in a
slot divided by the total no. of readings.
	 01 C
.51 slots and cum percentage from the first 	 h
bucket to the bucket of interest
No. of segments used 0	 4000 : 3... Total no. of segm, eats that were tallied	 C
within an ID level
Bio window combinations .(in : 0	 lob . 3. % of segments that have at least one acquired
percent) observation in a particular bio window combim.
tion
R IRODUCIBEUW
ORISIWAL PACE IS OOR







TEST CASE 1 • RPTYPf.'=°1'v
 
. 9 U115THAT:A AFFERENCE DATA RePuRT	 ( UNIVAC HA-ND OFT LPP SIMULATIO N 	PAGE	 a
5	 U	 H .S	 '1	 It- A	 1	 A	 R	 E .F E	 R	 E	 N . 0	 E D A T A
_.	 ._.
COQN RY ,LISA CASE 2M!Hf_k	 !_
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STRATA M.A wA	 1	 2	 3	 i	 ^	 FCT FAST FCT	 H'IS;. FCT TRUE	 FCT Tkt1E
20: 11EU.u.
 T 414. 1 -	 !}	 5	 0.	 0	 0	 05(TO . 0351 .:U:44 :9	 x 0420
1 61.9 Ib^'.1'	 2•	 V	 0	 2	 0	 0 (;50,0 00202 0 0707	 00099i .
E Tk) 9 1 u n-.3	 1	 U.	 {1	 2	 0	 0 05010 .:2 38 b . 10010:	 .0000
1 90. illi5.b^ 5v?.'! 	 rz	 0	 0	 .t+so,o a 117.5 .04 05 	 .4 26ti
-- --- --
^; 7[Jftt
4 113'3..1_ _1 2z7,o2	 3_	 6.	 5	 4	 U.	 . 05.O i0 .,GIB IV ' U511	 . 0275
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-#*# a*#444L0 t !±	 14 	 #*L,$ 	 JL.*4#*****#.4 .444 ** 	*****jv*$*444V 44* 4*	 * 4 * IF	 *a	 .
10- ?.-u ?:.,a ?51	 1 ?	 0	 (}	 ;	 0	 0	 a05 U0 x0:622 11000	 000'00	 +
..lr*;*#g;*1*411***####'###.4444,0a*#F#6 * 44AV*I#4 #$ l**1**4*f444V **'** wF#4*4 ** *	 *4**4*0*44i*	 0	 t gFt .f#4	 J,*M*### 41$ Vi*
f O AiU9.a f:3 fva0 1 b 3 1 2 ov50:0 40329 003.17 .8291
20 72 8 ..11.-._- 70-1 9 U^ -0 la 0 . U5u 0 . 0 47 4 .'V3 S 7 .8° 1 0_.....	
30 _ n47.5 701.? 8 -u. o 16 0 .05'0;0 oO,fj6u 00_,511 UU57
50 00 4 877.6 tt b 0' b 1 .0''7U'0 .01345 .'0317 40169
TO 40/1.7 4Z?, 3. 3 Y _-L_	 - 3 0 .050!0 90434 .' 0 449 x 0'117 1
_._ 9:0 5.1)fi b--- - `197..4 5 2 tl' 6 .0 .05#0 0.sIb v03:" 90?117,	 N
9 10 566.6 596.,6 7 0 0' 7 0 .05'0'0 0.053'0 .03.79 .032b	 pray 00:
F
f












TFST CASL 1 a kP'TVPF= ' 1.9 SUB 'S'TRATA REFERENCE DATA REPORT	 (UNI ' VIiC HAND OFF	 LPP SIMULATION	 PAGE	 3
S U 5 5 1 R .A T A	 R E F E R E N C E	 D A T A
ASA









	 —FIE—S 	 1.NN^•,VT	 SiMIILATiOh
HW
	
7H "t	 GR,0.0.'	 ©F. 6RUUN	 dIAS	 BIAS	 CV2	 GV1
v	 ' STIR-A TA	 OA 	 WA	 1	 2	 3	 1	 'z	 FCT	 HIS.T	 FCT. HIST	 FCT	 TRU.t	 FCT TRUE
#i####;#######*# ### ##9^ P +FF##?R#f#?f1^.P#' ► #####^I# :M###*!#*#8.###g# ##!^ ?F^k^k#*#^##F# #'##**'M##'#########'i## ## 4####f#*###
ZONE
>'	 .. 3.0	 453?e5
	
'474h.5	 37	 15	 4:	 57	 3	 eOsfn	 004 T2	 a0352	 00,511
1	 5';91)13011	 623107	 40	 21	 12	 61	 3	 .9 050 	 00547	 0.041.0	 00291
d
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TEST CAU 2	 RPIYPF=2 0 F;A ,HM'TR ( 3)=1 PANP1 1R:(5) zl YIELD: AND PKOD REPORTS	 VP STMULA ;jlON PAGE	 I?
POPULATIciN YIELO ERRUR
FTLE NAV E	 YES.
WANGE !OF	 Yj'EL,D .' LR;R,(10	 Tl+AN	 - 50 -00100 18 -0 0 000 TO -15;,000 35 il uqoo TO 450000
e_.t79 ,v l 0P:u	 IO-4190,01VO 19 -35000 TO -S 	 , 0 O'D 36 0,000 In 50,000
kis j il ia . . 060	 Iflailub,600 ki wi .660 To -00.0-0 14 38 958 ,600 In tsi) . 0'a 0
5-610 i o0 .o	 To m-100.000 Lip -:20.0'00 7u .15.000 39, .60..000 TO 65.000
t)- I fit) .0fiiq_j 0	 U (1.0 40 65.1 QkQ	 0	 7 q. 0:0 0
7	 -95,0 10070	 -90 9-000 44 -1.0.00 10 to 5.. 0 OV U 1 70'.000 l(l 15.0100.
d
	 - 9 1 . 0°0 0 .
	 10	 rb5 * 000 15 -5.00'0 TO 0.00 42 15.0tio To b 0 . 0(t 0
- 8	 f) Ak:_JLI_ ::;ts
	
Qj 0 2,6 - . -- . 0 00 TU 0-00 43 8 Q.d 0,0_AQ. b s 1a30 0
10	 -80.0.00i TO	 -15.000 27 000 TU 5i0000 44 85,000 TO 90.0,00
.11
	 -75:.000	 10	 0.0100 ?:Fi 5*OVO TO 10. 000 45 9.0.000 TO 95.000
la	 -65	 'Q.q .29 0 0 .0 ilb 9	 .5.9,04-jil-199 0.9 0
13	 - Wj . Vom	 1 0
	
.,bp. 1-00 30 15.000 TU 2:0 . 00 0 : 41 100.00 , 0 10 200.000
14	 -60.0 .0O	 I k)	 -55.000 31 20.0 0 0 TU ?5.0,00 48 200;000 111 300.000
.5- 1 Op^ TU. _L_Aq_Q p . 9 ^) 0
16	 -50.ojno	 ](1	 -4,5.0V0 33 SO . 0 ,04 TU '15 . U (I Q 50 400.000. 10 5U11.000
11	 -(IS. U0 .0	 TO	 -40, 0 :0 :0
.
34 55.000 TU 40.000 51 GR.	 [HAN 900.000
—DATA TYPL VnPULAIION	 MLAN	 -L.395 (F CT)	 8T1):. OEVIATLON 1,576	 (FCT) REF. VALUE 614.063 10*1`3 METRIC TONS
T
"1NV;(1M READ1 ,NG, -1.758 (FCl) MAXIMUM READING
	
-0540 (PCT) NUMkiFR OF RLAVINGS 	 4
t-UPPiTiRY	 USA	 Rk`GIQN	 I	 -Ki N _E
	



















TF57 CASE 2 - RPTY.PF«2.9 P'ARMTR(3)=S PA" 1tM g R ( 5)'x1 YIELD AND PROD RFPOR 'TS	 LPP 511MULAT I-ON PAGE	 3
Fi1510Gkf ;AM	 Q'A TA	 It .O : U:O 000 000 35. 0.00 1000nU0?e e{fi`"U0 000,0 190 .00o '0100 36. v0'0':0 I0,0	 0Go3	 1, .Q:U O ..0100 2 0:. 20_0:0 a 60 0037.. OU O 1 0.0af10 i0'i	 4.,
.010 0 _.:_ 0.000 21', .0'00 ..000 38. .000 100.11'00
5e .0'0'0 .0010 22. 1000 .O0'0 39. .000 100 1000
61 a0l0 0 . 00_0 2; . R . 0000 .0,00 4`0. -- 9000 1 0 0 .004
7e .ovo .000 24 0000 .0:00 41. .00:0 100.000
8; .nab 00U0 25, 100 0 0.0 0 100.*6100 42. .0.00 100.000
9, 9 :000 e 0V0'. 26. 00;0•_ 1:00.004 43. ^	 _ ..0 0 . 0 1.U:.D.-0:0.0
1`0 . .. .000 . 04'0 27 0 . 000 100.000 41a`. .0010 100.004
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Figure 3. 8-2. His,togram Output Report (cont'.d)
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3. Range testing on Histogram interval values. Messagess
h START VALUE GREATER THAN BREAKI VALUE.
START =	 BREAKI =
* BREAKI VALUE GREATER THAN BLEAK2 VALUE.
BREAKI =	 BREAK2 =
k	 * BREAK2 VALUE GREATER THAN STOP VALUE.
BREAK2 =	 STOP =
** TIME SEGMENT BE'WEEN START AND BREAKI WILL
NOT DIVIDE INTO EQUAL INTVLI INTERVALS.
BREAKI - START = 	 INTVLI =	 _
THE SEGMENT BETWEEN BREAKI AND BREAK2 WILL
NOT DIVIDE INTO EQUAL INTVL2 INTERVALS.
BREAK2 - BREAKI =	 . INTVL2 =
gy m* THE SEGMENT BETW EEN BREAK2 AND STOP WILL
NOT DIVIDE INTO EQUAL INTVL3 INTERVALS
STOP - BREAK2 =	 INTVL3
REQUESTED NO. OF HISTOGRAM INTERVALS EXCEEDS
^j	 MA XIMU M OF 51.
REQUESTED NO. OF INTERVALS THAT WOULD BE
GENERATED=	 .
4. Case number value missing from 'input. Message
ICAS.IN(i) VALUE MISSING FOR REPORT TYPE.
ICASIN(i) _	 RPTYPE =	 PARMTR(i) _.
3. 8.6.2 Processing Errors
1. ***INPUT PREDICTION DATE DOES NOT MATCH_ DATE
ON FILE.
RPTYPE _
	 PARMTR(i.) _	 INPUT DATE
Message in non-fatal. The input date is skipped.
2. Case number on control card does .not match case number on
file. Message
ICASIN(i) DOES NOT MATCH CASE NUMBER ON FILE.
ICASIN(i) _ . 	 FILE CASE NO.	 FILE NAME






4. 0 NOTES ON PRO GRAM USE
4, 1 GENERAL
EPHEMS will only have to be run about once a year once a particular
orbit has been modeled correctly.
Th : utility, GRID, to generate the INDEX matrix should only-need-to be
run. once.
SEE will require rerunning any tune an error model will change. It
would be expected, however, that it would. be
 desirable to have several
different sets of models available. Consequently, a group of runs may be
needed but once these runs are completed, another run should not be needed
for a long tune: Since the files generated by SEE: are small, it may be
desirable to keep them on disk as cataloged files.
LUMP will have to be run for each country and each time the data
base is ,changed. The three output files from each LUMP run will have to
be kept on tape.
SAGE will only be run normally when LUMP has been run so that the
SEGREF file should be kept on tape. Since this is the only use of SWATI
and SWATHR; filers., they should be kept on tape also.
SACS can be run quite frequently if it is desired to change the con,-
ditions of segment access. SACS is a fast running program and the ACQUIS
file is small compared to SEGREF. Whether to rerun SACS or try to use
an existing ACQUIS file from a library depends on how many files have to be
saved and accounted for.
LEM is the main LACIE simulation application program. Thus it will
receive the most usage. if Monte Carlo iterations are not being used, the
runs will be reasonably fast and inexpensive. Additional time can be saved,
if desired, by using saved. SEGTRU, CAMSF and YESOUT files where possible.
When running in this mode, consideration must be given to the number of
saved tape files that can accumulate vs, the run time required to regenerate
the files... CASF and CASDIS are the only required output files. The pro-







POUT will usually be run when more detailed statistical, analysis is
required of LEM output data. This program generates no output files and,
for any one output report, will run fast.
4, 2 RESTART
No provision for restarting any program in the middle of a run due
to an error has been made. The frequency of use and the run times of all
programs except for LEM make this feature unnecessary. Restart is
provided in LEM between each Monte Carlo iteration. However, the way
the program is implemented, restart can be used only in the non-error
mode. If EXEC VIII as used at NASA has a user error wrapup exit,
then the wrapup code from LEM could be duplicated in an error routine.
If thus routine is called in case of a processing fatal error, then the last
random number seed could be printed and the CASDIS and CASF files can
be closed.
It should be noted that since extensive input data error checking is
performed at the beginning of all programs, the only job terminating error
that is apt to occur is a system /hardware error.
Note: On restart it is necessary to input the final active random
number seeds (RSEED(i)) which are :printed out at the end of the previous
LEM run. Care must also be taken. to enter the appropriate values of
RST':ART and NTRrAL. For example, if a restart is desired after five
trials to continue for another five trials
R.START = 5	 (number of previous interations)
NTRIALS = 10 (total number of iterations)
4.3 USAGE OF LEM
The LEM program contains the Segment Truth. Generator, CAMS,
YES, and CAS subprograms, and provides the Monte Carlo control for
the execution of these inodules. The LEM control coupled with the CAMS
options allow the user to tayler error madel configurations to his specific
needs. The options available to the u ..ser have been previously defined.
This section will illustrate the urg e of these options to construct meaningful




Jj	 Figure 4. 3-1 shows the LEM control data flag set up for ten specific
cases running from no errors to all error sources with various combina-
tions. 'These are but a few of the possible configurations that the user may
construct. Case 1 gives the sample error omitting within county variance
or cloud cover effects. Cases 2 and 3 add cloud cover, effects and within
county v.- riance, respectively. Cases 4 and 5 examine YES and CAMS
errors, respectively. Note that there are three different CAMS errors.
that may be controlled separately or in combination with each other.
In addition to this control, the specific form of the errors can be con-
trolled by the CAMS input options.. Case 7 examines the. effect of
varying the multi-year historical statistics used for CAS aggregation
over a number of iterations PI). Cases 8 and 9 give examples of hold-
ing data constant from previous iterations 41 st} or from previously
generated files. The. errors or combination of errors so treated may
be varied in accordance with the user's desires. In the latter case, care
must be taken to mount the proper files to be used. Case 10 is. a Monte
	
a	 Carlo case. This example shows only the classification error varying;
however, any, error or combination of errors m., ay be varied. The restart
option allows the user to run a subset of the Monte Carlo trials, examine
the results, and continue with the run at a later time.
"'he CAMS subprogram provides options for different classification
models, signature extension models and the use of mu.1ti-temporal saris-
piing. The classification model flag, 1MODEL, may be set to:
= 1 - complex omission/commission model
IMODEL
= 2 ,. simple error- model
Care must be taken to. insure that the proper error data is defined in SEE
for the model chosen. The signature extension model for ordinary seg-
meats includes additive and multiplicative -bias and random errors .; The
option of selecting the additive or multiplicative case for the random
component can be exercised by setting:
0 - additive random component
ISIGEX




1. No errors., no acq, data (sample error) 1 3 - - - 3 3 1 1 1
2. No errors, use acq. data (cloud cover effects;) 1 3 - - - 3 3 1 1 0
3. Segment truth variation (within county variance). 1 0 2 2 2 0 .3 1. 1 0
4. YES error only 1 3 - - 3 0 1 1 0.
5. CAMS errors only 1 0 0 0 D 3 3 1 1 0
6. All error sources 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
7. Vary CAS multi-year effect 1 ar. y col dig rati n 0 0 0
8. Hold 1' 't iteration CAMS error constant and vary 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
YES error
9. Read CAMS errors from existing file and vary 1 2 - - - 3 0 1 1 0
YES error








Figure 4. 3-1. LEM Control Data Exam pies	 ^
28234-6025-RU-00
Page 220
The multi-temporal sampling effect is provided to simulate the effect of
segment acquisitions in more than one window. The simulation is accom-
plished by multiplying the error of the present window by a factor which
depends on the previous windows acquired. The option for using this
feature may be exercised by setting:
0 - include multi-temporal, sampling effect!MULTI # 0 - bypass multi-temporal sampling effect
4.4 USAGE OF POUT
The preparation of control data to create the substrata reference
data report or the frequency of sample segment acquisition report is
straightforward and wiU not be discussed here. See Sections 3. 8, 1 and
3, 8.2 for details. The preparation of control data for the population and
Monte Carlo reports is snore complicated and examples are discussed below.
4, 4, 1 P. o, aula tion Report Ex4mple
A s:sume that the' population CAMS error report and the population
61 area report is to be generated. English units are to be used. Two
intervals are to be used for the histograms, 10 between 0a.nd 200 and 25
between 200 and 475. The reports are to be produced at the region level.
Besides the three bio-windows, there are four prediction dates. The files






BR.EAKI = 200f Do not enter data for INTVL3 or STOP in this case
INTVL2 = 25
BREAK2 475
PARMTR(.2) 3, PARAMTR.(4') 6
ICASIN(2) = 1001, ICASIN(4) = 2005
LEVEL 2
BIOWD(1) = 1, BIOWD(2) = 4, BIOWD(4) = 2
"	 WPRTY(1) = 2, WPRTY.(2) = 4, WPRTY(3) I
IPRDR, 1) 7I 7, 20, IPRD(1, 2) 71, 9, 15, IPRD(l, 3) = 71, 11, 21,






4, 4. Z Monte Carlo Report Option
Assume that the Monte Carlo production error report is to be
produced. Metric units are to be us'ed. The nominal interval and start
and stop values are to be used for the histogra mr s. The report is to be
produced at the zone level. Two bio-windows are to be used and two
prediction points. The only file required is the CASD.IS file. The control





BIOWD(l) = 5, B IOW D(2) I
IPRD(j, 1) = 74, 4, 17, IPRD(l, Z) 74, 7, 1
